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Abstract
We present a set of methods which can be used to deliver up-to-date information describing the status and dynamics of forest resources over large
territories disregarding country boundaries. These methods work with sound
plot-level NFI (National Forest Inventory) data available in a centralised
database to which many countries can contribute. Challenges generated by
various sampling designs used by countries and the resulting spatial and
temporal heterogeneity of plot-level data have been addressed by the respective estimation techniques which possibly involve the use of auxiliary
data sources (e.g. large scale maps derived from satellite images).
A selection from the proposed set of methods has been implemented in
a working prototype of a forest information system - the nFIESTA (new
Forest ESTimation and Analysis). The operational capabilities of nFIESTA
have been tested through a demonstration study which involved the estimation of above ground biomass (AGB) characteristics for several hundreds
of 50 by 50 km and 100 by 100 km rectangular study areas (INSPIRE grid
cells) which intersect or lie completely within the territories of Czech Republic, France, Germany or Switzerland. Real NFI plot-level data was provided
by these four countries and used for shake of this study. The effects of the
Copernicus high-resolution Forest Type 2012 (FTY) and the Tree Cover
Density 2012 (TCD) maps on the precision of the AGB estimates were explored in large detail.
The new nFIESTA system demonstrated its efficiency in handling very
large sets of NFI plot and auxiliary data. So far all estimates produced
have been plausible and it has been evident that the respective estimators
are correctly implemented. nFIESTA represents an important step toward
common reporting of the (not only) European NFIs.
The Copernicus high-resolution thematic maps were confirmed as an
important auxiliary data source allowing for a more precise and unbiased
estimation of the harmonised above ground biomass. Similar performance
can be expected in case of other forest parameters related to biomass and
its domain (e.g. carbon stock, growing stock and forest area). Because the
quality and the availability of remote sensing data is continuously improving
large gains in the common provisioning of forest information from NFIs are
expected in the near future.
The nFIESTA system can be obtained for free from a public software
repository under the EUPL license, see https://gitlab.com/nfiesta/
nfiesta_pg. The repository is maintained and nFIESTA is being further
developed by experts from the Forest Management Institute Brandýs nad
Labem (ÚHÚL, Czech Republic).

Executive summary
This report describes achievements made within the task T2.3 (Improving
of forest resources monitoring through general and flexible estimation procedures associating NFI field data with auxiliary data from various sources),
subtask 2.3.1 (Common data analysis and output delivery system) of the
Diabolo project financed from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme.
According to the Diabolo specification the goal of subtask 2.3.1 was
to develop a methodology of statistical estimation to be able to incorporate i) various auxiliary data sources to improve the precision of estimates
and ii) NFI field and auxiliary data from various points in time and using
imputation and updating techniques to enable the delivery of up-to-date
information on on status and changes of forest resources in Europe. This
subtask covers development of estimation techniques as well as the technical
implementation and case studies for testing the system by countries.
This document (D2.10 deliverable of Diabolo project) is composed by
three parts and two appendices - each one corresponding to a separate technical report addressing specific aspects of the T2.3.1 subtask. In the first
part estimation techniques are proposed which can be used to obtain estimates of forest condition and dynamics as up-to-date as possible, taking
into account various situations which might occur in an integrated database
containing NFI (National Forest Inventory) data from many countries. The
countries themselves apply different sampling designs and follow various time
plans with their NFI campaigns. In the first part the time-related estimation
aspects are treated and corresponding estimation methods are proposed.
It has to be noted that the methods presented are not considered as
the theoretically best possible but, according to the authors’ opinions, they
represent generic and robust solutions which can be (relatively easily) implemented and applied without too much of user interaction. The ease of
use and robustness are the preconditions for a truly operational estimation
and information system. Several techniques proposed in the methodology
rely on the availability of auxiliary data obtained from an external source
(i.e. data which do not come from the NFI field surveys themselves). The
use of auxiliaries to improve precision of estimates was the main focus of
the preceding Report on general and flexible estimation procedure associat1

ing NFI field data with auxiliary data from various remote sensing sources
and maps (deliverable D2.3 of the Diabolo project).
The second part of this document deals with estimation methods actually implemented by the nFIESTA software at the moment of this deliverable compilation. These methods were used within the demonstration study
which explored possible effects of selected Copernicus remote sensing products (Forest Type and Tree Cover Density maps, version 2012) as a source
of auxiliary information for biomass estimates.
A considerable attention was paid to the Horvitz-Thompson theorem
for continuous populations (HTC) which addresses theoretical issues arising
from the integration of diverse NFI plot data of many countries. The use
of this theorem can be considered as an innovative aspect of the subtask
T2.3.1. It can be applied virtually anywhere i.e. its use is not restricted to
Europe only. In the second part the single-phase and the modified direct
GREG (Generalised REGression) estimators of total as well as estimators of
ratio of totals are described in a technical detail, which was necessary with
respect to the software implementation.
The derivation of so called inclusion (or sampling) densities according
to the HTC theorem is also included. Inclusion densities are indispensable
because they play the same role as the inclusion probabilities do in the
Horvitz-Thompson theorem for finite populations i.e. determine the sampling design itself as well as statistical properties of the estimators (unbiasedness, precision, design-based variance). Inclusion densities are derived
based on relative sampling weights regularly provided by countries. The
proposed solution is generic in the sense that the relative sampling weights
specified at the whole sampling stratum level can be transformed to inclusion densities not only for the stratum itself but also for smaller regions as
well as temporal subsamples (panels).
The third and last part of D2.10 describes the performance and results
of a case study the aims of which were i) to test and demonstrate the technical functionality of the implementation (nFIESTA software) with respect to
the production of forest information using real and complex NFI data, ii) to
evaluate the correctness and properties of the respective estimation procedures and iii) to quantify the efficiency gains concerning estimation of aboveground biomass on forest land and using the high-resolution (20 m / pixel)
Copernicus Forest Type and Tree Cover Density maps as auxiliaries. Based
on a data use contract between participating countries, the colleagues at
IGN (France) and Thünen Institute (Germany) provided a set of plot data on
harmonised above-ground biomass (ABG) from the Czech Republic, France,
Germany and Switzerland. The participating NFI organisations further provided the national sampling frames (strata) geometries, as well as the the
auxiliary values at NFI plot locations.
Within the case study single-phase and GREG estimators of total aboveground biomass, total area of biomass domain and mean biomass per hectare
2

(of biomass domain) were produced for study areas defined as 50 km by
50 km as well as 100 km by 100 km INSPIRE grid cells intersecting the union
of territories of the Czech Republic, France, Germany and Switzerland. The
resulting estimates were analysed in terms of their precision including comparisons to earlier estimates produced by eFOREST system (single-phase
estimators, not based on the HTC theorem).
The demonstration study has shown that the new nFIESTA software is
capable to handle very large sets of NFI plot and auxiliary data and that
all its features work as expected: single plot and cluster sampling, transnational estimation across sampling strata and country borders, estimation
for non-complete (reduced) estimation cells, model-assisted regression estimation. The efficiency gains when producing estimates with the help of
auxiliary data are as expected and important in in terms of total biomass
or the size of the biomass domain (forest area). Smaller improvements of
the precision of ratios and total per species group (coniferous, deciduous)
have been observed, which was again expected. Concerning the total aboveground biomass on forest land the Copernicus high-resolution thematic maps
represent a valuable auxiliary data source improving the precision of estimates (compared to single-phase approach using NFI field data only). The
new nFIESTA software represents an important step forward in terms of the
European NFIs’ capabilities for common reporting and in its quality.
Appendix A is devoted to the description of NFI data and metadata
which need to be provided to the estimation system (nFIESTA) in order to
produce requested information on forests. A structure of a set of CSV files
is described here also addressing a wide range of existing modalities of NFI
data e.g. spatial and temporal aspects. A special attention has been paid
to the the known issue of plot coordinates which often can’t be provided by
countries (for various reasons e.g. protection of representativeness of permanent sample plots). However the necessary estimation methods require
knowledge of the values of auxiliaries at the precise position of particular
field plots as well as the (geographical) assignment of these plots to study
areas (estimation cells). Further development of the ENFIN’s (European
National Forest Inventory Network) existing data upload functionality is
foreseen beyond the Diabolo project scope (eFOREST 2.0).
In parallel to the CSV files specification a database structure capable
to store all the necessary information coming from NFIs has been proposed
and also implemented in the nFIESTA software (described in the next appendix B).
A working prototype of the common data analysis and output system
called nFIESTA (new Forest Inventory ESTimation System) has been designed and implemented within subtask T2.3.1 by Forest Management Institute Brandýs nad Labem (ÚHÚL, Czech Republic) in close collaboration
with the Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL,
Switzerland). The system implements single-phase and a family of regres3

sion estimators (modified direct GREG, direct GREG and synthetic estimators) of totals as well as corresponding estimators or ratios (of totals). The
software is distributed as a PostgreSQL database extension which can be
downloaded for free (including the source code) from a software repository
(details can be found in appendix B).
Although updating and imputation techniques were not implemented at
the moment of the D2.10 report compilation, the necessary software architecture and database structures enabling such estimations were fully designed
and developed. These techniques were not implemented because of time constraints that resulted from the pace of works on which the system design and
implementation were dependent. An important role played also the delayed
performance of T2.3.1 demonstration study which focused on harmonised
biomass estimations using large scale and high resolution auxiliaries. For
this case study plot level data had to be extracted and transformed from
the existing eFOREST database and complemented by additional data obtained from participating countries. Particularly the matching of existing
data from eFOREST with additional data from countries (in general auxiliaries and cell intersections, sampling strata geometries) was very complex
and required two iterations in some cases.
It has to be noted that the first prototype of nFIESTA has been prepared
as early as in 2017, while the methodological work was still in progress.
By that time capabilities of the software were tested and further developed
using artificially created datasets that mimicked the real NFI data of several
countries as well as wall-to-wall auxiliaries. The development of nFIESTA
is continued by ÚHÚL on its own cost without any implications for users
of the system - further functionality including the imputation and updating
techniques will be soon available under the same licensing schema EUPL
(see appendix B for details on licensing).
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1. Summary
The present report describes the further developments to the forest information output and delivery
system developed in fulfilment of Task 2.3.1 (ab) of the work package 2 (WP2) of the DIABOLO project.
The report concentrates only on presenting the statistical methodology required for data analysis and
estimation by integrating NFI field data and auxiliaries from various time points for producing up-to-date
information on status and changes of forest resources. The technical report on the concept and
implementation of the estimation platform, as well as the case studies aspects are due to 31.12.2018,
such that these aspects are not addressed here.
The objective of the current task raised specific some challenges, such as:
- different NFIs - or more exactly, the sampling strata considered by the NFIs - employ different
sampling methods, so we need different updating and imputation techniques to produce precise
timed estimates;
- in an estimation cell, it is expected to have in general a combination of strata from different NFIs,
thus different updating and imputation approached may be required in different parts of the cell;
- for the same cell, the datasets and the estimation methods can vary for different time points, and
all-around aggregation procedures are needed to produce average estimates for user-defined time
intervals
- the domain areas are generally not known and must be estimated from the sample, which poses
specific challenges related to the estimation procedures.
Arguably the main challenge of this task was to comprehend the large variety of situations that can occur
in practice. Here we do not claim that all possible cases were covered, neither that our solution are the
most efficient. Rather than seeking for highly efficient estimation methods, the focus was on finding
possible trade-offs between the ease of implementation, transparency and statistical properties of the
estimators.
The main achievements presented in this report relates to the establishment of a general framework for
tackling these challenges, which pertain to:
‒ using previous NFI field assessments as auxiliary information to (potentially) increase the estimation
efficiency;
‒ providing simple, but effective methods for combining estimators from different time points, under
different statistical frameworks - i.e., design-based (DB), model assisted (MA) and model-dependent
(MD)
‒ estimation procedures that require various degrees of information and can work with terrestrial data
only, as well as with exhaustive auxiliaries or non-exhaustive auxiliaries (i.e., a probabilistic sample of
auxiliary data);
‒ some of the methods can also integrate different types of auxiliaries –i.e., exhaustive and nonexhaustive - into one single estimation procedure;
‒ providing either annual or average annual estimates, depending on the data availability and the
inventory systems used to obtain the field data.
In addition, the methods presented here are can easily integrate the global remote sensing products
developed by other tasks of the DIABOLO project (T2.3.2, T4.3.2-T4.3.4).
Background information and the research objectives are stated in section 2, followed by an introduction
of the key concepts and statistical framework. Section 4 reviews the common survey methods for forest
monitoring, and the methodological approaches to be considered for implementation are described in in
section 5, and details related to some specific estimation procedures are provided in the Appendix A1.
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Section 6 contains recommendations on the use of respective estimation methods depending on
particular situation i.e. taking into account the user request for a target parameter, spatial and temporal
specification plus, of course, the availability of field plot data and auxiliary variables. This section links
the methods described here to other parts of the integrated report which are devoted to the
implementation and a case study.

2. Objectives of the deliverable
The dual objective of Task 2.3.1 (“Common data analysis and output delivery system”) in the WP.2
(“Harmonizing growing stock, biomass and carbon estimation and forest state monitoring based on field
and high-resolution remote sensing data”) of the DIABOLO project focuses on:
a. using various auxiliary data sources to improve the precision of estimates and forest resource
information, and
b. the development of imputation and updating techniques incorporating NFI field and auxiliaries
from various time points to deliver always up-to-date information on status and changes of
forest resources in Europe, in conformance with existing European information systems
The main objective of this partial deliverable is to extend the scope of the estimation workflow
developed in the previous deliverable (D2.3) with methods for continuous monitoring and analysis of
forest resources over time, in completion of Task 2.3.1(b). The final aim of our endeavor was to identify
statistical estimation methods that:
- are fairly simple, transparent, and robust;
- are scalable, such that they can be used to any geographical extent and can cope to large amounts of
data;
- can be applied to the inventory types commonly used by the European countries;
- can accommodate to different combinations of datasets provided by different NFIs.
The execution of the task posed several challenges that introduced various restrictions on choices
related to statistical methodology and technical implementation. Having a wide range of complex topics
grouped under the same umbrella of the DIABOLO project, several project deliverables were developed
in parallel such that the solutions provided by other work packages or project tasks couldn’t be
incorporated in the estimation platform at this stage. Due to the flexibility of the platform, however, the
novel findings of the DIABOLO project can be easily plugged into the estimation platform at a later stage.
Hence, we restricted the methodology to using and demonstrating estimation techniques that are
relatively well understood and adopted by the forest inventory community. Other criteria for choosing
methodological approaches were the ease of technical integration and scalability. For these reason,
some popular techniques such as non-parametric estimators (like nearest-neighbor methods) were not
considered for implementation at this stage, because such methods usually assume larger sample sizes
compared to parametric estimators and require specific tuning. Another restriction was on the use of
models for state updates and volume increment estimation. Although most of the European NFIs are
using similar types of growth models, the models are calibrated and updated locally to country-specific
conditions, and this task may not be easily centralized into a single platform. The increment estimation
methods are also object to an on-going harmonization process (Gschwantner et al 2016). If the countries
provide the updated values for the increments, easily defines an interface and data formats that can be
used for uploading the updated values, which keeps the plot-level updating using growth models as a
viable option to be implemented in the future.
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3. General concepts and statistical framework
Before proceeding further, it may be useful to provide succinct explanations for several key words that
will be used frequently through the report.
The state refers to the average value of a population parameter over a specific calendar year, like, for
instance, the total growing stock for the calendar year 2015. In this context, the year 2015 will be also
called as the “query time”. The implicit assumption is that the yearly inventory data represents the
average state for that particular year, such that the within- year variability can be neglected. In general,
the average state can be obtained for any time window 𝑇, not only for the 𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 . The time window for
estimating the average state can be user-defined, but still restricted to the length of the shortest cycle
(𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 ) of the sampling strata covered by a cell. In addition, it is essential that each field sample from a
sampling stratum must be associated to a unique inventory year, even if some of the field plots were
assessed during different calendar years.
In the time-series vernacular, an update occurs when new information on the state becomes available,
usually after re-measurement. Here, the updating is seen also as an adjustment of the state using a
statistical model or algorithms. For instance, updating the plot-level growing stock can be done by a remeasurement, by using increment models, linear interpolation between two existing states, or even by
utilizing disturbance maps in the form of binary masks indicating the presence or the total removal of the
forest vegetation at plot-level. Regression updating using growth models is not covered here, while
updating via disturbance maps is expected to be feasible for implementation when the GIS products
delivered by the WP4 of DIABOLO project become available. It is reasonable to assume that annual
updates of the auxiliaries are going to be available in the system, while the re-measurements of the field
plots will always follow a periodic temporal pattern.
Missing data occurs when one or more sampling strata within an estimation cell do not contain field
plots. Within a sampling stratum, missing data can occur for certain annual panels, or even entirely, if the
share of a sampling stratum with the cell is very small. While it is rather unlikely to have sampling strata
completely missing the field data, the auxiliaries will surely be available for the entire cell, either as a
first-phase sample or “wall-to-wall”, thus allowing for using model-dependent estimation. The
occurrence of missing data situations will most probably follow a cyclic pattern through time, for a
specific sampling stratum and in the same cell. The plots located in annual panels which are not visited
during the query time are not considered as missing data. We recommend that this situation to be
addressed at country level, using the most appropriate imputation technique for each case.
In order to cope with the missing data situations, as well as with the more common case of having a
small sample size at cell-level, a searching protocol has been implemented in the estimation platform to
extend the search region for selecting sample observations from regions outside of the cell. This
procedure it will be described in the technical documentation of the estimation platform.
By imputations we refer to statistical methods for assigning a set of values (domain and/or target
attributes) when the field observations are missing at a specific query time or time window, but the
auxiliaries are available. A plethora of non-parametric imputations methods are available in literature
(see for instance McRoberts 2001, Ekselsson et al 2009 and references therein), many of which are
already implemented in common statistical software. For the time being, the imputation methods
considered here were restricted to the synthetic linear regression estimator.
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Forecasts occur in situations when neither field nor auxiliary information is available for the query time,
and the estimation is based only on past inventory data and/or existing estimates. When the auxiliaries
become available, it may be advisable to replace the forecast predictions with regression imputations.

3.1 Statistical framework for estimation
We are introducing the common set-up for one-phase sampling, which will be gradually extended later in
the report. The aim is estimating of the attribute totals of an unplanned, continuous domain 𝐷 within a
cell 𝑈, 𝑈𝑑 ⊂ 𝑈 (like, for instance, the forest domain), as well as the unknown area 𝜆𝑑 of 𝑈𝑑 , such that
the mean attribute density (like per-hectare volume of growing stock) and its estimated precision can be
obtained. The domain information (𝐼𝑑 ) is available for each sampling point in the field sample 𝑆2 (𝐼𝑑,𝑆2 =
1 if 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈𝑑 , and 𝐼𝑑,𝑆2 = 0 elsewhere). The subset of 𝑆2 included in the domain 𝑈𝑑 is denoted 𝑆2𝑑 . The
field sample 𝑆2 contains 𝑛2 sampling units, of which 𝑛2𝑑 belongs to 𝐷. Assigning the domain indicator 𝐼𝑑
to the sampling points in a first-phase sample 𝑆1 or to the entire in the case of exhaustive (“wall-to-wall”)
auxiliaries to requires having a GIS layer available, or using some classification method, like, for instance,
a logistic generalized regression model for classifying forest and non-forest areas. For some attributes
like ownership class (private or public forests), the target domain will usually be available only for the
field sample. The estimation methods follow the infinite population approach to sampling - see Cordy
(1993), Stevens & Urquhart (2000) and Mandallaz (2008) for details.
While the one-phase sampling design for field sample selection is more appropriate for inference in the
case of inventories with single panels (i.e., periodic inventories), the general set-up for the NFI with
annual surveys is a two-phase sampling design, where the first sample is the entire, large NFI grid, and
the annual field assessments are the second-phase samples (Johnson & Williams 2004, Massey et al
2014). Under this assumption, the 𝑆1𝑇 sample is selected from an infinite population, while 𝑆2𝑞 is a
sample taken from a finite population represented by 𝑆1𝑇 with selection probability 𝑝(𝑆2𝑞 ) = 1⁄𝑇. Thus,
the field sample 𝑆2𝑞 for a particular calendar year 𝑞 = 1, . . , 𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 (where 𝑇 is the no. of calendar years
in an inventory cycle) can be seen as a second-phase sample selected from the entire NFI grid that
represents the first-phase sample 𝑆1𝑇 containing all the field assessments for all annual panels. It is
further assumed that the inclusion densities 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆1𝑇 ) for the sampling points in 𝑆1𝑇 , as well as the
inclusion probabilities 𝜋2𝑘|𝑆1𝑇 (𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆2𝑞 ) for the elements of 𝑆2𝑞 conditioning on selecting 𝑆1𝑇 in the first
phase, are available in the estimation platform. For the sake of simplifying notation, 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘 ) and 𝜋2𝑘 will
be used henceforth for 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆1 ) and 𝜋2𝑘|𝑆1 , and we introduce the notation for sampling weights as
𝑎1𝑘 = 1⁄𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘 ) and 𝑎2𝑘 = 𝜋2𝑘 .
The estimation frame (𝐸) also called cell (Figure 1) can represent a sub-national, a trans-national or a
bio-geographic region of Europe. The cell can be user-defined, with known area 𝜆(𝐸) and geographic
extent (boundaries). The estimation is always done for the entire cell or for domains of interest within a
cell. It is assumed that the auxiliaries are available for entire cell. Although the area of the estimation
frame is known, some parts of the cell may not be covered by any NFI sampling frame.
A cell can be covered by one or several NFI sampling frames 𝐹. A sampling frame extends over the entire
land base of a country, or over large parts of the country with unique sampling design called a sampling
stratum. A sampling frame has a known surface area 𝜆(𝐹) and is entirely covered with a probability
sample of NFI sampling units of the same type (i.e., either fixed-area plots, relascope plots). The
sampling units are precisely georeferenced and have the same configuration and geometry. It is assumed
that in most cases, the boundaries of the sampling frames are not available for the estimation platform,
and consequently the shares of the sampling strata within a cell are not precisely known but, can be
estimated (i.e., λ̂(𝐸𝐴 ) and λ̂(𝐸𝐵 ) in Figure 1, where 𝐸𝐴 = 𝐹𝐴 ⋂𝐸 and 𝐸𝐵 = 𝐹𝐵 ⋂𝜆𝐸 ). A cell can contain one
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or several strata ℎ = 1: 𝐻, where each stratum ℎ represents the intersection between the estimation
frame (cell) and a specific sampling frame. Consequently, there might be parts of a cell that are not
covered by any NFI sampling frames - i.e., coastal areas, military zones within countries, lakes or nonproductive areas. For the estimation frame, a cell stratum is represented by an NFI probability sample
𝑆2ℎ . Thus, the terrestrial dataset (𝑆2 ) available within the estimation frame will be the union of the 𝐻
samples: 𝑆2 = ⋃𝑆2ℎ . The cells can be further partitioned into attribute domains where information and
statistical estimates are required. A parametrization zone (or a buffer) can be defined around the cell to
extend the sample size with additional observations when the cell-level terrestrial sample is small.

Figure 1. A general example of an estimation framework (cell):

‒

‒
‒
‒
‒

Estimation frame - cell - (𝐸) of area 𝜆(𝐸) (blue rectangle) extending over two sampling frames 𝐴 and 𝐵 (black
and green polygons). The sampling frames extent within the cell are unknown, but sampling strata areas 𝜆(𝐴)
and 𝜆(𝐵) can be estimated
Terrestrial samples (of sizes 𝑛𝐴 and 𝑛𝐵 ) in 𝜆(𝐴) and 𝜆(𝐵)
The sample of auxiliaries (in orange) assigned without errors to the cell (𝐸), but not to the cell strata
A domain of interest 𝐷 (dashed red line) defined across the cell, domain area 𝜆(𝐷) known (GIS) or estimated
The blue-dashed line defines the parametrization region for extending the cell-level sample

3.2 Auxiliary data
It is expected that the auxiliary data for estimation will consist in at least one of the following two types:
‒ exhaustive (“wall-to-wall”) auxiliaries (𝑍 (1) ) in the form of GIS layers like imagery data, cartographic
products like DTMs, canopy height maps, or disturbance maps; in addition, binary variables (0-1)
indicating the membership to disjoint groups that are available from GIS products (like thematic
maps) can be also used as auxiliaries;
‒ non-exhaustive auxiliaries (𝑍 (2) ) consisting in the field plot measurements for the entire NFI grid.
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At country-level, the temporal frequency for updating the auxiliaries depends upon the type of the
remote sensing product – for instance, satellite imagery or 3D point cloud data. Although the satellite
systems allow for fast updating of various imagery products, the updating time of the 3D point cloud
data extends over one year (Kangas et al 2018). However, it is reasonable to assume that, for the
upcoming years, at least some sets of auxiliaries (“wall to wall” or sample-based) will be available for
each inventory year, ensuring a good temporal match with the field assessments.

3.3 Sampling strategies
Depending on the availability of field inventory and auxiliary data, one-or two-phase estimation can be
pursued as follows:
‒ design-based estimation following one – and two-phase sampling, where the field observations in
𝑆2 consists of plots or clusters with known inclusion densities which are already available (provided
by the countries) for all sampling strata; no auxiliaries are considered here for estimation.
‒ model-assisted estimation following one-phase terrestrial sampling, applicable for periodic
inventories when exhaustive auxiliaries are available;
‒ model-assisted estimation following two-phase sampling applicable for inventories with rotating
annual panels where, depending on the type of auxiliaries used for estimation, several cases are be
considered:
 if only non-exhaustive auxiliaries are available for 𝑆1 and/or 𝑆2 , the classical two-phase
estimation is pursued. As previously mentioned, the non-exhaustive auxiliary data (𝑍 (2) )
considered here consist in the existing field measurements on the entire NFI grid, thus field remeasurements are assumed to be available;
 two-phase estimation can also be applied when two types of auxiliaries - exhaustive (𝑍 (1) ) and
the non-exhaustive (𝑍 (2) ) - are available. The exhaustive auxiliaries in 𝑍 (1) are provided by
imagery products or other GIS layers.
 In addition, we also address the situation when the set of exhaustive auxiliaries are available
only for 𝑆2 , but not for 𝑆1 , such that the extraction of remotely sensed auxiliaries does not need
to be performed for all the sampling points in the NFI grid;
 if field plot remeasurements are not available, then the terrestrial first-phase sample is not
complete. This is the case of newly established NFI grids, where the first inventory cycle has not
been fulfilled. The case where 𝑆1 contains remotely sensed data sampled from a large grid
independently of 𝑆2 – the “non-nested” double sampling (Hidiroglou 2001) – was addressed in
deliverable D2.3. In the current implementation stage, exhaustive remotely sensed information
(𝑍 (1) ) is supposed to be available in the estimation platform which simplifies the estimation
because the first sampling phase vanishes.
‒ model-dependent estimation following either one-or two-phase sampling, if exhaustive
auxiliaries (𝑍 (1) ) are available; the model-dependent estimation is applicable to any inventory
type and sampling design.
A detailed overview of use of different type of auxiliaries in two-phase sampling for finite populations is
given by Estevao & Särndal (2002), while a three-phase estimation procedure for infinite populations is
discussed by Massey et al (2014).
Regarding field sample availability, several situations can occur depending on the provenience of 𝑆2 :
‒ internal data: 𝑆2𝑑 contains inventory data within the cell that belongs to a domain D, with the
sample size 𝑛2𝑑 ≥ 𝑃, where 𝑃 is the number of auxiliaries (including intercept)
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‒

‒

partially internal data, where 𝑆2𝑑 extends within a parametrization zone outside the cell. This is the
case when a sampling stratum contains very few observations – for instance, when 𝑛2𝑑 < 𝑃, and we
need to increase the sample size. Here, 𝑛2𝑑 =∪ {𝑛2𝑐,𝑑 , 𝑛2𝑒,𝑑 }, where 𝑛2𝑐,𝑑 is within-cell data and
𝑛2𝑒,𝑑 is data outside the cell, but from the same domain 𝐷;
external data: no data within cell, 𝑛2𝑑 = 𝑛2𝑒,𝑑 is obtained from the parametrization region.

For partially internal data and external data, a rule is needed for selecting 𝑛2𝑒,𝑑 among the available NFI
outside the cell data, based on some similarity measure or a pre-defined geographic extent around a
user-defined cell. It is further assumed that the auxiliaries to be used for regression/calibration are
selected for larger regions. For cells containing several sets of regional predictors, the union of the sets
of auxiliaries will be used. For instance, in the case of a cell containing two sets of auxiliaries {𝑍1 , 𝑍2 } and
{𝑍1 , 𝑍3 }, the final set of auxiliaries used for estimation will become ∪𝑍 = {𝑍1 , 𝑍2 , 𝑍3 }. When data form
outside the cell is used for MA or MD estimation, it is advisable to introduce a binary (0-1) variable (𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 )
for indicating the cell membership of the data – i.e., 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 1 for within-cell observations, and 0
otherwise. The presence of 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 together with the weighted least squares estimation internally
calibrated, design-consistent models, simplifying also the variance estimation (Firth & Bennett 1998).
Here we pursue MA also as a linear calibration approach, considering the generalized regression
estimator a weighting procedure. The calibration approach seeks for adjusting the inclusion densities for
each sampling unit in 𝑆2𝑑 such that the sample estimate for the auxiliary total and the population total of
the auxiliaries are identical. Under the implicit assumption of a linear correlation between the auxiliaries
and the attributes, it is then expected that the estimated totals of the inventory variables will be also
close to the population parameters. For details on linear calibration estimation in finite population
surveys see Särndal et al (1989) and Estevao & Särndal (2006). Mandallaz (2008, 2012,2013) and
Mandallaz et al. (2013) provides details regarding the use of the weighted residual variance technique
for forest inventory applications. As explained by Särndal (2007), the linear calibration approach has
several practical advantages for statistical production, such as:
- is a multi-purpose, linear weighting method that provides a sample-level set of calibration weights
(the so-called “g-weights”) that can be used simultaneously for all plot-level attributes;
- does not require a model explicitly formulated (is “model-free”), which could be transparent and
convenient approach for statistical production. As a disadvantage, linear calibration estimation
inefficient for some attributes, since is does not involve a modelling step targeting each inventory
variable;
- the calibration weights must be produced anyway when applying the weighted residual technique
for estimating the variance of the generalized regression estimation (Särndal et al 1989), which is
known to have better properties especially in the presence of small sample sizes (Mandallaz 2008,
2012,2013).
A comprehensive comparison of linear calibration and generalized regression estimation is provided by
Särndal (2007). In addition to linear calibration, the model calibration (Wu & Sitter) was added to
appendix A, as an alternative approach for uncertainty estimation when using nonlinear regression
models. However, the model-calibration does not have the multi-purpose estimator property of the
linear calibration.
Knowing the inclusion densities for each sampling stratum and with independent field inventories in
different sampling strata, the cell-level estimates for the totals are obtained using stratified estimation.
For instance, in the case of design-based estimation, the cell totals 𝑡̂𝑦 and their variances are estimated
directly as:
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𝑦
𝑡̂𝑦 = ∑ℎ∈𝐻 ∑𝑘∈𝑆2ℎ 𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘 )
ℎ𝑘

𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦 ) = ∑ℎ∈𝐻 ∑𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2ℎ

𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘𝑘′ )−𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘 )𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘′ ) 𝑦ℎ𝑘
𝑦ℎ𝑘′
𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘𝑘′ )
𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘 ) 𝜋(𝑥ℎ𝑘′ )

Because the sample selection in different strata are independent, the between-strata covariances will
vanish. Besides, for estimating the overall totals, the areas of each stratum in not required to be exactly
known. The auxiliary totals can be obtained directly at cell-level. Henceforth, the sampling strata
indexing will not be used.

4. Common inventory methods for forest monitoring
The use of permanent or temporary plots, as well as the sample tree selection methods locally employed
by the different European NFIs (Table 1) determines the feasibility of NFI data regarding the estimation
of state, net change and change components (Kulešis et al 2016, Tomter et al 2016).
Table 1 Sampling methods applied by European NFIs (N=17)

Sample tree
selection (1)

Permanency of sample grid (% of countries)
Permanent plots
Temporary plots
Combination

ACS
CCS
FA

12
0
82
12
6
6
(1)
FA: fixed-area plots; ACS: angle-count sampling; CCS: concentric circular plots

6
35
12

The inventory systems employed by the European NFIs can be grouped as continuous inventory systems
with annual inter-penetrating grids (or rotating annual panels) and periodic inventory systems. For a
comparison of these two main survey designs see Köhl & Scott (2000) and Patterson & Reams (2005,
§5.1). In addition to using the NFI field data assessment, the stand-wise inventories are also an important
source of information to assist the estimation.

4.1 NFI systems with rotating annual panels
For continuous forest inventory (CFI) systems, the NFI grids established at the sampling-stratum level are
split into inter-penetrating, non-overlapping annual panels (or grids) representing probability samples
that provide a complete spatial coverage of the population of interest, and where the same sampling
units (plots, clusters) are visited on two or more occasions (Patterson & Reams 2005, §5.1). In the
context of systematic sampling designs widely used by the NFIs worldwide, each annual panel represents
a subset of the complete NFI grid established for a sampling stratum. The plot re-measurement period –
the length of the inventory cycle 𝑇 can vary by country but is typically 5 years for European NFIs.
One advantage of using interpenetrating annual panels is that the annual samples sizes are more or less
equal, but, as a disadvantage, the annual samples are relatively small, being only a fraction (i.e., 20% for
𝑇 = 5 yrs) of the entire NFI grid. Despite of this inconvenient, the NFIs is currently implementing CFIs for
their NFIs, as statistically sound inferential methods for monitoring forests and forest condition. Over
time, the CFIs will provide valuable long time-series of data, provided that the definitions and the
inventory techniques remain consistent (Fridman et al 2014).
For newly established NFIs, no field re-measurement is available, yet which restricts the estimation
methods for state and change components. Still, the annual panels are probabilistic samples that allows
for an approximately unbiased estimation of the inventory attributes. Using the field assessments from
the annual panels, with or without the aid of auxiliaries, the design-based estimates of the state and net
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change can be produced. Semi-direct estimation of some change components based on increment cores
and increment models (Tomter et al 2016) may be also possible, but it is not covered here because such
methods were not sought for implementation in the estimation platform at this stage.
Starting with the second inventory cycle, the re-measurements of the annual panels start to accumulate,
such that all plots are re-measured by the end of the second cycle. When all the plots in an annual panel
have been re-measured at least once constitutes the “perfect” case for estimation, when all the
information needed for estimation of state and change components is available. Besides providing the
perfect support for estimating change components, the field assessments for inventory cycle constitute a
good set of non-exhaustive auxiliaries.
The general set-up for the NFI annual surveys with rotating panels is seen here as a two-phase sampling
design, where the annual first sample is the entire, large NFI grid, and the annual field assessments are
the second-phase samples (Johnson & Williams 2004, Massey et al 2014). Under this assumption, the
first-phase sample 𝑆1 is selected from an infinite population, while the second-phase sample 𝑆2 is taken
from a finite population represented by 𝑆1𝑇 with selection probability 𝑝(𝑆2 ) = 1⁄𝑇. The field sample 𝑆2𝑞
for a particular calendar year 𝑞 = 1, . . , 𝑇 (where 𝑇 is the no. of calendar years in an inventory cycle) can
be seen as a second-phase sample selected from the entire NFI grid that represents the first-phase
sample 𝑆1𝑇 containing all the field assessments for all annual panels. It is further assumed that the firstand second order inclusion densities 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆1𝑇 ) and 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘𝑘 ′ ;𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆1𝑇 ) for the sampling points in 𝑆1𝑇 ,
and the first-and second order inclusion probabilities 𝜋2𝑘|𝑆1𝑇

𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

(𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆2𝑞 ) and 𝜋2𝑘𝑘 ′ |𝑆1𝑇 (𝑥𝑘𝑘 ′ ;𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2𝑞 )

for the elements of 𝑆2𝑞 conditioning on selecting 𝑆1𝑇 in the first phase, are available in the estimation
platform. For the sake of simplifying notation, 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘 ) and 𝜋2𝑘 will be used henceforth for 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆1𝑇 )
and 𝜋2𝑘|𝑆1𝑇 .

4.2 Periodic NFI systems
Here, the field sample data consists in a single panel spread across a sampling stratum (Köhl & Scott
2000). The inventory cycle can extend over several years - for instance, a ten years inventory cycle may
consist in a 3 years period of data collection followed by 7 years without field assessments
Because periodic inventories are usually conducted over several years, the field data acquisition
campaigns may be concentrated within specific regions for reducing the inventory costs, such that the
annual field assessments do not represent a probability sample for the entire sampling stratum. In such
cases, the design-based estimation based on the annual field assessments cannot be performed, but
design-based estimation becomes possible at the end of the field data assessment. Moreover, because
field inventory data for some time windows is not always available, we need to rely on updating or
imputation method in order to obtain estimates for the calendar years not represented by the field
assessments.
The estimation for periodic inventories follows the one-phase sampling design, with the field sample 𝑆2
is selected from an infinite population. The first-and second order inclusion densities 𝜋2 (𝑥𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆2 ) and
𝜋2 (𝑥𝑘𝑘 ′ ;𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2 ) are assumed to be available in the estimation platform.

4.3 Stand-wise inventories
Stand-wise inventories (eventually as auxiliaries and model inputs for updating and imputation) are
conducted at regular time intervals - usually 10 years, but intervals between 5-20 years are also
common, depending on the management time horizon. Such inventories are carried out either by public
or private actors, may be subsidized and coordination by state within a region
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The stand-wise maps contain relevant information for management purposes but aggregating the standlevel information provided by the stand-wise maps does not provide statistically sound estimates for a
larger region or for an entire NFI sampling stratum. Besides, since the stand attributes are often obtained
by visual interpretation of the forest condition, with or without aid of airborne imagery or 3D point cloud
data, the stand-wise estimates are often affected by systematic errors (Kulešis et al 2016). Nevertheless,
the stand-wise maps can provide additional information on increments and drains and allows for indirect
estimation of gross increment and its components. For the time being, the stand maps resulted from
stand-wise inventories will be used only as auxiliary information.

4.4 Change components
The main change components derive from the forest management control method (Biolley 1921) aiming
to provide a continuous assessment of the forest productivity. The main change estimates reported by
the NFIs are usually related to forest area, increments (gross and net annual increments), and forest
drain (the volume of forest cuts and natural loses between two inventories) (Redmond et al 2010).
As shown in Figure 2, the gross annual increment (GAI) summarizes the change in growing stock (C),
fellings (F) and natural losses (M) between two successive inventories into one estimate. According to
the first Temperate and Boreal Forest Resource Assessment (TBFRA) performed in 2000, GAI and its
components were defined as:
‒ Gross Annual Increment GAI: “average annual volume of increment over the reference period of all
trees, measured to a minimum diameter at breast height (dbh) of 0 centimeters (cm)” (UNECE/FAO
2000)
‒ Net Annual Increment (NAI): “average annual volume over the given reference period of gross
increment less that of natural losses on all trees to a minimum diameter of 0 cm (dbh)” (UNECE/FAO
2000)
‒ Natural loss (M): “average annual losses to the growing stock during the given reference period,
measured to a minimum diameter of 0 cm (dbh), due to mortality from causes other than cutting by
man, e.g., natural mortality, diseases, insect attacks, fire, windthrow or other physical damage”
(UNECE/FAO 2000)
For the State of Europe’s Forests 2011 (SoEF 2011) report (FOREST EUROPE, UNECE & FAO 2010), the
TBFRA definitions were updated such that the size of the trees included in reporting on increment and
losses was set to match the minimum diameter considered for the growing stock (Tomter et al 2016).
Increments and drains are obtained differently, according to the inventory methods employed by the
NFIs (Kulešis et al 2016, Tomter et al 2016, Gschwantner et al 2016). For inventories with permanent
plots, the increments and drains directly available at re-measurement time, the increment and drains are
obtained directly from the change components defined by identifying the survivor, ingrowth, cut and
mortality trees on each permanent plot at re-measurement time. The annual estimates of increments
and drains are the average estimates over the inventory cycle period (usually 5 years). A general
representation of the relationships between growth and change components is presented in Figure 1.
Estimation of net change and change components provides valuable information for the decision making
in sustainable forest management (Tomter et al 2016). For instance, an indicator reflecting the forest
management sustainability, which is also relevant for national and international reporting and could be
provided by the estimation platform, is the ratio between fellings and net annual increment that can be
used to evaluate of wood utilization level, and for assessing the sustainability of forest management
(Tomter at al 2016).
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For inventories with temporary plots, the assessment of fellings and dead trees is less accurate,
assignment of the trees to these categories being based on a single measurement at the inventory time,
and the increment is obtained from cores samples aggregated at plot-level.
Stand-wise inventory are expected to provide average stand values with low accuracy for estimating the
drains (Kulešis et al 2016), the GAI, fellings and natural loses. The increments can be predicted with
variable accuracy using country-specific yield tables, and national estimates of fellings can be obtain by
centralizing the values reported by the local forest management units.
A combination of permanent and temporary plots is also possible to be used (Grafström et al 2017), but
in this case only the permanent plots are used to estimate the change components (Fridman &
Westerlund 2016). Thus, the net change obtained as the difference between two state estimates based
on both permanent and temporary plots is not consistent with the net change estimate provided only by
the permanent plot data. For this reason, as previously mentioned, only the information from
permanent plots will be used for estimation in the cases when temporary plots are available. Note that
the tree-selection method (ACS, FA or CCS) have also an influence on estimating the change
components, but this step is involved for producing the attributes at sampling unit level, thus is not
considered here.
Change estimation for forest area usually involves some type of imagery data (like aerial photos) for
classifying all the NFI plots in the sampling stratum into forest and non-forest (according to the accepted
forest definition). Only the forest plots are then visited in the field, which can significantly reduce the
inventory efforts. For instance, in Norway, field assessments are conducted only for 38% of the NFI plots
(Kangas et al 2018). If permanent plots are used for assessment, the forest area and land-use area
change matrix between two points in time can be obtained.
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Figure 2. Change and change components between two time points (t1 and t2) in the sub-population of living trees

5. Estimation methods proposed for implementation
The estimation platform will provide a set of general-purpose methods, and the user itself can has the
freedom to choose the appropriate approach or combinations of methods. The workflow to be
implemented in the estimation platform is rather complex, not necessarily due to the specific statistical
methods for estimation, but mostly due to the wide variety of situations that must be accommodated in
cell over time. For instance, it may happen that we have a small sample size at a query time 𝑞, so in
order to increase precision we can try to “borrow strength” from spatial and temporal neighborhoods, or
to incorporate data or estimates available before and/or after the query time. Hence, DB, MA and MD
can be applied here. Some users may require an estimate for a cell containing regions where only
auxiliaries are available at some time points within a time window, imposing an MD approach based on
regression imputations. In other cases, it may also happen that neither field data nor auxiliaries are
available, such that the only option left is to forecast.
If the sample size of the annual panel corresponding to the query time is deemed as “sufficiently” large,
the state can be estimated using solely the data from the annual panel, without relaying to information
from other time points. Note that knowing the stratum size is not mandatory for estimating the totals,
since we already have the inclusion densities for each field sampling unit provided by the countries.
Because annual samples can be quite small sometimes, we could also seek to provide average annual
estimates instead of reporting the yearly estimates, by assimilating data and/or estimators for a time
window around the query time.
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Theoretically, relatively accurate annual state estimates can be produced starting with year 1 of the first
inventory cycle, and the average annual state estimates for the time spanned by the inventory cycle can
be produced at the end of the first cycle, as new annual field assessments are becoming available. While
the requirement for using re-measurement data is not critical for state and net change estimation,
estimating the change components depends upon the availability of field data from re-measurements.
Henceforth we will assume that for sampling strata containing both permanent and temporary plots,
only the permanent plots will be used for estimation.
One possible way to systematize the methodological approach to be implemented is to consider the
possible combinations of inventory types within a cell (continuous or periodic inventories on each
sampling stratum, or a combination of continuous and periodic inventories on each sampling strata), as
well the parameters to be estimated given the sampling designs and data availability, like for instance:
‒ estimating the average annual state and changes when field plot re-measurements are available;
‒ estimating the annual state and net changes in the absence of re-measurements.
Based on the available sampling method and inventory systems adopted by the countries, the estimation
approaches for state and changes belong to one the following inferential frameworks:
‒ design-based (DB), where only the field samples are used for estimation; ancillary data (i.e., data
available prior to sampling) can be used at the design stage like, for instance, for stratification and
establishment of the NFI sampling strata;
‒ design-based model-assisted (MA), where various types of auxiliary information is incorporated at
the estimation stage;
‒ model-dependent (MD), where the estimation relies on quality of the model(s) used for inference.
In general, MA and MD estimations methods can incorporate various types of auxiliaries, such as:
airborne/space-borne imagery and 3D data products, land-cover classification maps, stand-wise
inventory maps, near real-time forest disturbance maps or existing (old) plot-level information. Despite
the increasing availability of map products based on remotely senses information, MA and MD
estimations methods are not yet adopted by the NFIs (Kangas et al 2018). However, photo interpretation
of remotely sensing is rather common at European level for forest area according to their national
definitions (Lawrence et al 2010, Table 2.1):
Table 2 Forest area estimation methods (N=27)

Forest area estimation method (% of countries)
Field plots

Photo-interpretation

Photo dot grid

Maps

41

22

19

19

5.2 Data assimilation procedures
We could consider the entire system as a data assimilation (DA) platform combining different types of
data and estimators to produce (hopefully) a more efficient cell-level estimation for the state and
change components, and to obtain reliable estimates when the data is missing, or the sample size is
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small. The DA idea is not new, being usually understood in survey sampling as a mixed estimation that
combines estimates produced under model-dependent and design-based frameworks usually
proportional to sample sizes or with their precision. Mixed estimation has the potential to reduce the
potential bias in model-dependent estimation, while reducing the design-based variance. Hence, the
estimation accuracy can potentially be increased by weighting appropriately. Mixed estimation has been
around been around for quite a long time (Särndal et al 1992, Scott et al 1999, Fuller & Rao 2001, Van
Deusen 2002, Czaplewski 2010, Czaplewski & Thompson 2009, 2013, Ehlers et al 2013 and references
therein, Nyström et al 2015, Lindgren et al 2017), but is has not been yet adopted by the NFIs, arguably
due to its intrinsic MD nature. Advanced mixed estimation procedures like Kalman filters or Bayesian
methods were not considered for implementation, due to their complexity and potential issues that may
not be fully understood yet (Ehlers et al 2018).
To our knowledge, there is no generally accepted procedure for combining panel data provided by
continuous or periodic inventory systems. Although mixed estimation would also an appropriate choice,
the DA approach considered here consists in simple and transparent procedures commonly used by the
NFIs – the moving average estimator (Mavg) and the temporally indifferent (TI) method (Johnson &
Williams 2004, Patterson & Reams 2005). Depending on the estimators suitable for use, the data
assimilation procedures can be run under the design-based or model-dependent frameworks.
The moving average estimator is proposed to be used for estimating the average state over a certain
time period 𝑇 which may or may not coincide with the length of the inventory cycle 𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 . In addition to
its simplicity, Mavg can be seen also as a data assimilation (DA) procedure to aggregate estimates
produced under different inferential frameworks – i.e., one-and multi-phase DB or MA estimation, as
well as for MD estimation. The moving average estimator has the advantage of being less affected by
issues related to data supply, such as missing field data or lacking auxiliary information. For instance,
some remotely sensed data may not be available for specific years during the time window, such that
different sets of auxiliaries must be used with field data from different calendar years. This may occur in
situation when satellite imagery has a high percentage of clod cover, when the temporal mismatches
between the acquisition field and auxiliary data cannot be ignored, or when auxiliaries are not available
for the entire cell or for certain regions of one or more sampling strata. For periodic inventories, the
moving averages estimator can still be used to aggregate the estimates obtained for the calendar years
associated to the field inventory campaigns, and the estimates for the years missing field inventory data
which are produced by imputations.
Note that while the DB estimation is adopted by the NFIs due to the (approximate) design-unbiasedness
properties required for national and international reporting, the DA can also rely on MD estimation.
Since the cell-level DA estimates and the country-level estimates for the national sampling strata
represent different philosophies that will reduce (and even eliminate) the overlap and any (eventual)
confusions with the interpretation of the country-specific NFI reports, implementing the DA approach
may accelerate the adoption of the estimation platform by the general public.
5.2.1 The moving average estimator for surveys with rotating annual panels
In the estimation platform, the time window for estimating the average state can be user-defined, but
still restricted to the length of the shortest cycle (𝑇) of the sampling strata covered by a cell. The use of
the moving average estimator is presented next for a simple case of two-phase sampling with DB
estimation for a time window 𝑇. The same reasoning is valid also for the more complex designs and
estimators that will be introduced in the following sections.
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With DB estimation following two-phase sampling, the totals estimated at a time point 𝑞 and their
variances are:
𝑡̂𝑦𝑞 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑎𝑘∗ 𝑦𝑞𝑘
̆∗ ′ 𝑎𝑘∗ 𝑦𝑞𝑘 𝑎∗ ′ 𝑦𝑞𝑘 ′
𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦𝑞 ) = ∑𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Δ
𝑘𝑘
𝑘
where, following Särndal et al (2002, Remarks 9.2.1 and 9.3.1):
𝜋𝑘∗ = 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘 )𝜋2𝑘
∗
𝜋𝑘𝑘 ′ = 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘𝑘 ′ )𝜋2𝑘𝑘 ′
̆∗ ′ =
Δ
𝑘𝑘
𝑎𝑘∗

∗
∗ ∗
𝜋𝑘𝑘
′ −𝜋𝑘 𝜋𝑘′

=

∗
𝜋𝑘𝑘
′
1/𝜋𝑘∗

Note that 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑘 ) represents the inclusion density from a continuous sampling domain, while 𝜋2𝑘 is the
inclusion probability for selecting from a finite population – i.e., the first-phase sample.
Having the domain area in year 𝑞 (𝜆𝑑,𝑞 ) estimated as:
𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑎𝑘∗
the average local density for year 𝑞 is the ratio of the two estimated totals (Särndal et al. 1992, Result
5.8.1, p.185, Mandallaz 2008 §2.6):
𝑡̂

𝑦̃𝑞 = ̂𝑦,𝑞

𝜆𝑑,𝑞

The approximated variance estimators for 𝑦̃𝑞 and 𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞 become:
1
̆∗ ′ 𝑎𝑘∗ (𝑦𝑘 − 𝑦̃,𝑞 )𝑎∗ ′ (𝑦𝑙 − 𝑦̃𝑞 )
𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑞 ) = ̂2 ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Δ
𝑘𝑘
𝑘
𝜆𝑑,𝑞

̆∗ ′ 𝑎𝑘∗ 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑎∗ ′ 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′
𝑣̂(𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2,𝑞 Δ
𝑘𝑘
𝑘
The moving average estimator for the totals is obtained as:
1
̅
𝑡̂𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔
= 𝑇 ∑𝑇𝑞=1 𝑡̂𝑦𝑞
1
̂̅
̂ )
𝑣̂(𝑡𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔
) = 𝑇 ∑𝑇𝑞=1 𝑣̂(𝑡𝑦𝑞
and for the mean local densities:

1
𝑦̅̃𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝑇 ∑𝑇𝑞=1 𝑦̅̃𝑦𝑞
1
𝑣̂(𝑦̅̃𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔 ) = 𝑇 ∑𝑇𝑞=1 𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑞 )

5.2.2 The temporally indifferent estimator for periodic surveys
For periodic surveys, the time window for field assessments (𝑇𝑝 ) is usually shorter that the inventory
cycle. If the annual field assessments are probabilistic samples, the two-phase set-up from section 4.2.1
can be followed here as well. Otherwise, if the annual samples are not probabilistic, but somehow
grouped in different regions each year to minimize the survey costs, the sample will consist in a single
panel that spans over several years. Here, the two-phase sampling assumption does not hold anymore,
and the estimation follows the one-phase sampling design, pooling all the field samples from different
calendar years as a single panel. Under the simple case of DB estimation following one-phase sampling,
the state of the population total is then estimated by the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (Cordy 1993):
𝑦
𝑡̂𝑦,𝑇𝐼 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑇𝑝 𝜋(𝑥𝑘 ) = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑇𝑝 𝑎1𝑘 𝑦𝑘
𝑘
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̆𝑘𝑘 ′ 𝑎1𝑘 𝑦𝑘 𝑎𝑘′ 𝑦𝑘 ′
𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦,𝑇𝐼 ) = ∑𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑇𝑝 ∆
The inclusion densities 𝜋(𝑥𝑘 ) are provided by countries and must relate to the size of the entire NFI grid.
The estimator 𝑡̂𝑦,𝐼𝑇 represents the state of the domain attribute at the midpoint of the field assessment
period, but 𝑡̂, 𝐼𝑦𝑇𝑝 and 𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦,𝐼𝑇 ) are usually biased for the annual estimates.
Similarly, the domain area can be estimated as:
𝜆̂𝑑,𝐼𝑇 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑇

𝑝

1
𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )

= ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑇𝑝 𝑎1𝑘

such that the local density over period 𝑇 is again the ratio of two estimated totals (Särndal et al. 1992,
Result 5.8.1, p.185, Mandallaz 2008 §2.6):
𝑡̂

𝑦̃𝑑,𝐼𝑇 = 𝜆̂𝑦,𝐼𝑇

𝑑,𝐼𝑇

with an approximated variance:
1
̆𝑆𝑑2𝑇
𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝐼𝑇 ) = 𝜆̂2 ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑇𝑝 Δ
𝑎1𝑘 (𝑦𝑘 − 𝑦̃𝑑,𝐼𝑇 )𝑎𝑘 ′ (𝑦𝑘 ′ − 𝑦̃𝑑,𝐼𝑇 )
𝑘𝑘 ′
𝑑,𝐼𝑇

5.3 State estimation for CFIs in the presence of re-measurements on
permanent field plots
In this case we are operating under the main assumption that at least one inventory cycle has been
fulfilled, such that the re-measurements on the annual panels are available for each sampling stratum
intersected by the cell. When using remeasurements on permanent plots, the distinction between the
state and the change estimation vanishes, since the state and change components are update
simultaneously at the time of re-measurement.
The steps for estimating the average state are basically the same as in §4.3.1, by compiling the yearly
estimates and then aggregating them using the MAvg recipe. Note also that for newly established
inventories with annual rotating panels where the first rotation has not been completed yet, the field
plot remeasurements are not available. In this case, the methods described for in section 4.3.2 can be
applied.
5.3.1 One-phase, design-based estimation using field data
Here we extend the design-based estimation to one-phase, one-stage cluster sampling, where the
independent sampling units are clusters of plots. The field sample 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 is consists now of 𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 spatial
clusters, with the kth cluster containing 𝑀𝑑𝑞𝑘 field plots. The number of plots in a cluster that belong to
domain 𝐷 (𝑀𝑑𝑞𝑘 ) is a random variable. Also, the cluster-level domain indicator is obtained as the sum of
𝑀

𝑑𝑞𝑘
the binary (0-1) plot-level domain indicators, as: 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑀𝑘 = ∑𝑖=1
𝐼𝑑𝑞𝑘,𝑖 .

The average local attribute density becomes:
𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 =
𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

𝑡𝑦𝑞𝑘

𝑡𝑦𝑞𝑘 =

𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝
̂𝑑,𝑞
𝜆

∗
∗ = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑎𝑞𝑘 𝑡𝑦𝑞𝑘
𝜋𝑘
𝑀𝑞𝑘
∑𝑖=1
𝑦𝑑𝑞𝑘,𝑖

and the domain area is estimated from 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 as:
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𝑀𝑞𝑘 ∗
𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 ∑𝑖=1
𝑎𝑘 𝐼𝑑𝑞𝑘,𝑖
∗
∗
̂
̆ ′ 𝑎𝑘 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑀𝑘 𝑎∗ ′ 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑀𝑘 ′
𝑣̂(𝜆𝑑,𝑞 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Δ
𝑘𝑘
𝑘

The approximated variance estimator of 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 is:
𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) =

𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 )
̂2
𝜆
𝑑𝑞

̆∗ ′ 𝑎𝑘∗ 𝑑𝑞𝑘 𝜋 ∗ ′ 𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ , 𝑑𝑞𝑘 = 𝑡𝑦𝑞𝑘 − 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 𝑀𝑞𝑘
𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Δ
𝑘𝑘
𝑘
5.3.2 One-phase estimation with exhaustive GIS auxiliaries
∗
In order to obtain an estimate of the domain total, we continue to use the sampling weight 𝑎2𝑞𝑘
=
1×𝑛2,𝑞
∗
⁄
1 𝜋𝑞 , since the yearly sample is a subsample of the entire NFI grid. The vector 𝐺𝑞 ∈ ℝ
of sampledependent g-weights is obtained as:
−1

(1)
(1)
(1)𝑡
(1)
𝐺𝑞 = 𝟏𝑡𝑛2,𝑞 + (𝑡̂𝑍,𝑆1,𝑞 − 𝑡̂𝑍,𝑆2,𝑞 ) (𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 Π𝑞∗ 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 )

(1)𝑡

𝑍𝑆2,𝑞

where:
∗
‒ Π𝑞∗ ∈ ℝ𝑛2,𝑞 ×𝑛2,𝑞 , Π𝑞∗ (𝑘, 𝑘) = 1⁄ 𝜋𝑞𝑘
, Π𝑞∗ (𝑘, 𝑘 ′ ) = 0
‒
‒
‒

(1)

(1)

(1)

𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 ∈ ℝ𝑛2,𝑞 ×𝑃𝑞 , 𝑧𝑑,𝑘 = [1, 𝑧𝑆2,𝑞 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 )] ∈ ℝ1×𝑃𝑞

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
∗
𝑡̂𝑍,𝑆1,𝑞 , 𝑡̂𝑍,𝑆2,𝑞 ∈ ℝ1×𝑃𝑞 , 𝑡̂𝑍,𝑆1,𝑞 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆1,𝑞 𝑎1𝑞 𝑧𝑞,𝑘 , 𝒕̂𝑧,𝑆2,𝑞 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2,𝑞 𝑎2𝑞𝑘
𝑧𝑞,𝑘

𝟏𝑛2,𝑞 ∈ ℝ𝑛2,𝑞 ×1

(1)

In the case of multi-way ANOVA models (without interactions) when all the vectors in the auxiliary 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞
are group indicator variables taking binary values 0 or 1, the calibration estimation can be still used.
(1)𝑡
(1)
However, there might situations when 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 Π𝑞∗ 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 does not have full rank, such that g-weights cannot
be obtained by the classical weighted least squares minimization. In this case, the Moore–Penrose
inverse can be used to perform the inversion. An alternative solution is described in Särndal et al §7.9.2.
The point estimator for the yearly state becomes (Särndal et al. 1992, eq. 6.5.9):
∗
𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑎2𝑞𝑘
𝑔𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑦𝑑𝑞,𝑘
where 𝑔𝑑𝑞,𝑘 stays for the g-weight associated to a field observation in the domain of interest. The
approximated variance estimator (Särndal et al. 2002, eq. 7.3.10) is:
∗
̆2 ′ (𝑎2𝑞𝑘
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆 Δ
𝑔𝑑𝑞𝑘 𝑒̂𝑑𝑞𝑘 ) (𝑎∗ ′ 𝑔𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ 𝑒̂ 𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ )
2𝑑,𝑞

𝑘𝑘

2𝑞𝑘

(1) ̂ (1)
The sample residuals 𝑒̂𝑑𝑞𝑘 = 𝑦𝑑𝑞𝑘 − 𝑧𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝜷
are obtained using the identity between the linear
calibration estimator and the linear generalized regression estimator (Särndal et al 1992, p. 232). The
̂ (1) ∈ ℝ1×𝑃𝑞 describing the population domain scatter {𝑍 (1) , 𝑌𝑑𝑞 } are estimated using the
slopes 𝜷
𝑑,𝑞

sample data in the domain of interest 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 . No population model is assumed, and no assumptions on
̂ (1) , which is also equivalent to
the model error distribution are required. The design-based estimator of 𝜷
a weighted least squares (WLS) solution, is (Särndal et al. 2002, §5.10):
−1

∗
̂ (1) = (𝑍 (1)𝑡 Π𝑑𝑞
𝜷
𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 )
𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

(1)𝑡

∗
𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Π𝑑𝑞
𝑌𝑑𝑞

where 𝑌𝑑𝑞 ∈ ℝ𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 ×1 is an attribute domain vector. When several attributes are assessed at plot level,
̂ (1) depends on 𝑌𝑑𝑞 . The designthe slopes must be estimated individually for each of them, since 𝜷
consisted estimator of the variance-covariance of the estimated slopes can be obtained as:
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−1

(1)
∗
̂ (1) ) = (𝑍 (1)𝑡 Π𝑑𝑞
𝑣̂(𝜷
𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 )
𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

−1

(1)𝑡 ∗
(1)
𝑉̂ (𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Π𝑑𝑞
𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 )

(1)
(1)
∗
∗
′
̆𝑆2𝑑,𝑞
𝑉̂ [𝑗𝑗 ′ ] = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 Δ
(𝑎2𝑞𝑘
𝑧𝑗𝑘,𝑞 𝑒̂𝑦𝑘 ) (𝑎2𝑞𝑘
′ 𝑧 ′ ′ 𝑒̂ 𝑦𝑘 ′ ) , 𝑗, 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑃
𝑗 𝑘 ,𝑞
𝑘𝑘 ′

For field plots grouped in clusters, the g-weights can be obtained at cluster level, see Mandallaz (2012,
2013). When the sample contains both clusters and independent plots, then the plots could be seen as
clusters containing a single observation. The latter assumption requires re-defining the sampling
framework, but this aspect can me practically ignored here. Now the field sample 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 is considered to
consists of 𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 spatial clusters, with the kth cluster containing 𝑀𝑞𝑘 field plots. Using the cluster totals
instead of plot-level auxiliaries will simplify and fasten the computations, while the effective sample size
(1)
will be diminished. Thus, it is advisable to include a relatively small number of features in 𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 .
The yearly point estimator becomes:
∗
𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑎2𝑑𝑞𝑘
𝑔𝑑𝑞𝑘 𝑦𝑑𝑞𝑘
𝑀

𝑑𝑞𝑘
where 𝑦𝑑𝑞𝑘 = ∑𝑗=1
𝑦(𝑥𝑗 ) is the attribute total for cluster 𝑘. The calculations of cluster-level g-weights
are similar to the individual plots case, with the cluster total of auxiliaries obtained as:
𝑀𝑑𝑞𝑘 (1)
(1)
𝑧𝑑𝑞,𝑀𝑘 = [𝑀𝑑𝑞𝑘 , ∑𝑗=1
𝑧𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 (𝑥𝑑𝑞𝑘 )]

̂ (1) follows the same procedure but considering the cluster-level totals of
The estimation of the slopes 𝜷
(1)
auxiliaries 𝑧𝑑𝑞,𝑀𝑘 . The cluster-level residuals are obtained as
𝑀

𝑑𝑞𝑘
𝑒̂𝑑𝑞𝑘 = ∑𝑗=1
[𝑦(𝑥𝑑𝑞𝑗 ) − 𝑦̂(𝑥𝑑𝑞𝑗 )𝑀𝑑𝑞𝑘 ]

with an approximated variance estimator:
∗
∗
̆𝑆2𝑑,𝑞
𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑 Δ
𝑔𝑑𝑞𝑘 𝑒̂𝑞𝑘 ) (𝑎2𝑞𝑘
(𝑎2𝑞𝑘
′ 𝑔𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ 𝑒̂ 𝑞𝑘 ′ )
𝑘𝑘 ′
Having estimated the attribute domain totals, the mean local densities are obtained in a similar fashion
as for the one-phase DB estimation, namely as:
𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝

𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 = 𝜆̂

𝑑𝑞,1𝑝

Estimating the domain area. Because domain area 𝜆̂𝑑𝑞,1𝑝 is usually not known, it has to be estimated
somehow. The area estimation can be done, for instance, by using the domain indicator in 𝑆2𝑑
(addressed in §4.3.1), or, having the g- weights for 𝑆2 already calculated, by the calibration approach as:
∗
𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑 𝑎2𝑑𝑞,𝑘
𝑔𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑘
In order to estimate the variance of 𝜆̂𝑑𝑞,1𝑝 , the residuals 𝑢̂𝑘,𝑘∈𝑆2𝑞 are obtained as:
(1)𝑡 (1)
𝑢̂𝑘 = 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑘 − 𝐼̂𝑑𝑞,𝑘 = 𝐼𝑑𝑞,𝑘 − 𝛽̂ 𝑧
𝐼𝑑𝑞

𝑆2,𝑞 𝑘

(1)
̂ (1) , considering the same set of auxiliaries and the binary
with 𝛽̂𝐼𝑑𝑞 estimated by WLS similarly to 𝜷

domain indicator as the response. This assumes using a linear model for predicting a binary response,
which is somehow in awkward from a modelling point of view. However, under the design-based
inference, using a linear model instead of a generalized linear model (like binomial logistic regression) is
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not a critical issue. Also, note that 𝑢̂𝑘 are the fitted residuals for the entire 𝑆2,𝑞 sample, not only to 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 .
The variance of 𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 can be approximated as:
∗
∗
̆∗ ′ 𝑎2𝑞𝑘
𝑣̂(𝜆̂𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2 Δ
𝑢̂𝑘 𝑎2𝑞𝑘
̂ 𝑘′
′𝑢
𝑘𝑘
An approximated variance estimator for 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 is:
1
∗
̆𝑆2𝑑,𝑞
∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆 Δ
𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) = 2
̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 𝑢̂𝑑𝑘 )𝑎∗
′ 𝑎2𝑞𝑘 𝑔𝑦𝑘 (𝑒̂ 𝑦𝑘 − 𝑦
̂
𝜆
𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝

2𝑑

2𝑞𝑘 ′ 𝑔𝑦𝑘 ′ (𝑒̂ 𝑦𝑘 ′

𝑘𝑘

− 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 𝑢̂𝑑𝑘′ ) +

1
̂ (1)𝑡 𝑍 (1) )
𝑣̂ (𝜷
𝑆1,𝑞
̂2
𝜆
𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝

where the first term is the standard estimator from Särndal et al. (1992, §7.13), and second term
approximates the variance of the domain attribute predictions obtained over the entire cell. Since the
latter variance term provides only a rough approximation of the domain level prediction variance, this
variance estimator for mean density is biased. This is an unfortunate limitation of the estimation, due to
the fact it is not obvious how to produce an element-level (in the population of auxiliaries) mask for the
domain when a linear regression model is used to estimate the domain area. Using a binomial logistic
regression can mitigate this problem, but for the time being GLM models are not sought for
implementation in the estimation platform. The estimation of sample residuals 𝑢̂𝑘 produced by the
nonlinear regression estimator is addressed in Appendix A1.
There can be also possible to have the domain area available from a GIS layer, such as a forest mask in
raster or vector format. In this case would correspond to using the difference estimator (Särndal et al
2002), which is equivalent to assuming that the domain classification was obtained using an external
model. With the domain information coded as a binary (0-1) indicator, the point estimator of the domain
area in the cell is easily by aggregating the map elements. To obtain the residuals, the domain indicator
in the mask is extracted to each sampling point in the field sample, and then subtracted against the
corresponding domain indicator available for the plots. The same formulae as above can be used for
estimating the variance, with the g-weights set to 1. Finally, another possibility is to consider the domain
area provided by existing GIS sources as error-free. In this case, the variance estimator for the average
local density is not a ratio of two estimated totals, simplifying to:
1
̆𝑆2𝑑,𝑞
∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑 Δ
𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝 ) = 2
𝑎∗ 𝑔 𝑒̂ 𝑎∗ ′ 𝑔 ′ 𝑒̂ ′
𝑘𝑘 ′ 2𝑞𝑘 𝑦𝑘 𝑦𝑘 2𝑞𝑘 𝑦𝑘 𝑦𝑘
𝜆𝑑,𝑞,1𝑝

When 𝜆̂𝑑𝑞,1𝑝 is estimated from the 𝑆2 sample by the Horvitz-Thompson estimator and the domain
attribute totals are obtained using linear calibration (or the generalized linear regression estimator),
empirical simulations indicate an appreciable loss in precision for the average density estimator. For the
time being, we recommend using the approach from §4.3.1 in this situation.
5.3.3 Two-phase estimation with non-exhaustive auxiliaries provided by GIS data and old NFI
field assessments
This case is the standard estimation for two-phase sampling. Here we assume that the GIS and terrestrial
(2)𝑡
(2)𝑡
auxiliaries (𝑍 (1) and 𝑍 (2) ) are available for both first-and second phase samples as 𝑍𝑆1𝑑,𝑞 and 𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 , but
(2)

not at population level. As before, the field assessments time are only available in 𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 . The full
(1)𝑡

(2)𝑡

(1)𝑡

(2)𝑡

auxiliary vectors can be defined as 𝑍𝑆𝑡2,𝑞 = {𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 , 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 } and 𝑍𝑆𝑡1,𝑇 = {𝑍𝑆1,𝑞 , 𝑍𝑆1,𝑇 } containing of the

auxiliaries available for 𝑆2,𝑞 and 𝑆1,𝑇 . Recall that 𝑍 (2) are the field assessments of the entire NFI grid
during an inventory cycle, and it is reasonable to assume that the domain indicator is available as an
auxiliary in 𝑍 (2) . When available, disturbance maps should be used to update the plot-level information
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in the cases when severe changes have occurred during the time interval between the query time and
the field assessment of the plots.
The vector 𝐺𝑞 ∈ ℝ1×𝑛2𝑑 of g-weights is obtained as:

−1

𝐺𝑞 = 𝟏𝑡𝑛2,𝑞 + (𝑡𝑆̂ 𝑡1𝑑,𝑇 − 𝑡𝑆̂ 𝑡2𝑑,𝑞 ) (𝑍𝑆𝑡2𝑑,𝑞 Π𝑞∗ 𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 )

𝑍𝑆𝑡2𝑑,𝑞

where:
∗
∗ (𝑘,
∗ (𝑘, ′ )
‒ Π𝑑𝑞
∈ ℝ𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 ×𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 , Π𝑑𝑞
𝑘) = 1⁄𝜋𝑘∗ , Π𝑑𝑞
𝑘 =0
𝑡̂
1×𝑃𝑞 ̂ 𝑡
∗
‒ 𝑡𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 ∈ ℝ
, 𝑡𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑧𝑆2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ⁄𝜋𝑘
‒
‒

𝑡𝑆̂ 𝑡1𝑑,𝑇 ∈ ℝ1×𝑃𝑞 , 𝑡𝑆̂ 𝑡1𝑑,𝑇 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 𝑧𝑆2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ⁄𝜋1 (𝑥𝑑𝑞𝑘 )
𝟏𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 ∈ ℝ𝑛2𝑑,𝑞 ×1

The point estimator for the attribute total is:
∗
𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,2𝑝 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝑎𝑞𝑘
𝑔𝑞𝑘 𝑦𝑞𝑘
The estimation the slopes 𝜷(1,2) follows the steps described in section 4.3.2, resulting the fitted
residuals:
̂ (1,2) 𝑧2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞
𝑒̂𝑑𝑞,𝑘 = 𝑦𝑑𝑞,𝑘 − 𝑦̂𝑑𝑞,𝑘 = 𝑦𝑑𝑞,𝑘 − 𝜷
An approximated variance estimator can be formulated following Särndal et al (2002, eq. 9.7.28) as:
Δ2 ′

𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝜋𝑘𝑘
∗

𝑦𝑞𝑘′

𝑦𝑞𝑘

𝜋 (𝑥 )
𝑘𝑘′ 1 𝑞𝑘 𝜋1 (𝑥

𝑞𝑘′ )

+ ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

Δ2𝑘𝑘′

𝜋2 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ,𝑥𝑞𝑘

𝑔𝑞𝑘 𝑒̂ 𝑞𝑘 𝑔𝑞𝑘′ 𝑒̂ 𝑞𝑘′
∗
′ ) 𝜋 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ) 𝜋∗ (𝑥

𝑞𝑘′ )

where Δ1𝑘𝑘 ′ = 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 , 𝑥𝑞𝑘 ′ ) − 𝜋1 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 )𝜋1 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ′ ) and Δ2𝑘𝑘 ′ = 𝜋2𝑞𝑘𝑘 ′ − 𝜋2𝑞𝑘 𝜋2𝑞𝑘 ′ are the sample
covariances for 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 .
The average attribute density becomes:
𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 =

𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝
𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝

The domain area can be directly estimated using the domain indicators 𝐼𝑑𝑘,𝑇 from the terrestrial firstphase sample (assumed available or updated by disturbance maps), as:
𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝 = ∑𝑘∈𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 𝑎1𝑘 𝐼𝑑𝑘,𝑇
̂
̆1 ′ 𝑎1𝑘 𝐼𝑑𝑘,𝑇 𝑎1𝑘 ′ 𝐼𝑑𝑘 ′ ,𝑇
𝑣̂(𝜆𝑑,1𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆1𝑑,𝑞 Δ
𝑘𝑘
Note that a closed-formula approximation of the variance of 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 above is still an open question when
the two estimators for the totals follow different sampling designs – i.e., two-phase for the nominator
term and one-phase for the denominator. An ad-hoc solution would to restrict to both totals either to
one-or two-phase estimation. Alternatively, a more computationally intensive approach would be using
jackknife resampling for two-phase sampling (Lohr 2009, §12.1), given that the second-phase sample is
common for both estimators, but for the feasibility of jackknife resampling require empirical testing in
the estimation platform. After empirical testing on artificial data, the 𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 ) estimator below is
proposed for the case when the domain area is estimated using only field observations in 𝑆1,𝑇 , but
modified such that 𝑑𝑞𝑘 = 𝑦𝑑𝑞,𝑘 − 𝑦̃𝑑𝑞,2𝑝 :
1

𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 ) = 𝜆̂2

𝑑,1𝑝

Δ2 ′ 𝑑𝑦,𝑞𝑘

[∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 𝜋𝑘𝑘
∗

𝑘𝑘′

𝑑𝑦,𝑞𝑘′

𝜋1 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ) 𝜋2 (𝑥

𝑞𝑘′ )
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+ ∑ ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

Δ2𝑘𝑘′

𝑔𝑞𝑘 𝑒̂ 𝑞𝑘 𝑔𝑞𝑘′ 𝑒̂ 𝑞𝑘′

𝜋2 (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ,𝑥𝑞𝑘′ ) 𝜋∗ (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ) 𝜋∗ (𝑥𝑞𝑘′ )

]

The generalization to cluster sampling follows the steps described in §5.3.2.
5.3.4 Two-phase estimation with exhaustive and non-exhaustive auxiliaries
Here we assume that the auxiliaries in 𝑍 (1) and 𝑍 (2) are available for both first-and second phase
(1)𝑡

(2)𝑡

samples. Further, we can define again the full auxiliary vectors 𝑍𝑆𝑡2,𝑞 = {𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 , 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 } and 𝑍𝑆𝑡1,𝑇 =
(1)𝑡

(2)𝑡

{𝑍𝑆1,𝑞 , 𝑍𝑆1,𝑇 } containing of the auxiliaries available for 𝑆2,𝑞 and 𝑆1,𝑇 . This approach requires calculating
two sets of g-weights, such that the both types of auxiliaries in 𝑍𝑆𝑡2,𝑞 are calibrated to the first-phase
(1)

(1)

sample totals 𝑡𝑍𝑡 𝑆 , while the GIS auxiliaries in 𝑍𝑆1,𝑇 are calibrated to the cell-level totals 𝑡𝑍 . The two
1,𝑞

sets of g-weights are obtained as:
𝐺2𝑞 = 𝟏𝑡𝑛2,𝑞 + (𝑡𝑍𝑡 𝑆

1,𝑞

(1)𝑡

𝐺1𝑞 = 𝟏𝑡𝑛1,𝑞 + (𝑡𝑍

−1

− 𝑡̂𝑍𝑡 𝑆

𝑍𝑆2,𝑞
−1
(1)𝑡
(1)𝑡
(1)
(1)𝑡
𝑡̂𝑍1𝑇 ) (𝑍𝑆1𝑇 Π1𝑇 𝑍𝑆1𝑇 ) 𝑍𝑆1,𝑇
2,𝑞 |𝑆1𝑇

−

) (𝑍𝑆𝑡2,𝑞 Π2,𝑞 𝑍𝑆2,𝑞 )

Having the domain information available for 𝑆1𝑇 from previous assessments (and most likely updated
using disturbance maps), an intermediate estimation step can be introduced to take advantage of the
large size sample in 𝑆1,𝑇 , as suggested by Estevao & Särndal (2002, case A.1). This approach has been
further developed for three-phase sampling with regression estimation in Massey et al (2014), under the
general case of uniform random sampling for domains with known area.
̂ (1,2) estimated using both type of auxiliaries in 𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 (based on
The main idea here is that one can use 𝜷
̂ (1,2)𝑡 on the first-phase sample.
the workflow from §4.3.3) to predict the attribute values 𝑦̂𝑆1𝑇,𝑘 = 𝑧𝑆1,𝑇,𝑘 𝜷
̂ (2) can be estimated using the vector of predictions
Then, a second vector of regression coefficients 𝜷
(1)
𝑌̂𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 as the response (instead of the unknown vector of plot-level attributes) and the auxiliaries 𝑍𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 as
predictors:
−1

̂ (2) = (𝑍 (1)𝑡 Π1𝑇 𝑍 (1) )
𝜷
𝑆1𝑑,𝑇
𝑆1𝑑,𝑇

(1)𝑡
𝑍𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 Π1𝑇 𝑌̂𝑆1𝑑,𝑇

such that a new set of residuals can be obtained for the first-phase sample as:
(1)
̂ (2)𝑡
𝑒̂1𝑞𝑘 = 𝑦̂𝑆
−𝑧
𝜷
1𝑑,𝑇,𝑘

𝑆1𝑑,𝑇,𝑘

The point estimator for the domain attribute total becomes:
𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 = ∑𝑆2𝑑 𝑎1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑔1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑦̂𝑆1𝑑𝑇,𝑘
with an approximated variance estimator (Estevao & Särndal 2001, eq. 6.2):
𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 ) = ∑ ∑𝑘,𝑙∈𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 ∆1𝑘𝑘 ′ (𝑎1𝑑𝑞𝑘 𝑔1𝑑𝑞𝑘 𝑒̂1𝑑𝑞𝑘 )(𝑎1𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ 𝑔1𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ 𝑒̂1𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ ) +
∗
∗
∑ ∑𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 ∆2𝑘𝑘 ′ (𝑎𝑑𝑞,𝑘
𝑔2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑒̂2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ) (𝑎𝑑𝑞,𝑘
′ 𝑔2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′ 𝑒̂ 2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′ )

The average attribute density is estimated as:
𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 =

𝑡̂𝑑𝑦,𝑞,2𝑝
̂𝑑,1𝑝
𝜆

where 𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝 is estimated from the domain indicators in the first-phase sample (as in §4.3.3). A closedformula approximation of the variance of 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 above is still an open question. Here, the following
estimator is proposed:
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1
[∑ ∑𝑘,𝑙∈𝑆1𝑑,𝑇 ∆1𝑘𝑘 ′
𝜆𝑑,1𝑝

𝑣̂(𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 ) = ̂2

(𝑎1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑔1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑑1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 )(𝑎1𝑑𝑞𝑘 ′ 𝑔1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′ 𝑑1𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′ ) +

∗
∗
∑ ∑𝑘,𝑘 ′ ∈𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 ∆2𝑘𝑘 ′ (𝑎𝑑𝑞,𝑘
𝑔2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 𝑒̂𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ) (𝑎𝑑𝑞,𝑘
′ 𝑔2𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′ 𝑒̂ 𝑑𝑞,𝑘 ′ )]

where 𝑑1𝑑𝑞𝑘 = 𝑦̂𝑆1𝑑,𝑇,𝑘 − 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,2𝑝 .
In order to simplify the data manipulation, we could go one step further and assume that the GIS
auxiliaries 𝑍 (1) are not available for the field NFI observation in 𝑆1𝑇 , that is, we try to avoid extracting
from GIS databases to all the NFI plots. Thus, the one-step calibration estimation from case B1 described
by Estevao & Särndal (2002) could be applied here.
This approach requires calibrating the two types of auxiliaries available for the second-phase sample
𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 directly to the population vectors, such that only one set of g-weights has to be calculated. The
calculations follow the procedure described in section 4.3.4, with the difference that now we use the full
(1)𝑡

(2)𝑡

vector of auxiliaries 𝑍𝑆𝑡2𝑑,𝑞 = {𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 , 𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞 } available for 𝑆2,𝑞 .
At this point, without empirical testing, it is difficult to assert which of the two-phase estimation
approaches is the most effective. The general guidance from Estevao & Särndal (2002) is to calibrate to
all he auxiliary information which is available, either exhaustive or not. As the simulation results of
Estevao & Särndal (2002) indicate, the gain in precision of more sophisticated methods (like the former
approach described in this section) may be sometimes negligible compared to standard double sampling.
See also Figure 1 in Estevao & Särndal (2002) that provides as better interpretation of the residual
variance corresponding to each sampling phase. Hence, the final decision on the estimation methods to
be implemented in the platform will be made after testing on empirical data.

5.4 State estimation for periodic inventories
5.4.1 One-phase, design-based estimation using single panel data
This is the case of the temporally indifferent estimation presented in section 5.2.2.
5.4.2 One-phase estimation with exhaustive auxiliaries
This is the follows the same steps as described in §5.3.2, with the mention that the inclusion densities
𝜋2 (𝑥𝑘 ) provided by the countries are related to the sampling points in the entire NFI grid, and not only
for the annual samples.
5.4.3 Forecasting existing estimates
A straightforward way for producing a state estimate for the calendar years where the field data is
missing is to roll an existing state estimate. For instance, the estimate provided by the temporally
indifferent estimator is valid also for the years without field assessments. If the time period between remeasurements is too long (for instance, over 5 years or so), the reliability of the average state estimate is
questionable, and more sophisticated methods (for instance, model-dependent estimation) can be
applied.
5.4.4 Estimation using plot-level updating
Plot-level updating can be applied in situations when the field plot data is missing for a query time (𝑞)
located in-between re-measurements, such that field plot data exists for time points before (𝑞(−) ) and
after the query time (𝑞(+) ). Here, a simple linear interpolation of the attribute values available at 𝑞(−)
and 𝑞(+) can be performed to adjust for the time elapsed between 𝑞(−) to 𝑞, and from 𝑞 to 𝑞(+) , which
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is basically a weighted average of the plot-level attributes available at the 𝑞(−) and 𝑞(+). Having the time
window between the re-measurement spanning over a constant number of years 𝑇, the weights 𝑤𝑞(−)
and 𝑤𝑞(+) for adjusting the available field plot data to the query time 𝑞 are proportional to 𝑞⁄𝑇 and 1 −
𝑞⁄𝑇 for 𝑞(−) and 𝑞(+), respectively:
𝑦̂𝑘,𝑞 = 𝑤𝑞(−) 𝑦𝑘,𝑞(−) + 𝑤𝑞(+) 𝑦𝑘,𝑞(+)
The plot-level point estimate 𝑦̂𝑘,𝑞 can be then used as a substitute for the field value, and then up-scaled
using the HT estimator for estimating the totals, similarly to the DB estimation as described in section
5.3. However, using the HT estimator here does not qualify the estimation as a genuine design-based
procedure, since the interpolated values are only rough estimates of the “real” attribute values. Also,
there is no mechanist to correct for the potential bias introduced by interpolation, that will also
propagate into the estimated population totals. For this reason, providing the variance estimates for the
updated values may not be recommended. The basic steps of this approach are shown in Figure 3.
Such a simple approach may be feasible for plots unaffected by intensive cuts or severe natural
disturbances, where the plot development may be linearly approximated over a limited period.
However, if the field plots are affected by severe disturbances that produce sudden changes of the plot
attribute values, the interpolation can fail drastically. For instance, if sudden drops from high growing
stock to zero (due to fellings) occurred at a time point relatively close to the query time, the
interpolation will produce an average estimate which is still high, while the plot-level attribute is zero.
In order to mitigate such issues, it is important to have access to disturbance maps in the estimation
platform as an auxiliary data source. If the disturbance maps are frequently updated, they will hopefully
detect sudden, severe changes at plot level, such that the time point of the change occurrence can be
isolated, and by doing so, the interpolation errors can be much reduced.
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Figure 3. Linear interpolation for plot-level updating of state and change components. The figures indicate the
two inventory cycles (T1 and T2) for one sampling stratum, each cycle representing five calendar years. The panel
data spans over three years (yr.1,2, and 3), with field assessments (blue filled circles) located each year within
different regions within the same sampling stratum (marked by the dotted green lines). The unfilled blue circles
indicate that field plots are visited only once during an inventory cycle and are re-visited only after T=5 years.

5.4.5 Estimation using regression imputations
Alternatively, and maybe a more statistically sound approach, is to pursue the model-dependent
estimation, since there is a high hope for having high quality remote auxiliaries available at any query
time. A general case for regression imputation updating is shown in Figure 4.
If the query time is in-between re-measurements, then the modelling can be performed using the field
and the auxiliaries available at time points 𝑞(−) and 𝑞(+). Having re-measurements on the same field
plots will introduce dependencies between the pairs of observations corresponding to the same plot.
Under MA framework this issue will translate into a loss of efficiency, but the design-unbiasedness
properties of the regression estimators are not affected. Under MD estimation, however, ignoring the
temporal correlations during the weighed least square (WLS) fitting (that is the only model-fitting
procedure currently implemented in the estimation platform) will affect the model error estimation - i.e.,
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the variance-covariance estimator of the estimated model coefficients will be biased. Although this issue
can be easily addressed by using generalized least square fitting or a mixed-model estimation, such
model fitting procedures are not considered for implementation in the estimation platform soon.
Alternatively, heteroskedastic and autocorrelation consistent covariance matrix estimators could be
used, like, for instance, the ones proposed by Driscoll & Kraay (1998) or Andrews (1991), implemented in
the “sandwich” package (Zeileis 2004) of the R statistical software (R Core Team 2017). A simpler way to
mitigate the effect of having temporally correlated errors is to use the average plot-level attributes - i.e.,
using the mean plot level attribute values (the response) and of the auxiliaries (predictors) from two
successive measurements, with the averaging performed as described in section 5.4.1. Furthermore, it is
still important to have access to disturbance maps, as previously explained. Note that the averaging will
smooth the data, thus reducing the strength of the relationship between the responses and predictors,
which in turn will reduce the predictive power of the model.
Yet another possibility is to use only one set of field plot values and auxiliaries corresponding only to one
time point, either 𝑞(−) and 𝑞(+) . A natural choice would be, of course, to use the data set that is
temporally closest to the query time. Let’s assume for a moment that the chosen dataset for modelling
corresponds to time point 𝑞(−). In this case, the WLS will be used for model-fitting, and the model-error
estimation can be performed using a heteroskedastic-robust covariance estimator the Eicker-HuberWhite estimator (White 1980), which also implemented in the same “sandwich” package (Zeileis 2004) of
the R statistical software (R Core Team 2017). Under the general linear model assumptions, the WLS
model coefficients estimates are obtained using as:
(1)
(1)𝑡
𝛽̂𝑞(−) = (𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

(−)

Π𝑞(−) 𝑍𝑆2𝑑,𝑞

−1

(−)

)
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(−)

Π𝑞(−) Y𝑞(−)

Following Cribari-Neto & Da Silva (2011), the Eicker-Huber-White estimator is:
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Assuming exhaustive remotely sensed auxiliaries are available at the query time 𝑞 as 𝑍𝑞 , the elementlevel model predictions are obtained as:
(1)𝑡
̂ (1)
𝑦̂𝑞𝑘 = 𝑧𝑆2𝑑,q (𝑥𝑞𝑘 )𝜷
The predicted population total is obtained either by aggregating the element-level predictions
𝑡̂𝑦,𝑑,𝑞,𝑀𝐷 = ∑𝑘∈𝑍(1) 𝑦̂𝑞𝑘
𝑑𝑞

(1)𝑡

or by predicting directly to the auxiliary total 𝒕𝑍(1) = ∑𝑘∈𝑍(1) 𝑧𝑆2𝑑,q (𝑥𝑞𝑘 ).
𝑞

with a model-based prediction error:

𝑑𝑞

𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦,𝑑,𝑞,𝑀𝐷 ) = 𝒕𝑍(1) Σ̂𝜷̂(1) 𝑡 ′ (1)
𝑞

As before, the mean density becomes:
𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,𝑀𝐷 =

𝑡̂𝑦,𝑑,𝑞,𝑀𝐷
𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝
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𝑍𝑞

where 𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝 is presumably obtained using a linear regression model. Arguably, the most common
situation for estimating 𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝 would be using the same predictors as for predicting the domain attribute
𝑦̂𝑘 . In the case when the linear model for domain area estimation is fitted to the entire field sample
containing forest and non-forest plots, while the model for domain attribute domain estimation will use
only the forest plots. If the two models would be fitted using the same field observations, then seemingly
unrelated regression (SUR) introduced by Zellner (1962) can be used to account for the eventual
covariances between the fitted residuals of the two models using available open-source solutions like
the “systemfit” package of Henningsen & Hamann (2007) for the R statistical software (R Core Team
2017). However, it is expected that introducing the non-forest plots when modelling the attribute
domain will increase the model error, and for this reason it is recommended to use only the sample
observations within the forest domain for modelling to gain precision. When the datasets for modelling
the domain and target attributes have of different sizes, SUR estimation can be implemented externally
using three-stage least squares (Zellner & Theil, 1962). The parametric bootstrap procedure can be then
deployed to the simultaneous covariance matrix of two models to approximate the sampling
distributions of 𝑡̂𝑦,𝑑,𝑞,𝑀𝐷 and 𝜆̂𝑑,1𝑝 , such that the variance estimate of 𝑦̃𝑑,𝑞,𝑀𝐷 can be obtained. The
parametric bootstrap procedure can be sketched as follows:
‒ estimate the model coefficients 𝛽̂ and their heteroskedastic-robust variance-covariance matrix Σ̂𝛽̂ ;
̂ Σ̂̂ )- i.e., the
Σ̂𝛽̂ describes the covariance structure of a multivariate normal distribution 𝒩(𝛽,
𝛽
sampling distribution of 𝛽̂;
‒ produce 𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡 samples vectors of 𝛽̂ ∗; it is expected that 𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡 = 100 will suffice;
‒ make new predictions 𝑌̂ ∗ using each vector in 𝛽̂ ∗;
‒ using the new predictions, apply the estimation method considered for each strata; for instance, for
strata where MA is sought, combine the new sets of residuals 𝑒̂ ∗and the new model predictions 𝑌̂ ∗ ,
while for MD cases use the 𝑌̂ ∗ to estimate the totals or the mean densities;
‒ finally, use the percentiles of the 𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡 bootstrap estimates to produce a 95% confidence interval,
or the variance of the bootstrap distribution as an approximated variance estimator.
Although the parametric bootstrap has been previously tested for two-phase and two stage estimation
(Strimbu et al 2017, Ene et al 2018), we do not have numerical results to confirm the validity of this
approach for more complex situations - like the one described here. Hence, we are only providing here
only the blue prints of the methodology, and rigorous testing will be performed as the estimation
platform becomes operational. Besides, if 𝜆̂𝑑𝑞 is estimated directly from the field sample data, the
approach described above does not apply. In this case, one could rely on well-known data resampling
procedures like bootstrap or jackknife performed simultaneously for the field sample data that belongs
to the domain of interest. For the time being, the feasibility of this approach remains an open question,
since (1) the estimation accuracy using data resampling has not been empirically tested yet, and (2) the
computational burden on the estimation platform for large sample sizes must be assessed on empirical
data.
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Figure 4. Updating the state by regression imputation. Having new sets of exhaustive auxiliaries for yrs. 4 and 5
of the inventory cycle, we can update the state of the entire sampling stratum using a linking model fitted to the
panel data acquired during yrs.1-3. The linking model is used to predict the attribute of interest for yrs. 4 and 5
using auxiliaries that match temporally with the query time. Note that different sets of auxiliaries could be used
for different years. Moreover, the net change between yrs. 4 and 5 can be also estimated.

5.5 State estimation for cells containing inventories with single and multiple
panels
It can happen that the estimation cells can cover sampling strata where continuous and periodic
inventory systems are used. If the time window for estimation matches with the calendar years of the
annual panels for continuous inventories and with the annual samples (or the entire panel) of a periodic
inventory, then the one-phase estimation (with or without using auxiliaries) can be applied. There will be
also situations when timing of the periodic and continuous inventories does not match. For instance, the
periodic inventories may not perform field assessment for the time window where the annual panels are
available in other sampling strata. In such cases, model-dependent estimation can be carried out at the
cell-level using the regression imputations. There can be also situations when the missing data occurs in
small sampling strata, while for all the other strata the DB and/or MA estimation is still feasible. In order
to apply different estimation or estimators in different sampling strata followed by the aggregation at
cell-level assumes that the sampling strata are spatially explicit, with their borders available as vector
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data in the system to allow that the cell-level estimates. At this point, the spatial information on the
sampling strata is not available yet, but it is expected to become available in the near future. However,
the cell-level estimation will follow the stratification procedure, if the imputations are restricted to the
missing data strata, and the estimation for the other strata (either DB or MA) is performed using only the
data available for these strata. All the estimation methods presented in the previous sections can be
applied at stratum level or for groups of strata, hence we will not provide more details here.
If the model is developed using observations from all strata, this will introduce correlations between the
sampling strata where MD estimation is deployed and all the other sampling strata where DB or MA is
performed. Note that the covariances between the latter are still zero. Although the point estimate of
the total can still be obtained by summing up the stratum-wise estimates, the variance estimation needs
to be reconsidered. A possible and easy to implement approach for estimating the variance is to use a
hybrid approach based on parametric bootstrap, which is theoretically sound and computationally
feasible, since it does not require many replications.

5.7 Estimation of changes
Only the average annual estimates of the state and change components over the inventory cycle are
commonly reported by the NFIs. However, for other purposes than NFI reporting, the annual changes
themselves are of interests. For instance, many NGOs could be interested in monitoring the annual
changes in forest area (like in regions exposed to illegal cuts across Eastern Europe), or private actors
may be interested in the annual increments. In such cases, the accurate estimation methods for state are
required for yearly estimation of forest area and net changes (i.e., annual changes in the growing stock).
Two main situations can be distinguished here: (i) first and arguably the most common and relevant
situation is related to estimating the change and change components in the presence of plot-level remeasurements, and (ii) estimating the net change between two successive inventories, without plotlevel re-measurements.
5.7.1 Estimation of change using re-measurements on permanent plots
The direct estimation of change (McRoberts et al 2015) can be performed by differencing the inventory
variables and the auxiliaries. For instance, the changes between the plots in the same annual panel (𝑞)
assessed at two successive occasions during the inventory cycles 𝐶𝑡 and 𝐶𝑡+1
𝐶
𝐶
𝛿𝑌 = 𝑌𝑞 𝑡+1 − 𝑌𝑞 𝑡
𝐶

𝐶

𝛿𝑍 = 𝑍𝑞 𝑡+1 − 𝑍𝑞 𝑡
The estimation follows the same steps as for the state estimation, plugging-in the 𝛿𝑌 and 𝛿𝑍 values
instead of the single-time observations. Using these change-related variables, the DB estimation of the is
straightforward. It may worth mentioning that MA and MD estimation may not produce efficiency gains
compared to DB estimation, since differencing removes the trends in the data, and for short time
intervals, the changes in the plots attributes and auxiliaries are expected to be in general low and poorly
correlated. In order to test whether the auxiliaries can improve the estimation efficiency, a fast, ad-hoc
test can be run. For instance, the correlation matrix between the sample-based 𝛿𝑌 and 𝛿𝑍 can
estimated to get the maximum absolute value of the linear correlation coefficients – i.e., 𝑚𝑎𝑥(|𝑟|). If
𝑚𝑎𝑥(|𝑟|) is found to be below, let’s say 0.2, then little gain is to be expected from using auxiliary
information, and in this case, the DB estimation can be pursued.
For cases where the auxiliaries are not time consistent, such that different set of auxiliaries are used at
times 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 , or different type of estimators or inferential frameworks may have been used, direct
estimation of change is not possible anymore. Here, indirect change estimation approach (McRoberts et
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al 2015) will be followed, obtaining the net change as the difference between two successive state
estimates.
5.7.2 Indirect estimation of change between two successive inventories
There are many possible combinations that can occur regarding to how the estimation was performed at
different time points, thus it may be advisable to implement a general, all-around solution that could
accommodate to all most of the situations. An all-around solution is a trade-off between simplicity,
robustness and efficiency and it may not score high regarding efficiency criteria, but at least can provide
a starting point and a benchmark for developing further the estimation platform.
Considering the field inventories from rotating annual panels or from the annual probability samples (for
the periodic inventories) as being independent regarding the underlying, continuous population (Reams
et al 2005 §2.2.5), the single time variances can be considered as additive. This is a reasonable
assumption under DB and MA estimation, and for MD if the regression models used for prediction at
times 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 were fitted on different datasets. There are also situations when this assumption does
not hold, for instance under MD if the same model, nested models or non-nested models fitted to the
same field observations were used for prediction on both time points, introducing correlations (usually
positive) between the single time estimators.
In order to simplify the variance estimation, the covariances between the estimators at different time
points will be ignored for the time being. The error propagation rule for a difference between two
estimated totals at time points 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 is:
𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,𝑞1 − 𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,𝑞2 ) = 𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,𝑞1 ) + 𝑣̂(𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,𝑞2 ) − 2𝐶𝑜̂𝑣(𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,𝑞1 , 𝑡̂𝑦𝑑,𝑞2 )
thus ignoring the covariance term - which is expected to be positive most of the time – will result into
overestimating the true variance of the change estimator. For many practitioners, a conservative
variance estimator is preferable to underestimating the uncertainty, however, gross overestimation will
cancel the possible efficiency gains brought by the MD or MA estimation. During the beta-testing of the
estimation platform, the parametric bootstrap approach introduced in section 4.4, which is very
appealing due to its simplicity, will be also numerically assessed for change estimation under MD.

6. Concluding remarks and links to the remaining sections
The main purpose of this section was to introduce possible estimation methods that have the potential
to be included in future updates of the estimation platform. Currently, the estimation platform will
consider only single-phase estimation (possibly including the use of auxiliaries), as it is described in parts
III and IV and demonstrated in section V of the report.
Due to project management constraints, the pool of methods described in this sections were chosen
prior to the implementation phase (development and benchmarking of the nFIESTA software, see parts
II-V), and it was not possible to incorporate the feed-back from development team for refinements.
Although this was rather unfortunate, the estimation methods implemented in the estimation platform
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follow closely the general procedure described in part I. However, specific adaptation should be
expected at later implementation stages - for trading off technical and estimation efficiency.
As a general recommendation, choosing an estimation method within the design-based or design-based
model-assisted inferential framework would be a safe solution. For this reason, if the minimum
requirements for design-based estimation are fulfilled (see for instance section V §3.3), the configuration
logic implemented in the estimation platform defaults the design-based estimation. If the design-based
estimation is not supported by the data, then a model-dependent estimation procedure will be adopted.
The actual schema configuration implemented in the nFIESTA estimation platform is presented in
Figure 5 but will be described in more detail in section III. As Figure 5 shows, the schema configuration
includes a user-side module and two workflow components with the design-based estimation module as
the default, and model-dependent or mixed estimation as the alternatives.

Figure 5. Schema of nFIESTA estimates configuration logic. The far-left panel contains the user-side inputs, and the default
logic configuration pertaining to design-based estimation is contained in the central panel. Alternative model-dependent
methods are grouped in the right panel.

Figure 5 offers also a preview of the interaction between the user and the configuration modules. The
first decision to be made by the user (node 1) is the selection of the estimation cell (i.e., the geographical
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region for estimation), target parameter(s) and inventory year(s). If a geographically corresponding plot
data is available (node 2), the next decision is to check for the measurement year(s) (node 4) in order to
decide whether interpolations are required or not. If data from the requested inventory year(s) exists,
the field observations are retrieved (node 5) and if the geographically and temporally identified panels
(nodes 2 and 4) correspond to the full sampling grid (node 6) i.e. to the union of all panels of the
respective stratum, then single-phase design-based estimation could be enabled. So it would be possible
to have direct link from node 5 to node 10. However, the workflow logic will search for more efficient
methods, hence a check for various types of wall-to-wall auxiliaries is implemented in node 7 to enable
the GREG estimation through nodes 8, 9 and 10. The respective paths have already been implemented
in nFIESTA and also tested within a case study, see parts III, IV and V of this report.
If the data does not comply with the sampling design at the check in node 6, a further procedure (node
11) will search for observations available in other time panels. For instance, if full inventory cycle data is
available, like for the case of CFIs, then a two-phase estimation can be enabled as described by Massey
et al (2014), or even a three-phase estimation if remote sensing auxiliaries are also available (node 7).
Otherwise, if field remeasurements are not available nor the field data corresponds to the full sampling
grid, the user can potentially supplement the available plot data using the interpolation methods from
the far-left panel in Figure 5.
Reaching node 13 from node 11 (i.e. heading for possible interpolations, model-based or mixed
approach) will often open two ways to go:
1. To only use available (potentially smaller) amount of data but exactly matching the temporal
specification of the user and apply the direct, design-based or model-assisted estimation. This
option corresponds to the system default behaviour (back to design-based part).
2. To incorporate more field data by interpolation of plot level values between two surveys which
are closest to the user specification of given reference year(s). Although this option may
introduce bias, in terms of the accuracy (taking combination of bias and variance into account) it
may in fact outperform the default (design-based) approach.
The preference of design-based estimation can be seen as safe and conservative. But of course, e.g. for
sake of specific estimation task, the default behavior can be changed by the (experienced) user.
To conclude, for the time being it is not feasible to pursue a recommendation system for selecting a
“best” estimation strategy for each possible scenario. For this reason, the approach sought by this report
is to provide a set of tools that will allow for adapting to various constraints related to data availability
and types of inventories, and currently, the safe strategy is to prioritise the design-based estimation,
with model-dependent and mixed estimations methods used only as the last resort. On the bright side,
having a computational platform will allow to accumulate rapidly more empirical evidence that will
provide the necessary feed-back for fine-tuning and improving the estimation methods.
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Appendix A1. One-phase sampling with model calibration estimation
A1.1 Model structure
Under model calibration (Wu & Sitter 2001), the calibration auxiliary is the attribute domain predictions from an
assisting model 𝜉. In the case of a linear assisting model, model calibration reduces to the common linear
calibrator estimator. For more details on model calibration, see Wu (2003), Montanari & Ranalli (2005) and Särndal
(2007).
We will further refer to two general types of model structures addressed by Wu & Sitter (2000): (1) linear or nonlinear models, and (2) generalized linear regression models (McCullagh & Nelder (1989)).
Linear and nonlinear model structure:






𝑦𝑘 = 𝜇(𝑧𝑘 , 𝛽) + 𝑣𝑘 𝜀𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆2𝑑
‒ 𝜀𝑘 ∼ 𝒩(0, 𝜎 2 )
‒ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝜀𝑘 , 𝜀𝑘 ′ ) = 0,
‒ 𝑣𝑘 = 𝑣(𝑧𝑘 ) > 0
‒ 𝐸𝜉 (𝑦𝑘 |𝑧𝑘 ) = 𝜇𝑘 (𝑧𝑘 |𝛽)
Here, 𝜇(∙) is a known nonlinear function, like, for instance, a Box-Cox transformation to be applied to the
response variable 𝑦𝑘 . Examples of such 𝜇- functions would be, for instance:
log(𝜇𝑘 ) = 𝛽𝑧𝑘 , with the prediction obtained as 𝑦̂𝑘 = 𝐸𝜉 (𝑦𝑘 |𝑧𝑘 ) = exp(𝛽̂ 𝑧𝑘 )
2
√𝜇𝑘 = 𝛽𝑧𝑘 , with the predictions 𝑦̂𝑘 = 𝐸𝜉 (𝑦𝑘 |𝑧𝑘 ) = (𝛽̂ 𝑧𝑘 ) .
The estimation of the regression coefficients is described in Wu & Sitter §3.1.
Such models would be useful for estimating growing stock and other continuous domain attributes.

Generalized linear models (GLM) structure: 𝜓𝑘 = 𝜇(𝑧𝜓𝑘 , 𝛽) + 𝑣𝑘 𝜀𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆2
‒ 𝑔(𝜇𝑘 ) = 𝛽̂ 𝑧𝜓𝑘
‒ 𝑉𝜉 (𝜓𝑘 |𝑧𝜓𝑘 ) = 𝑣(𝜇𝑘𝜓 )
‒ 𝜇𝑘 = 𝐸𝜉 (𝜓𝑘 |𝑧𝜓𝑘 )
where 𝑔(∙) and 𝑣(∙) are the link and the variance functions, respectively. The GLM predictions are obtained as
𝜓̂𝑘 = 𝑔−1 (𝛽̂ 𝑧𝜓𝑘 ), where 𝑔−1 (∙) is the inverse of the link-function. For the use of generalized mixed models see, for
instance, Lehtonen et al (2005).
GLMs can be used for estimating:
‒ binary responses following a binomial distributions, where logistic regression is a default option. (e.g.,
categorical attributes like forest/non-forest). For estimating land-cover classes or vegetation types (more than
two categories), binomial logistic regression can be extended to multinomial regression. Here, for G>2
categories present in the response variable, G-1 logistic regression models are run against a chosen pivot
outcome.
‒ count-like data, where a Poisson distribution for the responses is assumed
‒ for estimating continuous domain attributes taking only positive values (like growing stock), where family
distributions Gamma are feasible. In many cases, although not supported by theory, Gaussian distribution of
the response can be also considered.
Here, it is assumed that most of the time, the binomial GLMs will be used for forest area estimation.
For GLMs, the model coefficients are estimated using iterative procedures for maximizing the design-weighted loglikelihood (Lehtonen & Veijanen 1998, Wu & Sitter 2000). In the case of having clustered observations, where the
independency assumption does not hold within clusters, the modeling can be performed at cluster level - i.e., using
the cluster totals as independent observations, as described in section A2.2.1. Alternatively, generalized estimating
equations (Liang & Zeger (1986)) can be used.
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A1.2 Estimation of domain totals

For both type of models, the model calibration approach seeks calibrating the sample fitted values 𝜇𝑘 (𝑧𝑘 |𝛽̂ ) to the
model prediction total ∑𝑘∈𝑈𝑑 𝜇𝑘 (𝑧𝑘 |𝛽̂ ).
Point estimator:
Since the predicted and observed response values would be strongly linearly correlated, the linear calibration steps
can be applied to obtain the sample g-weights as:
−1
𝑦̂
𝑔𝑘 = 1 + (∑𝑘∈𝑈𝑑 𝑦̂𝑘 − ∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑 𝑘 ) (𝑍𝑆𝑡2𝑑 Π𝑍𝑆2 𝑑 ) 𝑧𝑘
𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )

Alternatively, using the linear generalized regression estimator formulation (Wu & Sitter 2001):
̂)
𝜇𝑘 (𝑧𝑘 |𝛽
𝑡̂𝑑 = 𝑡̂𝑑,𝐻𝑇 + [∑𝑘∈𝑈 𝜇𝑘 (𝑧𝑘 |𝛽̂ ) − ∑𝑘∈𝑆
] 𝛽̂ ∗
𝑑

where:

‒

𝑦̃ =

‒

𝜇̃ =

2𝑑

𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )

𝛽̂ ∗ = [∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑 (𝜇̂ 𝑘 − 𝜇̃)(𝑦𝑘 − 𝑦̃)⁄𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )]⁄[∑𝑘∈𝑆2𝑑 (𝜇̂ 𝑘 − 𝜇̃)2 ⁄𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )]

𝑦𝑘
∑∈𝑆
2𝑑 𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )
1
∑∈𝑆
2𝑑 𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )
̂𝑘
𝜇
∑∈𝑆
2𝑑 𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )
1
∑∈𝑆
2𝑑 𝜋(𝑥𝑘 )

Variance estimator:
𝑣𝑎̂𝑟(𝑡̂𝑑 ) = ∑∈𝑆2𝑑 ∆̌𝑘𝑘 ′

̂𝑦𝑘
𝑢

̂𝑦𝑘′
𝑢

𝜋(𝑥𝑘 ) 𝜋(𝑥𝑘′ )

with the sample residuals obtained as 𝑢̂𝑦𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘 − 𝜇𝑘 𝛽̂ ∗ (Wu & Sitter 2001).
For domain area estimation (like forest/non-forest) using binomial family GLMs with logit-link, the mean response
becomes 𝜓̂ =
𝜓̂𝑘 =

̂ 𝜓 𝑧𝑘 )
exp(𝛽
̂ 𝜓 𝑧𝑘 ) ,
1+exp(𝛽

̂𝜓𝑔 𝑧𝑘 )
exp(𝛽
𝐺−1
̂𝜓𝑔 𝑧𝑘 )
1+∑
exp(𝛽
𝑔=1

where 𝜓𝑘 is the binomial response variable. For multinomial models (G>2 categories),

.
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1

Introduction

In this document estimation methods implemented by the nFIESTA software are described. These methods were used within the Diabolo task T2.3.1
case study which explored possible effects of using selected Copernicus remote sensing products (Forest Type and Tree Cover Density maps, version
2012) as a source of auxiliary information to improve accuracy of biomass
estimates. The case study concerned four European countries - Czech Republic, France, Germany and Switzerland.
In the second chapter the attention is paid to the Horvitz-Thompson
theorem for continuous populations (HTC) [Cordy, 1993]. The use of this
theorem can be considered as an innovative part of the task T2.3.1 of the
Diabolo project and also the nFIESTA approach. It addresses theoretical
issues arising from the integration of NFI (National Forest Inventory) plot
data collected by many countries which use different sampling designs. This
integration is necessary in order to produce estimates of forest attributes for
arbitrary study areas possibly encroaching boundaries between the countries (or sampling strata). This generic approach can be applied virtually
anywhere i.e. its use is not restricted to Europe only.
A special section on the derivation of so called inclusion (or sampling)
densities follows immediately after the HTC introduction. Inclusion densities are indispensable for the HTC theorem application. They play the same
role as the inclusion probabilities do in the Horvitz-Thompson theorem for
finite populations i.e. they determine the sampling design itself as well as
statistical properties of the estimators in terms of unbiasedness and precision (design-based variance). NFIs of particular countries can provide plot
data with relative sampling weights attached. A method how these relative
weights can be translated to inclusion densities has been proposed and implemented in nFIESTA. This method allows for an unbiased estimation of
totals, ratios (of totals) and also their variances. The HTC theorem can
be used for parameter estimation in case of non-uniform sampling designs
e.g. the importance sampling [Gregoire & Valentine, 2008, p. 94], which
was chosen as the nFIESTA’s implicit approximation of any non-uniform
sampling design.
The third chapter describes how target parameters defined as totals of
an attribute over a study area (the estimation cell D) are calculated by
nFIESTA. Estimation cells are arbitrarily shaped regions which are entirely
covered within the union of all sampling strata i.e. D ⊆ ∪Jj=1 Sj .
The first section of the third chapter is devoted to single-phase estimator(s) which only use data available at sample plots visited during the field
NFI surveys. Single-phase estimators are a standard solution, which may
be used for a vast number of target parameters. In the section which follows an implementation of the modified direct estimator as a special class
of GREG (generalised regression estimator) [Rao, 2003, p. 13] is described.
2

This estimator uses not only data coming from (field) sample plots but also
auxiliary data obtained from an external source. This strategy often leads
to significant improvements of precision.
Depending on user settings (choice of parametrisation area and its relation to the estimation cell) and depending on the presence or absence of
sample plots within the estimation cell itself the nFIESTA implementation
results in an appropriate type of the GREG or the synthetic estimator (no
data in the estimation cell, parametrisation is done in a larger region encompassing the estimation cell) [Mandallaz, 2012, p. 10].
The last chapter documents a generic implementation of a ratio estimator which is composed by two total estimators of potentially different type
(single-phase or a kind of GREG using auxiliaries). Technically the two
types can even be combined in the nominator and denominator of the ratio.
However, from the practical point of view, the combinations between the
nominator and denominator should follow certain constraints in order not
to loose to much of the potential precision.
Ratio estimators are very important because many target parameters
can be defined as a ratio of two totals (or means). Mean above ground
biomass per hectare of forest (the exact map of which does not exist) was
considered as one of the target parameters within the T2.3.1 case study.

2

The continuous Horvitz-Thompson Theorem

Cordy [1993] published the Horvitz-Thompson Theorem (HTC) for populations of a continuum, according to which an unbiased estimator t̂S of the
total tS of variable y in a sampling stratum S is defined by
t̂S =

X y(x)
x∈s

π(x)

,

(1)

where The symbol y(x) denotes local density of the quantity observed at
point x of sample s of fixed size n, π(x) is the inclusion density at point x
which is an analogy to the inclusion probability when sampling finitely large
populations of discrete objects [p. 355][Cordy, 1993]. The term local density
was introduced by Mandallaz [1991] as a main building block of the infinite
population approach to forest inventory. The infinite sampling approach to
forest inventory was also studied by Eriksson [1995].
Estimator (1) is unbiased if the function y(x) is positive or bounded and,
at the same time, the condition π(x) > 0 ∀ x ∈ S is satisfied, (i.e. any point
x of the sampling stratum S can be sampled).
Furthermore if the
local density function y(x) is bounded and conditions
R
1
π(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ S, S π(x)
dx < ∞ and π(x, x0 ) > 0 ∀ x, x0 ∈ S hold an


unbiased estimator of variance V t̂S can be obtained by using Eq. (2) or
the modified Eq. (3) [Cordy, 1993, p. 357].
3



V̂ t̂S =
+

"
#2
X y(x)
x∈s

π(x)

X X

x∈s x0 ∈s
x6=x0



V̂ t̂S =
−

"
#2
X y(x)
x∈s

"

π(x, x0 ) − π(x)π(x0 )
y(x)y(x )
π(x, x0 )π(x)π(x0 )
0

π(x)

X X

x∈s x0 ∈s
x6=x0

+

#

(2)

X X y(x)y(x0 )

x∈s x0 ∈s
x6=x0
0
y(x)y(x )

π(x, x0 )

π(x)π(x0 )
(3)

where π(x, x0 ) is a pairwise inclusion density [Cordy, 1993, p. 355].
The variance of the total estimator t̂S can alternatively be expressed
and estimated by using Sen-Yates-Grundy (SYG) formulas [Cordy, 1993,
pp. 358-359]. Although the SYG approach has several advantages it has
not been implemented because of larger computational overhead. Unlike
the SYG the variance calculation according to Eq. (2) or (3) can usually be
performed faster by leaving out all sample locations (plots or clusters) with
zero values of local density.

2.1

HTC and cluster sesigns

Unlike single plot a cluster design allocates a set of sample plots at each
anchor point x. The positioning of individual plots of the cluster is determined by a geometric template (set of positional vectors with respect to the
anchor point). The cluster orientation can be randomized between anchor
points, but usually a fixed orientation is used. Cluster anchor points are
generated within a sampling frame F the definition of which is implicitly
given in terms of the following two conditions:
• At least one plot of any cluster with an anchor point in F is located
in the sampling stratum S ⊆ F. This condition is relaxed for designs
with randomly rotated clusters - it suffices if there is an orientation
for which at least one plot derived from the anchor point x ∈ F would
fall into S.

• Each point x within the sampling stratum S can be selected by a plot
pertaining to a cluster with anchor point in F.
4

Figure 1: Visualisation of sampling stratum and sampling frame (German NFI).
Sampling stratum is shown as a (dark) gray polygon covered by the sampling frame shown as hatched area encroaching the borders of stratum
up to 150 m (size of the square-like cluster) in south-west and south
direction.

In case of single-plot designs the sampling frame exactly corresponds to
the sampling stratum i.e. we have F = S. Otherwise (S ⊆ F, cluster
designs) the sampling frame need to be reconstructed by nFIESTA based
on the geometry of sampling stratum and a geometrical representation of
a cluster (the later also specifies the position of the cluster anchor point).
Figure 1 shows an example of possible relation between sampling stratum
and sampling frame taking the respective cluster geometry into account.
For designs using clusters the HTC theorem shown in the preceding
section has to be reformulated with respect to F (sampling frame) rather
than S (sampling stratum). In fact this is always possible and advantageous.
In case clusters are not used we simply have F = S.
Further adjustments are needed in terms of the local density y(x) which
has to be replaced by the cluster level local density:
yt (x) =

Pk

i=1 IiS (x)yi (x)

(4)
k
where the (classical plot level) density yi (x) is observed for particular sample plot denoted by index i, belonging to the cluster established at anchor
5

point x. The symbol k is used for the nominal (and fixed) number of sample
plots in each cluster pertaining to the given sampling stratum (irrespective
on the number of plots located in the forest, inside or outside F or any other
par of it). The term IiS (x) indicates whether the sample plot i (of a cluster
established at anchor point x) is found (value 1) or not in the sampling
stratum S (value 0).
Notes:
• The position x corresponds to the cluster anchor point i.e. the position
from which the cluster had been constructed. In general the position
of an anchor point does not need to correspond to a plot center.
• The multiplication of local density by IiS (x) is practically not needed,
because plots outside the respective sampling stratum are either not
uploaded to the nFIESTA system or their local densities are zeroed
before the upload (the later option is needed in case of designs with
randomized cluster orientation at each anchor point).
• The local density at cluster level yt(x) is defined in way which differs
from the approach suggested by Mandallaz [2007, p. 65], p. 65] and
considered by Ene et al. [2016, p. 17]. With the definition of cluster
level local density used by nFIESTA the mean spatial densities (per
hectare values) can be estimated as ratios of two total estimators - both
can be single-phase, of the regression type (GREG), or the single-phase
and regression types can be mixed in the nominator and denominator
of the ratio.

2.2

Derivation of inclusion densities

In the estimation system (its database part) a relative sampling weight χ(x)
is attached to each combination of panel and sample location x (single plot
or cluster depending on design). These relative weights can be intuitively
understood as a way to express shares on the whole sampling frame area
represented by particular sample locations. If all sample locations within a
panel represent equally large regions a relative weight of one is used for all
of them.
The use of relative weights has been established by the E-Forest system
and NFI data providers from many European countries already got accustomed to this approach. Therefore it is supposed that this practice will be
preserved.
The purpose of this section is to describe how the relative sampling
weights can be transformed into sampling densities compliant to the HorvitzThompson theorem for continuous (infinite) populations (HTC). This is a
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crucial step to be able to use this universal theorem for statistical estimations
on the basis of an integrated database of many (not only) European NFIs.
Despite all formulas of this section are given in a form corresponding to
a cluster design, they can be used also for single plot designs noting that
in this case S = F. Complementary information concerning mathematical
definition and properties of the inclusion densities π(x) and π(x, x0 ) can be
found in [Cordy, 1993, pp. 355-356].
Inclusion densities at sampling frame level
Following Cordy [1993] the inclusion density π(x) for any fixed sample size
design is given by
π(x) =

nF
X

fi (x),

(5)

i=1

where fi (x) is a probability density function defined for each point x in F
(sampling frame, a continuum i.e a bounded set of infinitely many points).
This function describing the stochastic process of selection of the i − th out
of the fixed number of nF sample elements (i.e. points) in F.
The pairwise inclusion density is defined
π(x, x ) =
0

nF X
X
i=1 j6=i

fij (x, x0 ),

(6)

where fij (x, x0 ) is a joint probability density of selecting a pair of distinct
sample elements i and j simultaneously.
Now, under the (still very generic) assumption that i) all nF sample
points are selected using the same inclusion density function f (x) (i.e no
stratification is used) and that ii) the particular sample points are selected
independently and without replacement, we can write

and

π(x) = nF f (x),

(7)

π(x, x0 ) = nF (nF − 1)f (x)f (x0 ).

(8)

f (x, x0 ) = f (x)f (x0 ).

(9)

Note that because of the independent selection of sample points at positions
x and x0 we have

The probability density function f (x) has the property
7

Z

F

f (x)dx = 1

(10)

and it can be expressed with respect to a positive and bounded function ζ(x)
defined in F as it follows
ζ(x)
.
F ζ(x)dx

(11)

c ζ(x)
f (x) = R
,
c F ζ(x)dx

(12)

f (x) = R

Without any impact on any derivations made here the probability density f (x) can be redefined using the total area λ(F) of the sampling frame.
Doing so we get

where c is a constant defined by

λ(F)
.
F ζ(x)dx

c= R

(13)

In general, the construction of relative sampling weights should fulfill
the condition that the larger the relative weight χ(x) the larger the share of
the particular sample point x on the total of ζ(x) over the whole F. This
can be expressed by following equation
χ(x) =

const
const
R
=
,
nF f (x) F ζ(x)dx
nF ζ(x)

(14)

where const is a positive constant.

Although they should
be known to the respective country providing the
R
NFI data the total F ζ(x)dx and values of ζ(x) are not accessible in the
nFIESTA system. This is why probability density f (x) neither the inclusion
densities π(x) and π(x, x0 ) can be derived from relative weights χ(x) based on
Eq. (14). Nevertheless taking the Eq.(12) into account it is obvious that the
previous assumption about relative weights also implies that the larger the
relative weight the larger the representative area 1/π(x) of sample point x
and the larger the share of this representative area on the total sampling
frame area. Therefore we can also write
χ(x) =

const
const
=
.
nF f (x) λ(F)
c nF ζ(x)

(15)

const
.
χ(x) nF λ(F)

(16)

Up to the const and c the values of all terms in Eq. (15) are available in
the nFIESTA database and the key probability density f (x) function can
be expressed as it follows
f (x) =

8

The remaining question is how the const should be defined so that the
relative weights according to Eq. (15) and (14) are the same or at least
as close as possible while the probability density f (x) can be evaluated in
practice. We can make a step forward by combining Eqs. (10) and (15) to
get
Z

const
f (x)dx =
nF λ(F)
F

which implies

Z

F

and
E



Z

F

1
dx = 1,
χ(x)

1
nF λ(F)
dx =
χ(x)
const

(17)

(18)



nF λ(F)
nF
1
=
=
.
χ(x)
const λ(F)
const

(19)

The expected value of the reciprocal relative sampling weights is unknown
in the general case but it can be estimated from the sample1 :




1
Ê
=
χ(x)

P

1
x∈s χ(x) χ(x)

P

x∈s χ(x)

=

nF
.
WF

(20)

This estimator can be put into Eq. (19) which leads to const = WF , where
the WF is used for the sum of relative weights over the whole sample. Substituting WF into Eq. (16) we get
f (x) =

WF
,
χ(x) nF λ(F)

(21)

WF
,
χ(x) λ(F)

(22)

and using Eqs. (7) and (8) we come to the final expressions for inclusion
densities, which are implemented by nFIESTA:
π(x) =
and
π(x, x0 ) =
1
to
P According P
x∈s

χ(x)y(x)/

(nF − 1) WF2
.
χ(x) χ(x0 ) nF λ2 (F)

E-Forest specification of the relative sampling
χ(x) is an unbiased estimator of the mean of y in F.

x∈s

9

(23)
weights

Notes:
• For uniform sampling designs (having a constant relative sampling
weight attached to all clusters) Eqs. (22) and (23) take the form corresponding to Uniform Random Sampling (URS, both π(x) and π(x, x0 )
are constant over F). The probability density is defined as f (x) =
1/λ(F) while for the underlying function we have ζ(x) = 1 everywhere
within F.

• In case of a non-constant probability density f (x) and the respective
function ζ(x) we have the so called importance sampling as presented
by [Cordy, 1993, p. 356]. The inclusion densities π(x) and π(x, x0 ) also
vary over F.
• Pairwise densities π(x, x0 ) for sample points x and x0 belonging to
different sampling strata are not needed because the corresponding
summands of Eqs. (2) and (3) are zero in this case. Pairs of sample points from different strata can be skipped during the variance
calculation.
• Single-phase estimates using densities derived at sampling frame level
are unbiased conditionally on actual sample size in F.

• The sum of separate single-phase estimators for arbitrary but complementary subsets of the whole sampling stratum exactly matches
the estimator for the stratum as a whole. In case of estimators using auxiliaries the additivity is limited to the intersection of stratum
and parametrisation area D+ (sum of total estimates for complementary subsets of this intersection exactly matches the estimate for the
intersection itself).
Inclusion densities at estimation cell level
Estimators using the inclusion densities as defined in the preceding section
suffer from variance inflation due to uncontrolled (varying) sample size in the
intersection of particular estimation cell D and sampling stratum λ(FjD ) 
λ(Fj ). The variance increase becomes more pronounced as the relative cell
size with respect to stratum size decreases.
This effects are well known from literature on finite sampling [Särndal
et al. , 2003, pp. 283-284, 396-397]. Cordy [1993, p. 361] himself advices to
use inclusion densities derived for particular sample sizes - as an alternative
to unconditional inference admitting that the sample size vary within the
study area (this is also the case of our estimation in cells D ⊂ S).
Following the proposition of [Cordy, 1993] inclusion densities can be
defined with respect to the extent of and the sample size in the sampling
frame corresponding to one or the other of the two options:
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• an intersection FjD of particular stratum Sj and estimation cell D

• an intersection FjD+ of particular stratum Sj and parametrisation
region D+ ⊇ D.
The modification of the basic approach described in preceding section consists in the uses of WjD or WjD+ and λ(FjD ) or λ(FjD+ ) instead of W
and λ(F) within Eqs. (22) and (23), where
WjD =

X

χ(x),

(24)

x∈s
x∈FjD

and
WjD+ =

X

χ(x).

(25)

x∈s
x∈FjD+

By deriving inclusion densities for strata and cell intersections the inflation
of variance due to uncontrolled sample size is ruled out completely (use of
WjD and λ(FjD )) or at least potentially reduced (use of WjD+ and λ(FjD+ )).
Therefore the estimator based on these densities have better statistical properties (unbiasedness conditional on the sample size in strata and cell intersections). However, this also means that the geographical additivity of totals
is also gone.
Notes:
• This approach makes no sense for strata and cell (or parametrisation
region) intersections in which less than two sampling locations exist. In
such a case inclusion densities have to be derived at the whole stratum
level which may lead to mixed inference within one estimation cell (or
parametrisation region). For some strata and cell intersections we can
have unbiasedness conditional on the number of sample locations at the
whole sampling stratum level, for the rest an unbiasedness conditional
on sample size in the stratum and cell intersection.
• Conditioning on the sample size in FjD makes sense for single-phase
estimators or for the direct GREG estimator if D = D+ i.e. the model
parametrisation is performed using plots from the estimation cell only
(no extended parametrisation area is used). Otherwise inclusion densities are to be derived at the whole sampling frame level or at the
level of FjD+ .
• The areas λ(FjD )) and λ(FjD+ )) are determined by GIS operations as
part of the configuration of nFIESTA for the use of particular sampling
strata, estimation cells and parameterisation areas.
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• nFIESTA can work in both modes i.e. inclusion densities derived at
the whole sampling frame level, or at the FjD or FjD+ level depending
on user preference - additivity of totals versus better statistical properties of estimators. This is achieved through the user configuration
of particular estimation task.

3

Estimation of totals

This section describes the way how target parameters defined as totals of
an attribute over a study area called cell D are estimated by nFIESTA. The
cells are arbitrarily shaped regions entirely within the union of all sampling
strata i.e. D ⊂ ∪Jj Sj . The definitions of sampling strata (inclusing their
geometrical representation by digital maps) as well as plot data belonging
to them are available in nFIESTA.
Obviously some cells may be located completely within one sampling
stratum but often the cells will encroach to several sampling strata. Unlike
the preceding section on the the Horvitz-Thompson theorem the following
part of the document deals with this and also other practical aspects of
estimation for arbitrary cells.

3.1

Single-phase estimation

Single-phase estimators do not use any type of auxiliary information to improve their accuracy (reduce their variance). Most typically such estimators
use data collected on sample plots through a dedicated field survey. Based
on the HTC theorem (see chapter 2), the single-phase estimator t̂y of total ty
of an attribute y in the estimation cell D is defined by
t̂y =

J X
X
ytjD (x)

j=1 x∈s2j

πj (x)

(26)

,

where the index j is used to iterate over J sampling strata, πj (x) is the
corresponding inclusion density (see section 2.2) and ytjD (x) is the cluster
level local density evaluated for anchor point x belonging to the (terrestrial)
sample s2j of stratum Sj . The cluster level density itself is given by
ytjD (x) =

Pkj

i=1 IiSj (x)IiD (x)yi (x)

kj

,

(27)

where kj is the nominal number of sample plots per each cluster belonging
to the sampling stratum Sj , index i is used to iterate over all plots of the
cluster established at anchor point x, yi (x) is the plot level local density
on the plot i, IiD (x) is an indicator variable coding whether the position
of sample plot i is within D (1) or not (0), likewise IiSj (x) is an indicator variable coding whether the plot lies inside stratum Sj (1) or not (0).
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The indicator IiSj (x) is practically not needed because plots outside the
respective sampling stratum are either not uploaded to nFIESTA or their
local densities are zeroed before the upload (the later option is needed in
case of designs with randomized cluster orientation at each anchor point).
Consequently the cluster level local density can be simplified also noting
that within the nFIESTA database the anchor points x themselves identify
the respective sampling strata to which they belong so the use of j index
in ytjD (x), πj (x) and πj (x, x0 ) can be skipped:
ytD (x) =

Pkj

i=1 IiD (x)yi (x)

kj

(28)

,

and also the formula for t̂y can be simplified to
t̂y =

X ytD (x)

x∈s2

π(x)

(29)

,

where the sum iterates over the sample s2 = ∪Jj=1 s2j being a union of
samples from all strata represented in given cell D.
Following the HTC (see chapter 2) the variance of t̂y can be estimated
by



V̂ t̂y =

J X
X

j=1 x∈s2j

+

J X
X

"

ytD (x)
π(x)

X

j=1 x∈s2j x0 ∈s2j
x6=x0

#2
"

π(x, x0 ) − π(x)π(x0 )
ytD (x)ytD (x )
π(x, x0 )π(x)π(x0 )
0

#

(30)

which, unlike the Eq. (29), follows the structure of strata in order to speed
up the computation. Knowing that π(x, x0 ) = π(x)π(x0 ) for anchor points x
and x0 belonging to different strata (a consequence of independence of samples between strata) the value of the respective terms within the second
(double) summation of Eq. (30) would be zero if x and x0 coming from
different strata entered the calculation.
Notes:
• In nFIESTA a linkage between sample plots and estimation cells as
well as between sample plots and clusters is maintained which simplifies the practical calculation of t̂y by taking only plots found inside of
particular cell D and clusters and strata corresponding to these plots
(no indicator values are needed for the practical calculation).
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• Similarly also Eq. (30) is calculated more efficiently by taking only
sample plots found in the estimation cell. All sample plots with local density equal to zero are skipped because such zero plots do not
contribute to cluster densities and in addition zero cluster densities do
not contribute to variance estimator according to Eq. (30).
• The formulas of this section are in a form corresponding to cluster
designs. For simple plot designs these formulas can still be used (single
plots are handled as clusters having just one plot i.e. kj = 1).

3.2

Modified direct GREG estimator

This type of estimator(s) uses auxiliary information available and known
anywhere in the estimation cell D as well as in the corresponding parameterisation region D+ ⊇ D. Conceptually similar estimator called small area
estimator has been proposed by Mandallaz [2007, p. 119].
Under the condition D = D+, i.e. if the parametrisation of the regression
model takes place at the level of the estimation cell itself, the formulas of
this section can be used without any modification. They simply take the
form of the (Generalised) Regression Estimator (GREG) known from the
literature on finite population sampling e.g. [Rao, 2003, p.13] or [Särndal
et al. , 2003, p. 225].
In addition the estimators of this section are formulated in a way which
makes it also possible to calculate estimates even for a (potentially small)
geographical domain D that actually does not contain any sample plots (or
tracts). In such a case, the respective formulas (point as well as variance
estimators) take the from corresponding to a synthetic estimator (model
dependent estimation framework).
Modified direct GREG for single-plot designs
Let’s define t̂y,md - the modified direct GREG estimator of a population
total ty , which uses a linear model fitted in an extended parametrization
area D+ ⊇ D:
t̂y,md =

X y(x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

=

X

π(x)

(

ID (x) + tx − t̂x

−1 X(x)
X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+
2

0 

σ (x)

)

(31)

w(x)g̃(x)y(x)

(32)

w̃(x)y(x),

(33)

x∈s2
x∈D+

=

X

x∈s2
x∈D+

where the meaning of used symbols is the following:
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D is the estimation cell. A digital map of D is stored in nFIESTA so the
total area of D is exactly known. Although the plot coordinates are not
provided by countries nFISTA has the information whether particular
sample point x lies inside D or not.
D+ is the parametrization area. A relation D ⊆ D+ always holds. In
addition D+ is always enclosed within the union of all sampling strata
considered, which means that condition D+ ⊆ ∪ki=1 Si must also be
fulfilled (Si denotes the i − th of k strata). Parametrisation areas are
defined (manually) by the user of nFIESTA.
s2 is a subset of points x ∈ D+ on which field survey has been performed
(the so called second phase sample). In case of wall-to-wall (map-like)
auxiliary data, the first phase sample is a census, so we know the values
of a wall2wall auxiliary variable(s) anywhere in D+ .
x is a particular (dimensionless) sample point x ∈ D+

π(x) is the inclusion density function evaluated at the position of sample
point x. Here it is supposed that the definition of inclusion density
changes from stratum to stratum. Moreover, inclusion density is not
necessarily a constant function within particular strata. More on inclusion densities can be found in chapter 2 and particularly in section 2.2.
ID (x) is a an indicator function coding whether a particular sample point x
belongs to D (ID (x) = 1) or not (ID (x) = 0).
tx is a column-vector of dimension p × 1 (p corresponds to number of rows)
holding exactly known totals of p auxiliary variables within D.
t̂x is a column-vector of dimension p × 1 (p corresponds to number of rows)
of single-phase estimates of totals of p auxiliary variables within D,
under the given sampling design defined by π(x) and π(x, x0 ) i.e. single
and pairwise inclusion densities, see chapter 2.
X+ is a p×nD+ matrix of p auxiliary variables on nD+ sample points in D+ .
Π+ is an nD+ × nD+ diagonal matrix of sampling weights. All non-diagonal
elements of Π+ are equal to zero. Diagonal elements of Π+ correspond
to inverse values of inclusion density π(x) at particular sample point
x ∈ D+ .
X(x) is a p × 1 column-vector of p auxiliary variables observed on particular
sample point x (belonging to s2 and also D+ ).
y(x) is a value of local density function based on field survey data observed
on sample point x ∈ D+ . It is supposed, that any potential edge effect
at the plot level has been compensated.
15

σ 2 (x) is the anticipated (error) variance of local density y(x) on particular sample point denoted by x. In many (practical) cases we can
write σ 2 (x) = σ 2 i.e. the variance is constant in the whole D+. If this
is the case, terms Σ+ and σ 2 (x) can be left out from Eq. (31).
Σ+ is an nD+ × nD+ diagonal matrix of weights. All non-diagonal elements
of Σ+ are zero wheareas diagonal ones correspond to inverse values
of σ 2 (x).
w(x) is a sampling weight of particular sample point x ∈ D+ . It is defined
as a reciprocal value of inclusion density π(x).
g̃(x) is a regression or calibration weight of sample point x ∈ D+ as defined
by Eq. (34).
w̃(x) is a product of sampling w(x) and regression weight g̃(x) corresponding to sample point x ∈ D+ .
The modified direct GREG estimator t̂y,md shown in Eq. (32) is defined
as a sum of products of local densities y(x), sampling weights w(x), and
regression or g-weights g̃(x) defined by
g̃(x) = ID (x) + tx − t̂x

0 

X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+

Using matrix notation t̂y,md can be expressed by

−1 X(x)

σ 2 (x)

0
t̂y,md = G̃+ Π+ Y+
,

.

(34)

(35)

where G̃+ is an 1 × nD+ row-vector of regression weights (nD+ corresponds
to the number of sample points in D+ ) and Y+ is an 1 × nD+ row-vector of
local densities corresponding to the set of sample points in D+ . The vector
of regression weights itself is defined as
G̃+ = ID + tx − t̂x

0 

X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+

−1

X+ Σ+ ,

(36)

where ID is an 1 × nD+ row-vector of indicator variables ID (x) observed on
sample points in D+ .
Calibration property: When applied to the auxiliary variables defining
the g-weights the Modified direct GREG estimator according to Eqs. (31),
(32), (33) and (35) equals the exactly known vector tx of auxiliary totals
over D. This property is derived in an equation that follows:
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t̂0x,md = G̃+ Π+ X0+ ,

(37)

= ID Π+ X0+ + tx − t̂x
=
=

t̂0x
t0x

0

+ tx − t̂x InD+ ,

0 

−1
X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+ X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+ ,

(38)
(39)
(40)

Variance of the modified direct GREG:
uals1 ẽ(x) as follows

Let’s define empirical resid-

ẽ(x) = y(x) − ỹp (x),

(41)

ẽ(x) = y(x) − X0 (x)β̂+ ,

(42)

where ỹp (x) is the empirical prediction and β̂+ a p × 1 column vector of
regression coefficients estimated in D+ by using


β̂+ = X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+
or

−1

0
X+ Σ+ Π+ Y+

0
β̂+ = G̃βt+ Π+ Y+

(43)

(44)

where G̃βt+ is a matrix of dimension p × nD+ . Using matrix notation,
the 1 × nD+ vector of residuals Ẽ+ can be obtained as
Ẽ+ = Y+ − X0+ β̂+ .

(45)

Variance of t̂y,md can be estimated as the variance of single-phase total of
products of g-weights and empirical residuals over the whole parametrization
area:


V̂ t̂y,md = V̂ t̂ω,D+
where
t̂ω,D+ =

X g̃(x)ẽ(x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

π(x)

=

X



w(x)ω(x) = G̃+ Π+ Ẽ0+

(46)

(47)

x∈s2
x∈D+



The variance V̂ t̂ω,D+ can be evaluated according to Eq. (30) in section 3.1
by substituting ytD (x) by ω(x).
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Justification of the variance estimator: Multiplying both sides of
Eg. (40) by vector of the population (true) regression coefficients β+ we
get
t̂0x,md β+ = t0x β+ = typ

(48)

where typ is the true total of population level predictions in D. By
substitution into the left hand site of Eq. (48) we get
t̂0x,md β+ = ID Π+ X0+ β+ +
=

+ tx − t̂x

0
G̃+ Π+ Yp+
,

(49)

0 

−1
X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+ X+ Σ+ Π+ X0+ β+ ,

= t̂yp ,md

(50)
(51)
(52)

where
0
Yp+
= X0+ β+

(53)

is the nD+ × 1 vector of theoretical predictions, i.e. predictions which are
based on the true (but unknown) vector of regression parameters β+ . Looking at Eqs. (51) and (35) it can be seen immediately that the former corresponds to the t̂yp ,md i.e. the modified direct GREG estimator of theoretical
predictions yp (x) over D, where
yp (x) = X0 (x)β+ .

(54)

Based on Eqs. (48) and (52) it is obvious that the variance of t̂yp ,md is zero
because the estimator always equals the total of theoretical predictions typ
in D. In the following part it will be explained how this property can be used
to derive an approximate variance estimator for the modified direct GREG.
Let’s express t̂y,md in terms of theoretical predictions yp (x) and (also
theoretical) residuals e(x) based on the following relations
y(x) = yp (x) + e(x)

(55)

Y+ = Yp+ + E+

(56)

Substituting the right hand side of Eq. (56) into Eq. (35) we arrive at
h

i

0
t̂y,md = G̃+ Π+ Yp+
+ E0+ ,

(57)

0
= G̃+ Π+ Yp+
+ G̃+ Π+ E0+

(58)

= t̂yp ,md + t̂e,md

(59)
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Consequently for the variance of t̂y,md we can write








V t̂y,md = V t̂yp ,md + V t̂e,md + C t̂yp ,md , t̂e,md .
Taking Eqs. (48) and (51) into account we have




V t̂yp ,md = V typ = 0
and further also



(61)



C t̂yp ,md , t̂e,md = C typ , t̂e,md = 0


(60)

(62)

The variance V t̂y,md is then given as the variance of the modified direct
GREG estimator of the total of theoretical residuals in D.




V t̂y,md = V t̂e,md .

(63)

Obviously and unfortunately this result can’t be used for practical work
because we have expressed the variance of modified diret GREG by the
variance of another modified direct GREG. In addition, theoretical
residuals

are generally unknown. In practice, the estimator V̂ t̂y,md of the variance
of t̂y,md shown in Eq. (46) is obtained by replacing the vector of theoretical
residuals E+ by sample residuals Ẽ+ and neglecting the actual dependence
of g-weights G̃+ on particular sample(s). In other words it is supposed that
the product g̃(x)ẽ(x) in Eq. (47) depends only on the particular sample
point x and not on any other point(s), which were actually selected or could
be selected from D+ if we repeated the sampling (in the design-based sense).
Under this assumption t̂ω,D+ is a one-phase estimator and its variance can
be calculated accordingly i.e. according to Eq. (30) in section 3.1.
Zero estimate of total residuals: If there is a constant column vector ν
fulfilling condition expressed by Eq. (64), the SREG and synthetic estimators
are equal at the level of D+ . In other words the estimator t̂e,D+ of the total
of residuals in D+ equals zero.
σ 2 (x) = ν 0 X(x)

(64)

Proof and further details can be found in [Rao, 2003, chapter 2, page 14]
or in [Särndal et al. , 2003, chapter 6, pages 231 and 232]. The proof given
by Särndal et al. [2003] is now reproduced for shake of completeness of this
methodology. Let’s start with the equation
t̂e,D+ = t̂y,D+ − t̂yp ,D+

(65)

showing the one-phase total estimator of regression residuals as the difference
of two total estimators - one for the study variable y and the other for its
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predictions yp . The three one-phase total estimators are calculated for D+
i.e. the region where the respective regression model is parameterized.
It can be shown that under the condition (64) the one-phase estimator t̂yp ,D+
equals t̂y,D+ :




 X

X0 (x) 

 X

ν 0 X(x)X0 (x) 

t̂yp ,D+ = 


x∈s2
x∈D+



=


x∈s2
x∈D+





β̂+
π(x) 

(66)



β̂+
σ 2 (x)π(x) 


 X X(x)X0 (x)   X X(x)X0 (x) 


2 (x)π(x)  
2 (x)π(x) 
σ
σ
x∈s
x∈s

= ν0 


2
x∈D+

= ν0

2
x∈D+

X X(x)Y (x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

=

−1

σ 2 (x)π(x)

X Y (x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

π(x)

=

X X(x)Y (x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

σ 2 (x)π(x)

X ν 0 X(x)Y (x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

σ 2 (x)π(x)

= t̂y,D+

Hence, the total estimator t̂e,D+ must be zero, and the proof is completed.
Condition (64) holds for some frequently used linear models used for modelassisted estimation:
• models with an intercept term and constant variance σ 2 (x) = σ 2

• ratio estimator i. e. models with just one auxiliary variable x(x) without the intercept and variance σ 2 (x) = σ 2 x(x)
• post-stratification i.e. models including one or more categorial auxiliary variables with an error variance being linear combination of these

Modified direct GREG for cluster designs
In case sampling plots are clustered (grouped) into so called clusters of a
fixed geometry (but not necessarily orientation) the approach outlined above
should be modified. Unless cluster level edge-effects are compensated at each
single geographical domain D (cell) separately, the estimation using above
formulas would lead to biased estimators.
Unfortunately an explicit compensation of edge-effects due to clusters (e.g.
by mirroring, walk-through, vector-walk or similar method) would lead to
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geographically non-additive estimates of totals. In other words the estimate
of total for the whole D+ would not match the sum of estimates for any of its
complementary geographical partitions. However, geographical additivity is
very appreciated from the end user2 as well as analyst perspective3 .
The modified approach described bellow retains the geographical additivity
of totals at the level of D+ s well as other good properties of the modified
direct GREG (i.g. calibration property). At this point, it is also worth to
mention that all clusters having at least one sample plot located in D+ enter
the below described calculations.
Tract level local density is defined by Eq. (28) in section 3.1. The same
definition will also be used in this and following sections but let’s define also
the (tract) density yt,D+
ytD+ (x) =

Pkj

i=1 IiD+ (x)yi (x)

kj

,

(67)

where the indicator variable IiD+ codes whether the plot i lies in D+ or not.
Finally, for designs using clusters the modified direct GREG estimator can
be expressed by
0
t̂y,mdt = ItD Π+ YtD
+

+ tx − t̂x

or equivalently by

0 

XtD+ Σ+ Π+ X0tD+

−1

0
XtD+ Σ+ Π+ YtD
,
+

0
0
t̂y,mdt = ItD Π+ YtD
+ ∆0t̂x G̃βt+ Π+ YtD
,
+

(68)

(69)

where
ItD is an 1 × nD+ row vector of indicator values ItD (x) coding whether
particular cluster with reference point (origin) at sample point x belongs to D or not. Value 1 codes the situation when at least one plot
of cluster is found within D. In any other case the value of ItD (x) is
zero.
YtD is an 1 × nD+ row vector of cluster level local densities ytD (x)

XtD+ is a p × nD+ matrix composed by nD+ column vectors XtD+ (x) of
dimension p × 1, the elements of which correspond to cluster level
densities of p auxiliaries, defined in direct analogy to ytD+ (x) (i.e.
local densities are zeroed on plots outside D+ before the aggregation
at cluster level is performed).
2

The sum of estimates over all mutually exclusive but complementary subsets of D+
exactly equals the modified direct GREG estimate for D+ .
3
A possibility to implement specific quality control measures namely to check whether
additivity between subsets and the whole is fulfilled.
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YtD+ is an 1 × nD+ row vector of cluster level local densities ytD+ (x)
G̃βt+ is a p × nD+ matrix used just for typing convenience

The vector t̂x of one-phase estimators of totals of the auxiliaries in D is
calculated according to
t̂x = ItD Π+ X0tD ,
(70)
where XtD is p × nD+ matrix composed by nD+ column vectors (dimension
p × 1) of auxiliary densities XtD (x), the elements of which are defined in a
direct analogy to ytD (x) (i.e. for plots outside D local densities are set to
zero before cluster level density is calculated).
Variance of t̂y,mdt can be estimated as variance of a one-phase estimator of
total t̂φ,D+ of a density φ(x) in D+




(71)

w(x)φ(x)

(72)

V̂ t̂y,mdt = V̂ t̂φ,D+ .
Estimator t̂φt ,D+ is expressed by
t̂φt ,D+ =

X φ(x)

x∈s2
x∈D+

π(x)

=

X

x∈s2
x∈D+

and the corresponding density φ(x) by
φ(x) = ItD (x)ẽtD (x) + ∆0t̂x G̃βt+(x)ẽtD+ (x),

(73)

where G̃βt+(x) is a p × 1 column vector of the matrix G̃βt+ corresponding
to a cluster established at sample point x. The cluster-level residuals ẽtD (x)
and ẽtD+ (x) are defined by

ẽtD (x) =

Pkj

i=1 IiD (x)ẽi (x)

kj

(74)

= ytD (x) − X0tD (x)β̂t+ = ytD (x) − yptD (x)
and

ẽtD+ (x) =

Pkj

i=1 IiD+ (x)ẽi (x)

kj

(75)

= ytD+ (x) − X0tD+ (x)β̂t+ = ytD+ (x) − yptD+ (x),
where ẽi (x) is used for plot level residuals
ẽi (x) = yi (x) − X0 i (x)β̂t+ .
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(76)

The terms yptD (x) and yptD+ (x) are the corresponding cluster-level model
predictions.
In Eqs. (74), (75) and (76) the index i identifies a particular plot, yi (x)
is plot level local density, Xi (x) is p × 1 column vector of auxiliary local
densities xi (x) sampled at plot i, β̂t+ is p × 1 column vector of empirical
regression coefficients obtained through


β̂t+ = XtD+ Σ+ Π+ X0tD+
or equivalently by

−1

0
XtD+ Σ+ Π+ YtD
+

0
β̂t+ = G̃βt+ Π+ YtD
.
+

(77)

(78)

The elements of Σ+ i.e. the diagonal matrix of inverse variances can be set
in a way which guarantees zero value of the total estimate t̂e,D+ of residuals
in the whole D+ . To achieve this property each diagonal element of Σ+ is
set to
Σ+ , j(x, x) = Pkj

kj2

i=1 IiD+ (x)

=

kj2
,
m(x)

(79)

where m(x) corresponds to the number of plots of the respective cluster
which are located inside the parametrization area D+ . The symbol kj is
again the nominal cluster size (number of plots) in stratum j. The justification is based on the assumption that the variance of cluster level errors of
the regression model follows
σ 2 (x) =

kj
σ2 X
IiD+ (x),
kj2 i=1

(80)

noting that each cluster-level prediction yptD+ (x) is influenced by a sum of
up to kj random errors which are (for simplicity reasons) supposed to be
mutually independent with a constant variance σ 2 . The term (variance) σ 2
is not part of the Σ+ (x, x) elements because it is a constant that cancels
out between the inverse matrix and the following term in Eq. (43). In other
words it has no influence on the estimate of parameters of the internally
used linear regression model.
Notes:
1. For the commonly used regression models (e.g. linear model with intercept, or a combination of metric variable(s) and post-stratification
without intercept) a constant vector ν according to Eq. (64) can be
designed combining zeros and σ 2 /kj . In the special case of poststratification the term σ 2 /kj is used at every position of ν.
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2. This construction of Σ+ and the existence of corresponding vectors ν
guarantees that the estimate of total residuals for the whole D+ is
always zero even if clusters are used. Hence we have an exact (not
only approximate) equality of model-assisted and synthetic estimators
of total.
3. For design that use no clusters Σ+ should be constructed as an identity
matrix unless there is a (good) reason to use other specific weights.
4. The formulas of this section can directly be applied even if samples
come from several strata, with different sampling designs, which may
or may not use clusters or single plots.
5. According to this methodology it is not necessary to calculate total estimates separately for each stratum encroaching the boundary of given
cell. However, concerning variance estimation, nFIESTA implementation follows structure of strata, see Eq. (30) in section 3.1.

4

Estimation of ratios

A number of target parameters can be expressed as the R1,2 i.e. a ratio of
two totals t1 and t2 (or equivalently mean values) according to Eq. (81).
R1,2 =

t1
t2

(81)

The estimator R̂1,2 of R1,2 can be obtained as the ratio of two total estimators θ̂1 (for t1 ) and θ̂2 (for t2 ).
R̂1,2 =

θ̂1
θ̂2

.

(82)

Estimators θ̂1 and θ̂2 can be of the same or of different types with respect to
using or not using auxiliaries. In other words each of the two may correspond
either to single-phase estimator of total according to Eq. (29) in section 3.1
or to the modified direct estimator (using wall-to-wall auxiliaries) expressed
by Eq. (69) in section 3.2.
For shake of variance estimation the ratio R1,2 can be approximated by
(apx)
R1,2 applying Taylor’s linearisation technique while neglecting the 2nd and
higher order terms
(apx)

R1,2

= R1,2 +
= R1,2 +
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1 X z(x)
,
t2 x∈s2 π(x)

t̂z
,
t2

(83)
(84)

where t̂z is a single-phase total of a residual variable z(x) the definition of
which depends on the type of estimator in the nominator and denominator
of R̂1,2 . Following options are possible:
(1)

(2)

z(x) = ytD (x) + ytD (x)R̂1,2 ,

(85)

z(x) = φ1 (x) + φ2 (x)R̂1,2 ,

(86)

(2)
ytD (x)R̂1,2 ,

(87)

+ φ2 (x)R̂1,2 ,

(88)

z(x) = φ1 (x) +
z(x) =

(1)
ytD (x)

where the first is used when both θ̂1 as well as θ̂2 are single-phase estimators of total, the second in case both estimators correspond to the modified
direct GREG, the third if θ̂1 is a modified direct while θ̂2 is a single-phase
estimator, and the last option is an analogy to the third with the estimator types just switched between the nominator and denominator of R̂1,2 .
Local densities corresponding to the nominator and and denominator are
distinguished by indexes (1 for the nominator, 2 for the denominator). The
terms φ1 and φ2 respectively are defined by Eq. (73) in section 3.2.


The variance V R̂1,2 is estimated by an approximate formula




(apx)

V̂ R̂1,2 ≈ V̂ R̂1,2




≈

1
θ̂22



V̂ t̂z ,

(89)

while V̂ t̂z is calculated according to Eq. (30) in section 3.1 by substituting
ytD (x) by the residual local density z(x) of the corresponding type.
Notes:
• Except the first case represented by Eq. (85) variance calculation involves all sample plots (as well as clusters and strata to which these
plots belong) found in the parametrisation area D+ . Only in the case
of the single-phase ratio the calculation is restricted to plots located
in the estimation cell.
• Although nFIESTA implements all options of R̂1,2 with respect to
the type of estimator in the nominator and the denominator it is not
recommended to combine single-phase and modified direct GREG estimators. Furthermore, when two modified direct estimators define
the ratio it is not recommended to use (very) different working models
in the nominator and denominator. In all these cases a significant loss
of precision is expected because the covariance between these (very)
different estimators is decreasing.
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• The precision of a ratio defined through single-phase estimators is
practically the same or even better compared to a ratio of two (modified direct) GREGs. However because the (modified direct) GREG
estimators of total are often more precise that their single-phase counterparts this type of ratio estimator can be useful at least from the
user perspective - because it is consistent with the two GREGs which
are likely to be published. In addition, if the working models in the
nominator and denominator of the ratio are similar or even the same,
the precision may be at least as good as the precision of the alternative
single-phase ratio.
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Introduction

1.1

Aim of the demonstration study

The aim of study is threefold:
• to test and demonstrate the nFIESTA technical functionality in the
production of forest information with real data,
• to evaluate the correctness an properties of the implemented estimation
procedures,
• to quantify the efficiency gains in the estimation of above-ground biomass
on forest land when using the high-resolution Copernicus forest type
and cover density maps as auxiliary information.

1.2

The components of nFIESTA

nFIESTA is a software package implemented as a PostgreSQL extension and
developed within the Horizon 2020 DIABOLO project at ÚHÚL. It consists
of various database objects, such as
• a set of “lookup” tables, which define and control various basic parameters of system and describe the available data
• a set of related tables, partly with geometry information (PostGIS),
for
– NFI terrestrial plot data
– NFI survey sampling design information
– auxiliary data
– estimation cells, the regions for which the estimates should be
produced (fitted)
– parametrisation areas, regions in which the working models for
model-assisted estimation are fitted
• different tables with intermediate and final results
• various SQL and Python scripts for
– the importation and preparation of NFI plot data and NFI survey
sampling design information stored in an eFOREST 2.0 database
scheme
– the importation and preparation of auxiliary data
– the computation of the working models and the estimates
– the configuration and launch of the batch estimation processes
2

The elements of the nFIESTA software and database are described in a
separate report (Kohn et al., 2019). The software is available from GitLab
under EULA license (gitlab.com/UHUL/DIABOLO).

1.3

Workflow and tasks

The estimation procedures of nFIESTA have been developed during the first
phase of the Diabolo project (Ene et al., 2016). The technical functionality
study of the system has been completed in spring 2018. The work on this
demonstration study started in summer 2018 and the results have been made
available in November 2018.
Based on a data use contract between participating countries, the colleagues at IGN in France and Thünen Institute in Germany provided a set of
harmonised above-ground biomass (ABG) plot data from the Czech Republic, France, Germany and Switzerland, which was already used in an earlier
study (Korhonen et al., 2014; Henning et al., 2015).
The participating NFI organisations further provided the national sampling frame (strata) geometries, as well as the value of the auxiliary data
map values at NFI plot locations.
The calculations were done at UHUL in the Czech Republic. The estimation cells of interest in this study have been the 50 km by 50 km cells and the
100 km by 100 km cells of the INSPIRE grid, which allows to evaluate the
properties of the estimates (a) over varying forest and forestry conditions,
(b) over tans-national boundaries with different sampling designs in countries, (c) over a large number of estimation cells, and (d) against estimates
from the existing eFOREST system which have been done with the same
terrestrial plot data (ENFIN consortium, 2012; Lanz, 2012; Korhonen et al.,
2014; Henning et al., 2015). The eFOREST estimates have been produced
for an earlier study and those results have been made again available by the
Thünen Institute in Germany.

2
2.1

Data
Terrestrial plot data

Above-ground biomass The target variables in this study are the harmonised above-ground biomass (AGB) at NFI plot location centres, separate
for broadleaved trees and coniferous trees. The biomass is derived according
to national models at single stem level and then, depending on the configuration of sample plots have been extrapolated to the plot level per ha density
value.
Harmonisation In the derivation of the plot level local densities, methods for making the AGB values comparable across countries may have been
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applied at single tree or plot level (harmonisation), such as adding a certain
percentage of biomass to the national derivation to compensate for trees below the national tally tree threshold, or applying a bridging function for the
inclusion of the biomass in above-ground stumps of living trees which are
normally not accounted for in national reporting. The harmonised AGB includes all wood in living trees, including in branches, stem tops and stumps.
Plot configurations Both, the plot configurations and the spatial distribution of sampling points over the country’s territory are different in the
NFIs participating in this study. Nested (concentric) circular plot sampling
is applied in the Czech Republic, France and Switzerland (with different sizes
of the nested plots) and angel count (relascope) sampling in Germany. Cluster and single plot sampling is applied in the participating countries: in the
Czech Republic a sampling unit consist of two separate plots, in Germany
of four plots; the Swiss NFI uses uniformly distributed single plots and the
France NFI applies a mixed approach with one to three plots per sampling
unit, depending on regional forest conditions. Furthermore, the French NFI
applies a specific weighting of plots, which is provided by the French NFI
and used in nFIESTA (and eFOREST).
Sample plot distribution The plot density (sampling intensity) is uniform over the entire country in the Czech Republic and in Switzerland. In
Germany, it is uniform within sampling strata, but the sample point density
varies between strata, with a densified sampling grid in certain states of the
federation. In France, the sampling density varies in parts and under certain
forest conditions, and the design is described to the nFIESTA (and eFOREST) system in the form of plot-level (technically: cluster-level) sampling
(and/or estimation) weights.
Sampling frame The NFI provided plot locations are given for the entire
territory of the country, with plot centres located on forest and on non-forest
land. Technically speaking, the plot centres are assumed to be generated in
sampling strata and the geometry of these strata needs to be uploaded by
the NFIs to the nFIESTA system. This information is neither available, nor
used in the eFOREST system.
The sampling frames (strata) may slightly differ in the exact meaning
and coverage between the participating countries, namely with regards to
the inclusion and exclusion of lakes and waterways, military and otherwise
protected or not included zones.
Biomass domain There may also be differences with regards to contents
and meaning between the NFIs, and in the definition of the land on which
biomass is actually assessed during a terrestrial inventory campaign. The
4

common understanding is to assess biomass on plot centres located on forest land, but some countries measure tally trees (assess biomass) on other
wooded land, too, and others may not measure tally trees on steep slopes or
under some other specific condition. Another practical limitation in survey
sampling are missing data, say do to budget restrictions, meteorological or
accessibility conditions.
The nFIESTA approach is as follows: countries provide a non-missing
variable for all plot centres which indicates the plot centre being in the
biomass domain (a value of 1) or not in the biomass domain (0), and the
extent of the biomass domain is roughly identical to the forest (without other
wooded) land. A value of -1 indicates plots located within the biomass domain, but with AGB data missing, In this case, the biomass domain variable
is set to zero.
The local density of AGB is, by definition, zero for plot centres located
outside the biomass domain, and may be missing, zero or larger than zero for
plot centres located inside the biomass domain. In the estimation procedures,
missing plot values for AGB are currently treated as (and have to be set to)
zero, even if this could be considered to lead to a systematic under-estimation
of the AGB.
Plot location The plot centre locations were provided in a degenerated
form, which means that the exact coordinates of the plot centres is not known
to the nFIESTA (and eFOREST) system. However, the association of plot
centres with sampling strata and estimation cells was verified and uploaded
during this study, together with sampling strata geometries.
The participating NFIs did also extract and provide the auxiliary variable values for plot locations. In this study the auxiliary data were taken
from two Copernicus maps and the auxiliary data are used to fit the working
models in the regression estimators. The positional lack of precision can be
considered to be quite small, although there certainly are still some positional inaccuracies in the determination of terrestrial plot locations. The
geometric accuracy of the thematic maps is described as being less than half
a pixel (Langanke, 2017).

2.2

Auxiliary data

The following thematic maps have been used in this study:
• Copernicus high resolution layer: Forest Type (FTY) 2012 (Langanke,
2017), 20 m/pixel, classification in non-forest, broadleaved forest, coniferous forest, unclassifiable area
• Copernicus high resolution layer: Tree Cover Density (TCD) 2012 Langanke (2017), 20 m/pixel, level of tree cover density in a range from
0-100 %, unclassifiable area
5

The following auxiliary variables have been used in the working models
for estimation:
• fnf: forest vs. non-forest classification (FTY 2012, 2 categories)
• fty: non forest, dominant broadleaved forest, dominant coniferous forest (FTY 2012, 3 categories)
• tcd: tree cover density (TCD 2012, numerical values 0 to 100)

2.3

Estimation cells

All estimates have been produced for the 510 INSPIRE grid cells 50 km by
50 km and for the 147 INSPIRE grid cells 100 km by 100 km which had at
least two NFI plots.
Two technical and statistical challenges are that (a) an estimation cell
may extend over different sampling strata with data from different countries,
and that (b) only a (very small) part of the cell may be actually covered by
sampling strata (sampling frames). The latter occurs at the Atlantic and
Mediterranean coast of France and Corsica, at the North Sea and East Sea
coast of Germany, and at the border to countries not participating in this
study, which are the neighbouring countries Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia and
Spain.

3

Method

3.1

Population parameters of interest

The population parameters tested in this study are the following:
• biomass domain (in ha): surface area of the land which is (a) in the
estimation cell, and (b) in a sampling stratum, and (c) considered in
the biomass domain according to the respective NFI plot variable
• total biomass (in tons): total above-ground biomass stock, in (living)
trees standing in the biomass domain
• average spatial density of biomass per ha biomass domain (in tons per
ha): the ratio between the total biomass and the surface area of the
biomass domain
The above-ground biomass has also been estimated separately for deciduous trees and coniferous trees. In the population, the total biomass in the
deciduous and in the coniferous trees and the average per ha biomass densities in deciduous trees and coniferous trees sum-up, by definition, to the
total biomass (over broadleaved and conifers) and to the average density of
the total biomass (over broadleaved and conifers) in the biomass domain.
6

3.2

eFOREST estimates

Based on the same sample of NFI plot data, all parameters of interest were
already estimated for all estimation cells in an earlier study with the existing
eFOREST estimation tool (ENFIN consortium, 2012; Lanz, 2012).
In that study, NFI plot data from nearly all European countries were
used. For this reason are the estimates produced with the eFOREST system
not compatible with the estimates produced with the nFIESTA system in
case of estimation cells leaning out of the study area covered by this demonstration study. For example, for an estimation cell at the border of Germany,
Poland and the Czech Republic, the eFOREST estimates refer to the joint
biomass domain of the three countries, while the nFIESTA estimates refer to
the joint biomass domain between Germany and the Czech Republic, only.
The same effect occurs for estimation cells shared with other countries not
participating in this demonstration study.
Further note: only direct estimation from the terrestrial plot data without making use of auxiliary data is available from the eFOREST system,
and the eFOREST estimators are slightly different from the nFIESTA direct
estimators.

3.3

nFIESTA estimates

In addition to single-phase estimators a modified direct “survey regression”
or generalised regression (GREG) estimator has been implemented in the
nFIESTA system (Särndal et al., 1992; Rao, 2003; Mandallaz, 2008). The
main characteristics of this GREG type of estimator are:
• The generalised least squares (GLS) estimation technique is applied
to compute the coefficients of the working model linking the auxiliary
data with the target variable observed on the terrestrial plots.
• For the fitting of the coefficients of the working model, the estimator can
be optionally configured to borrow strength from outside the estimation
cell (modified direct estimation).
• However, the estimator does not increase the effective sample size and
the plots from within the estimation cell largely determine the overall
statistical properties of the estimates.
• The estimator are consistent for a reasonably large number of NFI
plots in the estimation cell.
• A GIS operation is needed to compute the total of the auxiliary variables within the reduced part of the estimation cell, which is the part
of the estimation cell covered with NFI sampling strata.
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• The plot inclusion densities - in the sense of Cordy’s extension of the
Horvitz-Thompson theorem (Cordy, 1993) - are re-constructed from
the relative plot weights, if any, and the sampling strata sizes provided
by the countries.
• Under cluster sampling, the geometry (shape) of the sampling strata
is used for the re-construction of the inclusion density of the clusters
in a stratum.
• The second-order inclusion densities between NFI clusters (or plots,
under single plot sampling) located in the same sampling stratum are
needed for variance estimation. Under unequal cluster (plot) weights
these joint inclusion densities are re-constructed under the assumption
of an importance sampling of the clusters (plots) within the stratum.
• The nFIESTA application technically expands clusters to their full
nominal size, and the working models are fitted at cluster level.
Total estimators were complemented by corresponding estimators of a
ratio. Both, single-phase as well as ratios using auxiliaries in the nominator
and/or the denominator of the ratio were implemented.
The details of the estimators available in nFIESTA are given in a separate
technical report (Adolt et al., 2019).
Minimum sample sizes In this study, a minimum of two terrestrial NFI
plot centres was required to be located in an INSPIRE grid estimation cell
for the cell being accepted for estimation.
The working model for the (modified direct) GREG estimators were fitted
in 100 km by 100 km parametrisation areas, while neighbouring parametrisation areas were potentially merged to get a minimum of 100 sample locations
(clusters).
So for 100 km by 100 km INSPIRE grid cells the actually used estimator
was a GREG (the cell and parametrisation area were identical), while for
50 km by 50 km cells the estimator corresponded to a modified direct GREG.
Cases and working model The demonstration study has been conducted
with different specifications:
• estimation cells: (a) INSPIRE grid estimation cells of size 50 km by
50 km and (b) INSPIRE grid estimation cells of size 100 km by 100 km
• target variables: (a) total above-ground biomass, (b) above-ground
biomass in coniferous trees and (c) above-ground biomass in broadleaved
trees
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• population parameters of interest: (a) total biomass, (b) total surface
area of the biomass domain, and (c) average spatial density of biomass
in the biomass domain
Furthermore, various working models have been tested in the demonstration study, representing the different combinations of auxiliary data in
different model structures.
Here, we report and evaluate estimates resulting from the use of the
full set of auxiliary data. In this model, the auxiliary variables are used as
additive effects and interaction effects between auxiliary variables are also
used in the model. In a simplified notation, the structure of the model and
the vectors of the matrix for GLS estimation can be written as
y = F T Ynon + F T Ycon + F T Ydec + F T Ycon ∗ T CD + F T Ydec ∗ T CD + T CD
where F T Ynon , F T Ycon and F T Ydec are the categories of the forest type
map, and F T Ycon ∗ T CD and F T Ydec ∗ T CD are interaction terms with the
tree cover density map. The model can be intuitively understood as allowing
a separate linear regression within each forest type category, where the linear
model is between plot AGB values y and the tree cover density T CD, with
intercept terms.

4

Results

4.1

Sample and strata sizes

Number of sample plots In Figure 1, the 510 INSPIRE 50 km by 50 km
grid cells, which have been used as estimation cells in the study, are shown,
together with the number of NFI field plots printed for each cell.
The estimation cells at the border to the sampling strata included in this
study may contain a low number of NFI terrestrial plots (Figure 2).
In the comparison of the nFIESTA estimates with the eFOREST estimates, we need to consider the following restrictions:
• in many estimation cells at the boundary of the study area, the eFOREST estimates are with respect to forest land, biomass and biomass
domains which include neighbouring countries
• the only estimation cells which are reduced to the same part of sampling strata are probably those along the Atlantic and Mediterranean
border of France
• the other estimation cells at the demonstration study boundary are
complete in the eFOREST, because those estimates include NFI plot
data from the Netherlands, Denmark, Poland, Slovakia, Austria and
Italy
9

Figure 1: Number of terrestrial NFI plots in each of the 510 estimation cells of
50 km by 50 km surface area. The number of plots varies between 2 (near
Bordeaux and Torino) and 3124 (north of Paris). There is the same
number of estimation cells in each colour class.

Figure 2: Relative number of terrestrial NFI plots in each of the 510 estimation
cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area. There are marginal differences in
the plot centre positions used in eFOREST and nFIESTA for France
and the Czech Republic. The differences are marginal for estimation
cells located completely within strata, and are quite large at the boundary of the study area, mostly due to missing plots from neighbouring
countries. There is the same number of estimation cells in each colour
class.
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Figure 3: Relative deviation of the sampling strata surface areas in nFIESTA and
eFOREST for the 23 sampling strata defined in the study. Some of them
are too small and would have been foreseen to be collapsed, especially in
Germany. In each of the five classes is the same number of sampling
strata.

Strata sizes There are slight differences in the NFI provided size of the
sampling strata to the eFOREST and the nFIESTA system. For this demonstration study, the geometry of the sampling strata has been uploaded, because this information is needed for the regression estimates. The marginal
differences are shown in Figure 3.

4.2

Point estimates

Mainly to give an overview over the forest conditions in in the study area
we provide the regression estimates for the total surface area of the biomass
domain, total above-ground biomass and the average biomass stock density
on biomass domain for the estimation cells in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6.
In these estimates the best model as described in section 3.3 has been
used in the use of the auxiliary data.
The four countries participating in the demonstration study have a similar average share of forest land (20-40 %), but the distribution of forest land
over regions is quite varying. The median across the 510 estimation cells is
around 50’000 ha, which corresponds to a share of 25 % in an estimation cell
completely covered by an NFI sample (sampling strata).
Negative estimates are produced for all parameters, which are estimates
that are not possibly in reality by definition of the parameters. The reason
is twofold. On the one side, they do only occur under regression estimation.

11

Under direct estimation without making use of auxiliary data, negative estimates do not exist. On the other side are negative estimates possible in
the current implementation of the system, so not likely. Mathematically this
happens, when the working model predicts for the estimation cell a very low
value of the parameter of interest and when, at the same time, the working
model over-estimates on average the observed target variable values on NFI
plots.
In the current demonstration study, we intentionally produced the results in a rather schematic workflow. The negative estimates illustrate the
limitations of the system, even and actually specifically under model-assisted
estimation:
• in 7 out of the 9 estimation cells with negative biomass domain estimate, none of the NFI sample plot centres is inside a biomass domain;
thus, the terrestrial, direct estimate would be zero;
• in five of these cases, the number of NFI field plots is less than 8;
• the other estimation cells with a negative biomass domain estimate
are in the Camargue region in France (579 and 327 NFI plots), in the
western part of the Swiss Alps on the border to Italy (72 plots) and on
the Islands in the Gulf of Morbihan in Brittany, France (38 plots);
• in 6 out of these estimation cells, the total biomass is also negative;
the total biomass estimate is further negative for another estimation
cell in the the eastern part of the Swiss Alps, again at the border to
Italy and with only 11 NFI plot centres;
• only for 3 estimation cells results also a negative biomass density: the
estimation cell in the eastern part of the Swiss Alps and the two cells
in the Camargue.
The evident conclusion from this short analysis is that the auxiliary data
maps evidently predict forest land under conditions which are not considered
forest land (or being part of forests land on which trees are measured for
biomass assessment) by the respective NFIs in France and Switzerland. In
the Alps, it is known to be difficult to distinguish forest land from other
wooded land from aerial photographs and satellite imagery, and it is not
unlikely that filed plots are not accessible for tree measurements and the
resulting NFI plot values is zero - in the current implementation of the
system. The situation seems likely to be similar, under completely natural
vegetation of trees and shrubs, in the Camargue region and on the islands
in Gulf of Morbihan.
At the technical level, one concludes that survey sampling (design-based)
estimation is, of course, difficult and not recommended for a sample size of
less than 20 to 30 plots. Often the precision of such estimates is very low
12

Figure 4: Total surface area of the biomass domain: nFIESTA regression estimates using auxiliary data for the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area. In each of the five coloured classes is the same number of
estimation cells.

so that the user is warned that the estimate is not reliable, but this may by chance - not be the case, which, however, does not necessarily mean that
the estimate is reliable.
Because there has not been a use case for the actual estimates from this
study, we did not investigate too much into model fitting. For instance
the regions in which the model are fitted play and important role - the
system allows to flexibly define arbitrary optimal regions for model fitting.
We simply used 100 km by 100 km parametrisation areas thinking they are
large enough to fit the working models and at the same time not too large
with in terms of geographical homogeneity of true model parametrisation.
If one knows that certain regions (vegetation and forest types) are difficult
to model it is recommended to use expertly defined parametrisation areas in
order to address the major source of specificity and increase the explanatory
capabilities of the model.
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Figure 5: Total biomass: nFIESTA regression estimates using auxiliary data for
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area. In each of the
five coloured classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 6: Average biomass density on biomass domain: nFIESTA regression estimates using auxiliary data for the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area. In each of the five coloured classes is the same number of
estimation cells.
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4.3

Relative deviation of point estimates compared to the
eFOREST estimates

Direct estimates: without auxiliary data In the estimation of the
total biomass and the total surface area of the biomass domain, the same
estimators are used in the respective applications. The only difference is in
the value of the target variable.
Form the observed deviation in the total biomass and total surface area
estimates (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) we conclude
• we do not see all numbers, but the relative deviation (or difference) is
less than 1 % for estimation cells completely contained in the sampling
strata
• the pattern of slight under- and over-estimation of the total biomass
and the total surface area of the biomass domain seems exactly the
same, i.e. a estimation cell with an overestimation in the biomass
exhibits also and overestimation in the domain size
• also, the amount of deviation is the same for both parameters
• the two estimators are not exactly identical, but the actual reason
for the difference between eFOREST and nFIESTA is certainly the
difference in the distribution of NFI plots on the cells and the difference
in the size of the sampling strata (see section 4.1)
For the estimation of the ratio (Figure 9), one would have expected to get
exactly identical estimates under point sampling (France, Switzerland) and
slight differences under cluster sampling (Czech Republic, Germany). The
slight numerical differences might be the result of a different treatment of
missing NFI plot values, and again for the slight difference in the distribution
of the plots on the estimation cells.
We have only 4 cells to compare the cross-boundary estimates (between
France and Switzerland). The relative deviation is very small.
Modified direct regression estimates: with auxiliary data There
are basically no new and systematic effects compared to the direct estimates
without auxiliary data (Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12). The effects explained in
the above paragraph are still in place. The relative deviation for cells at the
Atlantic coast in France is a bit more varied than under direct estimation
without use of auxiliary data. This is very much expected, because of (a)
the high sampling error due to the low number of NFI plot plots, and (b)
the regression model likely fitted with data from outside the cell.
The German results are a bit special. A slight issue may exist in terms
of using NFI plot data which are still a bit different from those which had
been used in the eFOREST estimation. There might also be small effects
15

Figure 7: Size of biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without using auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km m by 50 km surface area of
the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number
of estimation cells.

Figure 8: Total biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without using auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the
demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of
estimation cells.
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Figure 9: Total biomass density in domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA
direct estimates without using auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST
estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of
the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number
of estimation cells.

with respect to certain federal states and geometries of their strata (some
German strata are very small).
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Figure 10: Size of biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified
direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the
demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number
of estimation cells.

Figure 11: Total biomass: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the
510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation
cells.
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Figure 12: Biomass density in biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the
eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is
the same number of estimation cells.

4.4

Relative deviation of point estimates under direct vs.
regression estimation

Here we compare the nFIESTA regression estimates with the direct estimates, which do not make use of the auxiliary data.
The expectation is to have no systematic deviation between the two estimates for all populations parameters. Numerical differences, however, are
expected. The figures show these effects very nicely (Fig. 14, Fig. 13, Fig. 15)
There is one a bit disturbing point. In this comparison, we can use
all estimation cells, including cells at the border to neighbouring countries
and estimation cells in Germany. For Germany - other than for the other
countries in the demonstration study - we seem to have a very slight overestimation of the average biomass on the biomass domain under regression
estimation (Fig. 15). There might be an overseen tweak in the preparation
of the data or the parameters of the estimation runs, which lead to this
effect. The German NFI applies cluster sampling with four plots per cluster
and provides the plot data in several sampling strata with varying cluster
densities (but with the same cluster configuration in all strata).
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Figure 13: Size of biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified
direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct
estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km
by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five
classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 14: Total biomass: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates
without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is
the same number of estimation cells.
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Figure 15: Biomass density in biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the
nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study.
In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

4.5

Standard error estimates compared to the eFOREST estimates

Direct estimates: without auxiliary data This is a comparison between the standard error estimates produced by the nFIESTA application
and the standard error estimates produced for the same estimation cells with
the eFOREST application. In both cases, no auxiliary data are used.
The new estimators in nFIESTA are different from those used in eFOREST. In eFOREST the surface area of estimation cells is not known and never
used, even if in the special case of the geometric estimation cells of 50 km by
50 km INSPIRE grid cells they would in fact been known. The standard error estimator for totals could be interpreted - though formally implemented
and derived in a bit different way - as a design-consistent estimator of the
standard error Ŝs hŶ i of the mean of the target variable (including non-forest
plots and plots outside the domain of interest, which are set to zero) in the
estimation cell which is multiplied by an estimate λ̂s of the cell size. In
both estimators, relative weights of the plots (clusters) are used, which are
standardised across all sampling strata to the area represented by each plot
(cluster). This approximation is problematic for two reasons: first, the surface area λs of cells is replaced by an estimate λ̂s which may deviate from the
true value, especially if the sample size is small, say at the border to the open
sea. Second, the estimator Ŝs hŶ i of the standard error of the mean is an
21

Figure 16: Standard error of the size of the biomass domain estimate: relative
deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km
by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five
classes is the same number of estimation cells.

ad-hoc approximation which is problematic and not well known properties
for estimation cells across more than one sampling stratum.
For this reasons, two new standard error estimators have been implemented in nFIESTA. The first estimators does not take the actually known
surface areas of the estimation cells into account. The results are given in
Figure 16 for the domain size estimates, in Figure 17 for the total biomass
estimates and in Figure 19 for the biomass density estimates. This estimator
is, as expected, less precise than the eFOREST estimator for the estimation
of totals. The exceptions are a few artefact cases at the study area border
or in case of extremely small estimation cells.
The new nFIESTA error estimator seems particularly inefficient for estimation cells which are small compared to the size of the sampling strata
from which the plots are originating from, as example in the case of estimation cells crossing strata boundaries. In the case of plot weights and varying
plot densities within stratum as in France, the nFIESTA estimator provides
markedly less precise estimates than the eFOREST estimator in areas with
a high plot density.
It remains to mention that the new nFIESTA estimator is design-consistent
and does not rely on assumptions (which may not be true) as the eFOREST
estimator does. Nevertheless, the method of variance estimation in the case
of unequal plot density designs, as in France, remains to be further investigated, including the correctness of the calculations within this case study.
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Figure 17: Standard error of the total biomass estimate: relative deviation of
the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data compared to the
eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the
same number of estimation cells.

The standard error estimates for the biomass density are mostly the
same with eFOREST and nFIESTA, for the Czech Republic, Germany and
Switzerland (Figure 18). This is expected, because the two estimators are
basically the same. The estimators differ in case of varying plot weights
within a stratum and in the estimation cells extending over more than one
sampling stratum. From a visual interpretation of the graphics, it seems that
the nFIESTA estimator tends to calculate a higher statistical error than the
eFOREST estimator for estimation cells extending across sampling strata.
For France, the nFIESTA estimates are markedly lower then the eFOREST
estimates. The cause of this effect needs further investigation.
The new nFIESTA estimator for totals with known surface was not evaluated for estimation cells crossing over more than one sampling stratum (the
reason was only the time needed for the preparation of intersection of cells
and strata geometries which must be further adjusted in case of strata using
clusters, see the report by [p. 4–12] Adolt et al. (2019). The comparison
with the eFOREST estimates is therefore given for estimation cells located
completely within a single stratum only (Figure 19 and Figure 20).
As expected are the estimates mostly identical for the Czech Republic,
Germany and Switzerland. Note, however, that the eFOREST estimates are
actually pretending the precision of those estimates without actually using
the information about the correct surface area of the cell, so that the observed
deviations in the range of around ± 3 % are expected (for the given sample
23

Figure 18: Standard error of the biomass density in biomass domain estimate:
relative deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary
data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells
of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of
the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

sizes). In the new version of the estimator, the true surface area of cells is
really available. In other words: while the combination of point and interval
estimation is now design-consistent in the nFIESTA system, this is not fully
the case with the eFOREST system.
The results for France are a bit disturbing. The reasons behind this
observation remain unexplained at the moment - we can’t rule out implementation errors (in eFOREST or nFIESTA) and methodological issues may
still exist e.g. with respect to the relative weights derivation (performed by
the countries during NFI data provision to eFOREST database).
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Figure 19: Standard error of the size of the biomass domain estimates: relative
deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data and
known surface area of strata withing cells compared to the eFOREST
estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area
of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same
number of estimation cells.

Figure 20: Standard error of the total biomass estimates: relative deviation of the
nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data and known surface
area of strata withing cells compared to the eFOREST estimates in the
510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation
cells.
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4.6

Efficiency gains with auxiliary data

The basic idea of the new nFIESTA estimation system is to produce more
precise estimates through the use of auxiliary data at the estimation stage.
Here we express these gains relative to the precision achieved in the estimation without auxiliary data.
The comparison of gain is mostly identical whether expressed in standard
error or variance. When expressed in standard error, the relative gain is
interpreted as the end-user gain achieved in the precision of the result (the
percentage by which the half width if the confidence interval shrinks). When
expressed in terms of variance, the relative gain is often interpreted as the
gain in the sampling (the percentage of plots that could be omitted to still
get the same precision of the estimates).
Relative gain in standard error With the available auxiliary data, one
expects important gains in the estimation of the biomass domain, no marked
gain in the estimation of the biomass density in the biomass domain - unless
the biomass stocks or the target variable variability are markedly different
in stands with dominant coniferous trees compared to stands with dominant
deciduous trees, and an intermediate but still marked gain in the estimation
of the total biomass.
The results are as expected in the sense that the gains are similar in the
estimation of total biomass and in the estimation of the total size of the
biomass domain (forest land). Actually, the following effects can be seen
from the figures (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23):
• In the estimation of the size of the biomass domain, the gain can be
expected highest when the share of the biomass domain (forest land)
in the cell is around 50% forest land, and the gain is lowest for cells
with a very low and equally for a cell with a very high share of the
biomass domain.
• This effect is not necessarily seen immediately from the graphics, but
the gain in standard error compared to direct estimation without auxiliary data is important and more than 60 % in most regions.
• Despite a potential implementation bug with the direct estimation as
mention in the previous section, the reduced gain in France may be
caused by the the fact that the the sampling densities in France to
certain degree reflect the spatial variation of the biomass domain. So
even the single-phase estimators perform relatively very well and only
a little space has left for further improvements using (in principal very
similar) auxiliaries.
• The classification of forest vs. non-forest - and therefore the gain in
standard error is less high - is certainly less precise under certain con26

Figure 21: Size of biomass domain estimate: relative gain in standard error of
the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared
to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510
estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration
study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation
cells.

ditions, such as in the Alps and in other landscapes with a mixture of
and transition between other wooded land and forest land.
• The gain in the total biomass estimation is still very high, more than
50 % in most parts of the Czech Republic, Germany and Switzerland.
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Figure 22: Total biomass estimate: relative gain in standard error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the
nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study.
In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 23: Biomass density in biomass domain estimate: relative gain in standard
error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data
compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.
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Estimation of biomass in coniferous and deciduous trees The auxiliary data used in this study includes a map separating forest land predominantly stocked with coniferous vs. deciduous trees.
In this case, we estimate the biomass in coniferous and respectively deciduous trees on the total biomass domain (not on the domains of predominant
coniferous and respectively deciduous trees). We expect a high gain, when
most of the biomass in coniferous trees is on forest land which is recognised
as predominant coniferous forest, and similar for deciduous trees. In other,
if the mixture of deciduous and coniferous trees is dense (horizontally and
vertically), we may not expect important gains in the estimation of total
biomass in coniferous and deciduous trees.
Because the variability of target variable plot values is higher for biomass
in coniferous trees and biomass in deciduous tress than for the total biomass,
the expected gain in total biomass estimation is lower in these variables,
which is confirmed through the analysis (Figure 24 and Figure 25). The
gains are slightly higher for the estimation of the total biomass in coniferous
tress than for the total biomass in deciduous trees.
As an average, the relative gain in standard error estimation of the total
biomass in coniferous trees is around 30 % for estimation cells in Switzerland,
around 60 % in the Czech Republic and more than 70 % in larger parts of
Germany. The respective numbers are 10 %, 20 % and 50 % for the estimation
of the total biomass in deciduous trees. However, these are only benchmarks
and the range is high, according to the various types of forests throughout the
region. We excluded again France in the discussion for the reason mentioned
above.
The role of the forest structure is even better recognised when studying
the gains in the estimation of the biomass in coniferous trees in the total
biomass domain and respectively for deciduous trees (Figure 26 and Figure 27). The gain is next to zero for many cells in France, and less than 5 %
in Switzerland, mostly less than 10 % in the Czech Republic and a bit higher
in parts of Germany (20-30 %).
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Figure 24: Total biomass in coniferous trees estimate: relative gain in standard
error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data
compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 25: Total biomass in deciduous trees estimate: relative gain in standard
error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data
compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.
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Figure 26: Biomass density in coniferous trees on biomass domain estimate: relative gain in standard error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates
with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface
area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same
number of estimation cells.

Figure 27: Biomass density in deciduous trees on biomass domain estimate: relative gain in standard error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates
with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface
area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same
number of estimation cells.
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5

Conclusions

The conclusions from this study are as follows:
• the new software has been proven to handle easily very large sets of
NFI plot data and auxiliary data
• all features are implemented and work as predicted: single plot and
cluster sampling, trans-national estimation across sampling strata and
country borders, estimation for not complete (reduced) estimation cells,
model-assisted regression estimation
• the efficiency gains when producing estimates with the help of auxiliary data are as expected and important in the estimation of the total
biomass or the size of the biomass domain (forest area)
• the gains are, again as expected, much lower in the estimation of the
average per area unit density of the biomass on the biomass domain,
and a bit reduced in the estimation of the total biomass stock in coniferous and deciduous trees
• the re-construction of the eFOREST data sets turned out to be more
complicated than expected and it was not possible to get exactly identical data sets for the comparison of the nFIESTA estimates with the
old estimates
• it is, however, very evident that the estimators are correctly implemented; all estimates are plausible
• the only effect which remains to be investigated is the estimation of
the variance with plot weights given by countries, which is the case
for France, and eventually for estimation cells crossing sampling strata
boundaries
• the new system represents an important step forward in the capabilities
of European NFIs for common reporting, and in its quality
• in the estimation of the total above-ground biomass on forest land,
the Copernicus high-resolution thematic maps represent an important
auxiliary data source for more efficient estimation from NFI field data
• the nFIESTA system itself is designed and constructed non-specifically,
which means that arbitrary NFI plot data target variables can be analysed in combination with any auxiliary data source available in the
format of a map
• the efficiency gains depend on the power of the available auxiliary data
in the prediction of the NFI plot level target variable values; because
32

the quality and the availability of remote sensing data is continuously
improving, the generic and flexible nFIESTA system allows for large
gains in the common provisioning of forest information from NFIs
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1

Introduction

Together with the new DIABOLO estimation system, we have (in short)
1. a new e-forest system 2.0 consisting of
• a database holding the NFI provided data

• a definition of (CSV) file formats accepted for NFI data provisioning (upload)

• an interface (software) between data provider (NFIs) and the e-forest database,
potentially including upload authorisation, data verification, data completeness,
data versioning and other service tools
2. a database holding auxiliary data for model-assisted estimation (possibly including definitions of model building regions)
3. a database holding estimation regions (cells), which are geographic areas of interest of
known geometry, for which the system produces estimates
4. a DIABOLO system consisting of
• a DIABOLO database holding and/or accessing the data provisioned under items
1 to 3
• a specification of the file format for the provisioning of the parameters, which are
steering the production of estimates (user input)
• a software, which produces the result according to the given parameter set

• a definition of the file format in which outputs (estimates) are presented (user output)
In this document, we define the file format details for data provisioning into e-forest 2.0. The
related database e-forest 2.0 is described in an other document and graphically represented
in annex. The e-forest 2.0 software, the interface between data providers and the database
remains to be implemented, possibly again at IGN in France and along the ideas of e-forest
1.0.
To produce estimates (results) in item 4, not only a formal link between the e-forest 2.0
database and the databases mentioned in item 2 and 3 are needed, but also a re-arrangement of
these databases into the diabolo database mentioned under item 4. For this, an ETL procedures
is needed to transform data in the e-forest database into the diabolo database.
An special ETL procedure may be developed (or may not be worth developing) to import
existing data in the e-forest 1.0 database into the diabolo database.
The ETL procedure may also be useful to check and verify the data and provide certain
meta-information, such as the availability of target variables, panels and other data in the
respective e-forest and diabolo databases.
And finally, the ETL may also trigger certain data preparation tasks in the diabolo database
to ease the production of estimates.

2

2

Sampling design

We introduce a first set of CSV file formats, which together describe the sampling design and
the geometrical layout of sampling frames and the distribution of sampling units (plot centres)
within sampling frames.
The CSV files are assumed to be uploaded sequentially into the respective tables of the
database.
Panel definition Assuming a permanent plot forest inventory system, an NFI (country)
needs to upload the sampling design only once, in principle.
Many NFIs in Europe use a sampling scheme with annual data collection campaigns organised on inter-penetrating grids. In this situation, the idea is to define each year’s sample
of plots as a separate panel, even if the sample size is considered too small and normally not
used alone for result production.
This is only allowed, under the restriction, however, that the annual panel is a representative
(statistically complete) sample for the stratum.
Thus, with the typical five years inventory cycle with annual campaigns on five distinct,
representative annual grids, one would define five panels.
For example: on plots associated with panel 1 one would upload target variable values
collected in 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015, while data collected in years 2001, 2006 and 2011 and
2016 are uploaded onto plots associated with panel 2, and so on.
In other cases, the time needed for a campaign and to collect the data on all plots of a
(minimal) representative sample (panel) may extend over more than one year.
This has been the case, for instance, in the old Swiss NFI sampling system, a periodic
inventory repeated on the same sample of permanent plots, and with inventory campaigns
organised every ten years. The field data collection did extend over three years. In this case,
only a single panel is needed for data upload.
Under temporary plot sampling, a new panel of sample plots is needed to be defined for
data uploading for each campaign.
Year stamp definition The uploaded plot data are not only representative for a stratum
(panels guarantee representativity), but must also be representative for a certain calendar year
or a sequence of calendar years. This is the year stamp, the years over which the inventory
campaign for this panel has been organised.
Whenever plot level target variables are uploaded into the system, one needs not only
to declare the spatial extent (panel) for which the field data are representative, but also the
temporal extent (year stamp) for which the target variables are representative.
Therefore, coming back to the definition of panels: a panel combines a representative sample
of plots for a stratum, which is potentially re-used for data collection in a next inventory
campaign, so that a panel may hold data (and the same target variable) with more than one
year stamp.
In thinking about how to organise plot data uploads to the e-forest system, one should make
as many panels as possible, but only as few that are needed to get representative samples in
space (stratum) and time (year stamps).

3

Technical remark for the implementation of the system It has been stated, that
panels are likely to be defined only once (under permanent plot sampling). In practise, the
situation is a bit more complex and not as static as it seems.
The surface area of sampling strata may change over time, for instance. Or the sampling
system may change (from a periodic to an annual system, from temporary plots to permanent
plots). And there are other reasons that the number of plots in panels may (slightly) change.
Such sampling frame imperfections are difficult to handle and time-consuming ad-hoc solutions may be needed to solve such problems in the system. It probably means that data
provider have to make the “streamline” the data themselves to make them accepted by the
e-forest system, sometimes against more complex national ad-hoc solutions.
However, we should possibly implement user options which allow to activate and deactivate
(or even delete and replace) data, panels and strata in the database, at least as long as no data
(target variables) are associated with the sample plots.
Format of CSV files Here the definition of the different CSV upload files related to sampling
designs.
strata sets
CH,prodreg,Swiss NFI production regions version 2018,upload 2018-dec-20/AL

∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
label VARCHAR(120), NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
The country is assumed to be (pre-)defined in the DB. Records create and name (label)
sets of sampling strata within a country. More than one set of strata may be defined in
a country.

strata
CH,prodreg,southern alps,Southern part of the Alps,MultiPolygon(. . .),upload
2018-dec-20/AL

∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
label VARCHAR(120), NOT NULL
stratum geometry EWKT(SRID 3035) MULTIPOLYGON, NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records create and name (label) strata, and provide the geometry of the strata in WKT
(SRID 3035) format (see annex). More than one stratum is allowed to be defined within
a set of strata.
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cluster configurations
CH,lfi,single plot clusters,0,,,upload 2018-dec-20/AL

∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗cluster configuration VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
label VARCHAR(120), NOT NULL
cluster design BOOLEAN, NOT NULL
cluster geometry WKT MULTIPOINT, NULL
cluster rotation BOOLEAN, NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define and name (label) a cluster configuration. The cluster design variable indicates a cluster configuration with more than one plot per cluster (true) or (false) clusters consisting of a single plot only (false), i.e. clusters of size 1. The cluster geometry
defines the vector (in meters) from the cluster origin to each plot centre of the cluster
in WKT format (see annex). Under single plot sampling, the value can be left NULL
(empty). The cluster rotation variable indicates random (true) or fixed (false) orientation of clusters. More than one cluster configuration is allowed to be defined per
country.

panels
CH,prodreg,southern alps,year 3,annual panel number 3,lfi,upload:
2018-dec-20

AL

∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum KEY to strata (stratum), NOT NULL
∗panel VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
label VARCHAR(120), NOT NULL
cluster configuration KEY to cluster configurations (cluster configuration), NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define and name (labels) panels. A panel is a set of plot centres (points) used
in field data collection, and which is a representative sample for the stratum. A unique
cluster configuration is required per panel, and more than one panel is allowed to be
defined in a stratum.
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clusters
CH,prodreg,southern alps,year 3,P3456,1.000,upload 2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum KEY to strata (stratum), NOT NULL
∗panel KEY to panels (panel), NOT NULL
∗cluster VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
sampling weight FLOAT, NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define clusters associated with the panel, together with the respective sampling
weight. Sampling weights are interpreted as relative weights across all clusters contained
in the panel. The set of clusters must be representative for the given stratum, which
means that all (but only) clusters with at least one plot centre located within the stratum
have to be uploaded as separate records; in case of randomly oriented clusters, clusters
with at least one potential plot within the stratum have to be uploaded. A large number
of clusters is normally associated with a panel.
plots
CH,prodreg,southern alps,year 3,P3456,C,Point2D(. . .),0,upload
2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum KEY to strata (stratum), NOT NULL
∗panel KEY to panels (panel), NOT NULL
∗cluster KEY to clusters (cluster), NOT NULL
∗plot VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
plot geometry EWKT(SRID 3035) POINT, NOT NULL
coordinates degraded BOOLEAN, NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define points (plot centres) associated with clusters. The plot centre coordinates (plot geometry) are required in EWKT (SRID 3035) format, and the provided
coordinates may be degraded (true) or exact (false), where exact (false) means that
data collection has been taken place at exactly this location and degraded (true) means
that data collection has taken place in the neighbourhood of the given location.
A plot is associated with only one cluster, but more than one plots may be associated
with a cluster. Only plots with true centres located inside the stratum are allowed to
be uploaded, which means that the number of plot centres per cluster (the cluster size)
may be reduced for clusters located near the stratum boundary (it may be even zero
in case of randomly oriented clusters). The requirement for plot centres being located
inside stratum boundaries is meant for the true position of the plot centre during field
data collection. The provided coordinate (plot geometry) may be outside the stratum
(stratum geometry) due to degradation of plot centre coordinates (coordinates degraded ).
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Estimation cells

The estimation system always produces estimates for pre-defined geographic regions, so-called
estimation cells (of interest), which – in general – are defined across boundaries between
countries and strata. Because some of the data providers are not allowed to provide exact plot
centre coordinates, we define a specific CSV file format for the upload of plot centre association
with such estimation cells.
The situation is a bit tricky for various reasons, especially because GIS between data
providers can not be assumed to be exact and projections exactly compatible, so that the
strata (country) in the database, for instance, may (slightly) overlap each other and small
pieces of uncovered land may occur between strata (countries).
Estimation cells are pre-defined in the database (see annex). They are made available
in pre-configured DB tables c estimation cells collection, say the “European NUTS2 regions”,
and related estimation cell codes c estimation cell categories, say for the NUtS2 regions in
Europe.
The number of estimation cells in a collection may be very large, say the some thousand
50 km by 50 km INSPIRE grid (estimation) cells in the collection of “INSPIRE grid cells
(50kmx50km )”.
Note: at the estimation stage, the system may collapse estimation cells to larger cells, and
estimation cells be dropped for the computation of certain results.
plot cell associations
CH,prodreg,southern alps,year 3,P3456,C,NUTS2,CH02,upload 2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to c country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum KEY to strata (stratum), NOT NULL
∗panel KEY to panels (panel), NOT NULL
∗cluster KEY to clusters (cluster), NOT NULL
∗plot KEY to plots (plot), NOT NULL
estimation cells collection FKEY to c estimation cell collection (id), NOT NULL
estimation cell FKEY to c estimation cell (label), NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records defines the estimation cell in which plot centres are located. The allowed
categories in estimation cell for a collection of cells (estimation cell collection) are predefined in the database.
A plot to estimation cell association is mandatory for each plot in a panel. In certain
cases, a specific code for a missing information (association) may be allowed and the
code provided (in the definition of estimation cell ).
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Auxiliary data

With the extension of the system, we can also perform model-assisted regression estimation,
which requires the availability of auxiliary data in form of a GIS map.
7

Because data providers (NFIs) may not be allowed to provide exact plot coordinates, CSV
file format is needed for the upload of auxiliary data values at field data plot centre positions.
The exact instruction of how the auxiliary data have to be derived from auxiliary source
data is specific in each case.
A straight forward example would be: data providers get a map file (GIS vector layer) and
are asked to intersect and retrieve the map value at inventory plot centres.
More complex examples involve two or more map layers, and the calculation of summary
statistics in a specified support region around the plot centre.
plots auxiliary data
CH,prodreg,southern alps,year 3,P3456,C,17,forest,33.5,upload
2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum KEY to strata (stratum), NOT NULL
∗panel KEY to panels (panel), NOT NULL
∗cluster KEY to clusters (cluster), NOT NULL
∗plot KEY to plots (plot), NOT NULL
∗auxiliary variable FKEY to c auxiliary variable (id), NOT NULL
∗aux variable category FKEY to c aux variable category (label), NOT NULL
value FLOAT, NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define the value of an auxiliary variable associated with the plot.
The data type of the value returned for the auxiliary variable at plot level differs according to instructions and context.
In some cases, auxiliary variable may just be a dummy variable indicating association
(or not) of plot centres with the map region described in aux variable category. In other
cases, auxiliary variable may be a true numerical value (float), such as stand height in
meters.
To avoid unnecessary upload of plot records, a auxiliary variable of zero is not mandatory
to be uploaded; missing records are set to auxiliary variable = 0 by the system. To make
this work: for each combination of panel, auxiliary variable and aux variable category,
data providers have to upload at least one plot per combination(?). The code for a
missing value in the auxiliary variable has to be defined in the specifications of each
study.
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Reference years and measurement dates

NFI field data collection is usually organised in inventory campaigns, which extend over a
certain number of weeks, months or years until the data for a given panel is completely collected.
The timing of field data collection is very disperse over European NFIs. Furthermore are
the length and the dates of the vegetation (growth) period – which varies greatly across the
continent – important for the interpretation of certain target variables (of change).
8

But there is also a reasonable pragmatic approach needed and applied in NFIs, notably in
the associate of inventory campaigns and inventory results with specific calendar years. We
use such a pragmatic approach in this version of the e-forest database.
The relevant information is collected in CSV files which requires each bunch of uploaded
target variables to be associated with a panel, but also with a calendar year (or a sequence of
calendar years).
inventory campaigns
CH,LFI5,5th measurement cycle of Swiss NFI,upload 2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗inventory campaign VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
label VARCHAR(120), NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define inventory campaigns. Many inventory campaigns inventory campaign
may be defined in a country.

reference year sets
CH,LFI5,year 2018,field season April to October 2018,2018,2018,upload
2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗inventory campaign KEY to inventory campaigns (inventory campaign), NOT NULL
∗reference year set VARCHAR(20), NOT NULL
label VARCHAR(120), NOT NULL
reference year begin INT, NOT NULL
reference year end INT, NOT NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define calendar year stamps which indicate the calendar years for which an
uploaded panel of target variable data is representative. Under an annual inventory
system with interpenetrating grids, the calendar years for reference year begin and reference year end are usually the same. Under a periodic inventory system, field data
collection for a complete panel may take more than one year.
We also define a CSV upload file format for plot level measurement dates. At the moment,
we are not using this (meta-)information in the estimation system and the provisioning of the
date (day) of field data collection on plots is not mandatory.
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plots measurement dates
CH,year 2018,P3456,C,2018-AUG-01,upload 2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗reference year KEY to reference year sets (reference year set), NOT NULL
∗cluster KEY to clusters (cluster), NOT NULL
∗plot KEY to plots (plot), NOT NULL
measurement date DATE, NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define plot level dates (day) of field data collection for the target variables which
are derived and uploaded for the respective reference year. The date format is defined
in the annex.
Note, that measurement date may be a useful information for target variables of change,
under permanent and temporary plot sampling. The current proposal is, however, to
allow missing measurement date, which may also be needed for plot centres not visited
or not accessible during field data collection.

6

Target variables

A CSV file for plot data is actually very simple. We basically just need a plot identifier and
the variable value in each record.
However, because plot data can be of various types and roles in the estimation system, we
define different CSV file formats for different types of plot data. A side-effect is to making
the nature of plot data better understood by the data data providers, and to allowing data
checking and verification during CSV file uploads.
We did already present the CSV file formats for plot level estimation cell association uploads, for auxiliary data uploads and for measurement dates uploads. Now it’s time for the
last CSV file format which defines the upload format for target variables (which are in most
cases derived from data collected in field surveys).
The main target variable uploads is, that the plot values have to be associated with a panel
(spatial association) and with one or more reference years (temporal association).
Further specifics are:
• because totals and means of many forest inventory target variables are to be estimated
according to subpopulations - say growing stock according to tree species - the uploaded
target variable values need always to be uploaded for a specified sub population and
sub population category (the entire population may be understood as a special case of
subpopulation)
• because totals and means of many forest inventory target variables are to be estimated
according to area (geographic) domains - say growing stock according to the availability
of forest land for wood supply - the uploaded target variable values need always to be
uploaded for a specified area domain and area domain category (again, the entire land
can be understood as a special case of area domain)
• if a target variable of change is to be uploaded - say plot level gross increment in growing
10

stock -, the specification will tell whether this change has to be provided as an average
annual change or a total change over a given time period, say since the last inventory
in case of permanent plots; in either case, we always ask for the change period length,
which could be asked to be provided in calendar years or in growing seasons over which
the change has been measured; under a permanent plot inventory, change period length
may differ for different plots, because field data may have been collected and re-collected
at different dates in the calendar year and time points of the growing season (vegetation
period)
• if the target variable value is zero for a plot, the plot does not have to be uploaded; this
prevents upload and preparation of unnecessarily bunches of records; the system sets
the value for missing records for a panel, reference year set, sub population category and
area domain category combination to zero
• a special code for missing values (in the sense of data have not been collected on
this specific plot) will usually be provided in the specifications, and data providers
will usually have to provide this code for all plots and all panel, reference year set,
sub population category and area domain category combinations (could we do something
to make this easier? say, by asking for a “target variable” which indicates plots for a
given panel, reference year set combination which have missing values for all target variables? in the Swiss NFI this would work, except that for forest area estimation we make
an imputation and have no missing values - for all the other target variables, we have
missing values for always the same plots, which have not been accessible for the field
team )
Target variables are usually understood to be derived from field data. However, other data
sources may, in principle, be defined and uploaded as target variables.
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plot target variables
CH,prodreg,southern alps,year 3,P3456,C,17,year 2018,growing
stock,8,picea abies,2,forest available for wood supply,123.45,,upload
2018-dec-20/AL
∗country FKEY to country (id), NOT NULL
∗strata set KEY to strata sets (strata set), NOT NULL
∗stratum KEY to strata (stratum), NOT NULL
∗panel KEY to panels (panel), NOT NULL
∗cluster KEY to clusters (cluster), NOT NULL
∗plot KEY to plots (plot), NOT NULL
∗reference year set KEY to reference years sets (reference year set), NOT NULL
∗target variable FKEY to c target variable (id), NOT NULL
∗sub population FKEY to c sub population (id), NOT NULL
∗sub population category FKEY to c sub population category (label), NOT NULL
∗area domain FKEY to c area domain (id), NOT NULL
∗area domain category FKEY to c area domain category (label), NOT NULL
value FLOAT, NOT NULL
change period length FLOAT, NULL
comment TEXT, NULL
Records define the plot level local density of a target target variable associated with
a panel and reference year set. The variable values are always associated with a
sub-population category (sub population, sub population category) and area sub-domain
category (area domain, area domain category), which need to be pre-defined in the
database.
For a target variable of change, the number of calendar years or vegetation periods (in
case of tree growth variables) is to be provided in (change period ). This information is
not mandatory (because we may have a variable of state), but is mandatory for target
variables of change.
To avoid large amounts of “boring” target variable value uploads (zero values), especially
for rare sub-populations and area sub-domains, we allow plot level target variable values
0 to be omitted in the upload. In other words, when a target variable value is not
available for a specific plot, the estimation system assumes a zero value.
For this reason it is mandatory to provide a specific code, say -9999, for missing target
variable plot values. See comments about this in the above section.
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Data formats

For some fields of the the CSV files rather specific data formats are used. These may but
also may not be known by some data providers (countries). For this reason a description of a
selection of data formats is provided:
• WKT: Well-Known Text representation of the geometry/geography. Comprehensive
information about the WKT can be found on Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Well-known_text). This format can be used to hand over geometries of points,
lines, polygons or their multi-variants (AL: do we have EWKT as well with the projection
system?).
• BOOLEAN: A logical value which can be either TRUE or FALSE. It comes from
Boolean algebra and possible representations of those two values are specified in PostgreSQL docs (https://www.postgresql.org/docs/11/datatype-boolean.html). For
shake of clarity only ’true’ and ’false’ values (out of the numerous options described in
the referenced documentation) are allowed in CSV files (AL: ok, we used 0/1 in the old
e-forest system, should we stick to that?).
• DATE: Full specification of date data type can be found again in PostgreSQL docs
(https://www.postgresql.org/docs/11/datatype-datetime.html). Also here we restrict the choices to only one in the MDY (Month/Day/Year) format - for example
1/18/1999 stands for 18 January 1999 (AL: this is US American, we should use a European format, I propose 2018-NOV-17, which is easily human readable, or 2018-11-17
which is chronologically sortable and was the old e-forest format).
Besides of the data types used, there are other simple principles introduced within the
CSV/database:
• NULL: Indicates that the data value does not exist - the respective position (column,
row) in given CSV file is left blank (or void). It should not be confused with no observation or equivalently not-available situation which has to be coded by specific numeric
code(s) i.e. -9999
• UTF-8: It is a type of character encoding based on the Unicode standard. CSV files
must use this particular encoding. In any other case the upload will be rejected by the
system. For more information please visit: .
• Column separator: In the structure of CSV files individual columns are separated one
from the other by a comma character ’;’ (in UTF-8 encoding just see the above point).
• (AL: Are text fields to be put in quotation marks, in certain cases? What type of
quotation marks? Mandatory or only when certain characters are used in the column
field?)
• Line breaks: A sequence of CR (carriage return) and LF (line feed) has to be used to
code end of lines in all the CSV to be uploaded. This is the default on Microsoft Windows
so it is supposed that particularly this choice could potentially be the less complicating
one. (AL: let’s hope so - I am a Linux man...)
13
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Graphical representation of the CSV file formats and the
e-forest 2.0 database
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Figure 1: e-forest 2.0 CSV file formats and DB structure
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1

Introduction

The new Forest Inventory ESTimation and Analysis system (nFIESTA) is a
software solution capable to produce sound estimates of target parameters
describing the condition of forests and its development. It has been developed as part of the Diabolo project (http://diabolo-project.eu/) funded
by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
The specificity of the nFIESTA estimation system is that it allows for an
analysis of large datasets sourced by National Forest Inventories (NFIs) of
many (not only European) countries. Such an integrated database contains
sample plot data that use to be collected following a number of different
sampling and survey designs, with spatial distribution and timing that vary
from country to country. The only methodological prerequisite is that the
NFI (field) data must come from a probability sample.
Using such a system the estimates of forest and landscape parameters
can be obtained at a level of detail starting from a relatively small areas
- as small as several hundreds of sq. kilometers - for which (in a rather
extreme case) even no sample plots need to be available. From the temporal
point of view, the current implementation supports estimations for periods
of one calendar year or longer. To make all this possible the system was
designed and developed so it can use various sources of auxiliary information
(typically GIS maps produced by remote sensing methods).
The technological solution of nFIESTA has been evolving over several
years. In 2017 the first prototype was made operational. At that time artificial plot data that mimicked the field reality (various GIS maps depicting the
presence of forest and its predominant type) were used to boost the development. Next development iteration was connected to a case-study within the
task T2.3.1 of the Diabolo project, which already used real NFI data from
four countries - Czech Republic, France, Germany and Switzerland. Each
of the four countries made available plot data covering the whole country’s
extent (a probability sample) with attributes related to the above ground
tree biomass. As a source of auxiliary data Copernicus Forest Type 2012
and Tree Cover Density 2012 maps were used. This integrated dataset has
been extensively analysed by the nFIESTA which provided a great benchmark for further development. During this case-study the software and also
the estimation methods were intensively fine-tuned.
The nFIESTA is build on top of the PostgreSQL RDBMS (https:
//www.postgresql.org/). It is distributed and maintained in the form of a
standardised PostgreSQL Extension mechanism (https://www.postgresql.
org/docs/11/extend-extensions.html). The only software prerequisites
are the availability of the PostgreSQL database with the PostGIS extension
(both free and open source software). So far no graphic user interface (GUI)
exists for nFIESTA system - except the common front ends used to access the
PostgreSQL database e.g. PgAdmin (https://www.pgadmin.org), which is
2

also a free and open source application. For the time being there are no
plans to extend the nFIESTA by a GUI. But of course, this attitude may
change depending on the possibilities and needs of further development.
The nFIESTA is distributed under the license EUPL and the source
code is hosted and accessible at GitLab repository(https://gitlab.com/
nfiesta/nfiesta_pg), which is publicly available. Standard installation
instructions can be found in a README.md file (https://gitlab.com/
nfiesta/nfiesta_pg/blob/master/README.md). In the following main functional components of nFIESTA are described.

2

Functional overview of nFIESTA

The basic logic of the nFIESTA application can be described by the schema
in figure 1.

Figure 1: Functional schema of the nFIESTA estimation software.
It is obvious that before any estimate can be produced there must be at
least some plot data uploaded to the nFIESTA database. The NFI as well
as auxiliary data can be sourced to nFIESTA using generic ETL mechanism.

3

Estimates of target parameters can be produced in a chain of six interlinked processes shown by the functional schema and described below:
1. Node No. 1 - the user configures a one-phase estimation task (no
auxiliary data is considered for one-phase estimation). The configuration itself consists in the specification of the estimation cell(s), time
frame (in terms of one or several calendar years) and the target variable. The user can choose from a list of options reflecting the current
content of the nFIESTA database.
2. Node No. 2 - the user decides whether any (wall-to-wall) auxiliaries
can and should be used to get more accurate estimates. This decision
can hardly be automated as the stem ’does not know’ what auxiliaries
could be useful for what target variables. It is a sole judgment of the
nFIESTA user.
3. Node No. 3 - (after deciding to use auxiliaries) the user has to specify
which auxiliaries will be used (explanatory variables), how the (linear) working model will be specified and what region(s) will be used
for the working model parametrization. The choice of parametrisation
region D+ is generic in the sense that the user only chooses the type
(or level) of parametrisation region. All parametrisation regions are
defined in terms of unions of estimation cells and the particular type of
parametrisation region represents a set of spatially congruent parameterisation regions. Once the type of parametrisation regions is chosen
the system can automatically identify a parameterisation region for
each of the considered estimation cells. The specification of auxiliaries
and the working regression model needs to be done by the user.
4. Node No. 4 - nFIESTA automatically checks whether the G̃βt+ matrices are already available for the combination of parametrisation region, set of auxiliaries and working model. The beta-matrices are used
to estimate coefficients of the working model in a parametrisation region in an efficient way. They depend on auxiliaries and working model
specification but they are independent on the choice of the target variable. Because potentially many estimation tasks may use the same
auxiliaries and working model but different target variables, the nFIESTA strategy of storing once calculated beta-matrices saves potentially many (unnecessary) computations. Consequently the requested
estimators can often be produced in a (much) shorter time. Further
details on the construction of the G̃βt+ can be found in a technical
report by Adolt et al. [2018, p. 21].
5. Node No. 5 - nFIESTA calculates the beta-matrices for each parametrisation region (based on the working model specification). The list of
4

parameterisation regions for which these matrices need to be evaluated is determined based on the linkage of cells and parametrisation
regions of the selected type (see node No. 3). Finally the matrices
are stored in the database so they can be found and used for similar
configurations (but different target variables).
6. Node No. 6 - if the overall process reaches this node all necessary
data and metadata (estimate configuration) is passed to the estimation functionality so the estimates are produced and stored in the
corresponding part of the database. This node can be reached either directly from node No. 2 (one-phase estimation using only field
plot data), or via node No. 4 (estimators which use auxiliaries, betamatrices already available) or through node No. 5 (estimators which
use auxiliaries, beta-matrices have just been calculated).
As it can be seen on figure 1 nFIESTA can be broken down in to three
logical parts: i) Estimates configuration, ii) Estimates calculation and iii)
Data storage. These will be described in more detail in the three sections
which follow.

2.1

Data storage

Figure 2 shows relational structure of the nFIESTA database. It is a detailed
representation of the lower part of the functional schema shown in figure 1.
The left part of the data storage schema, labeled as Inventory data, was
designed to contain data provided by National Forest Inventories i.e. field
plot data and all necessary design and survey metadata. In addition the
Inventory data part also stores the linkage of inventory plots to (predefined)
estimation cells as well as auxiliary values determined at (exact) inventory
plot positions. The reason behind is that many countries are not allowed or
prefer not to disclose exact coordinates of their (usually permanent) National
Forest Inventory plots.
The Inventory data part is supposed to be filled by an ETL (Extract
Transformation Load) process working as a bridge between the nFIESTA
and any system facilitating the process of NFI provision by countries (e.g.
the future E-Forest 2.0).
The right part of the schema, called Analytical part, is used by nFIESTA
to configure, produce and save estimates of the requested target parameters.
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6
Figure 2: Relational schema of database part of the nFIESTA.

Analytical part can be broken down into three subparts:
1. Results - to the two tables of this subpart all the estimates produced
by nFIESTA and their metadata are saved. Through the metadata
the estimates keep a link to the their configuration so any time later
the user can see how the particular estimates were produced. Results
are written by the process described in node No. 6 of the functional
schema in figure 1.
2. G_Beta - this subpart contains only one table in which the precalculated G̃βt+ matrices are saved. The beta-matrices can be used to
estimate new target variable applying a set of auxiliaries and working
model which had been previously used for one or more other target
variables. Further information on this matrices can be found under
the description of node No. 4 of the schema in figure 1.
3. Estimates configuration - here all metadata concerning the estimates configuration are stored. The nFIESTA Estimates calculation
functionality accesses this subpart in order to steer the estimation process (prepare the right data, auxiliaries and run the appropriate estimation procedure). The process of estimates configuration is briefly
described in nodes No. 1 to 3. of the functional schema in figure 1.
The Data storage schema uses different colors to highlight certain sets of
database tables according to their meaning. The meaning of the colors is
the following:
Red - code lists (or lookup tables) defining the key categorial variables
recognised by the system e.g. list of countries (analytical.c_country)
or the list of target variables (analytical.c_target_variable). Data
provided to the system refer to categories found in these code lists.
This way semantical meaning as well as a proper structure of inventory
data being uploaded can be enforced. These code lists are predefined
by the nFIESTA user (administrator).
Yellow - metadata describing spatial aspects of the particular NFI
sampling and survey design.
Orange - metadata describing temporal aspects of the particular NFI
sampling and survey design.
Blue - actual data provided by NFIs at the plot level. The data must
be linked (enforcement by foreign keys) to the code lists (red tables)
as well as design and survey metadata provided by the respective NFI
(country).
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Green - mapping tables which are used to model more complex (N:N)
relationships between tables. These are mostly found between tables
describing the particular NFI design but a good example is the analytical.cm_plot2cell_mapping, which makes it possible to link one plot
to several (spatially overlapping) estimation cells.
Violet - these tables contain spatial representation (geometries) of estimation cells (study areas for which estimates need to be produced
(analytical.f_a_cell) and of parametrisation regions (.f_a_param_area)
formed as unions of available estimation cells (in order to preserve the
spatial linkage to plots via the linkage between plots and cells established by NFIs).
Gray - used for tables in the Analytical part of the nFIESTA Data
storage. These tables are filled during the production of estimates
based on the content of the Inventory data part.
The meaning and intended use of particular data tables of the Inventory
data part (left part of the Data storage schema in figure 2) can be found in
the technical report by Lanz et al. [2018b]. The description of tables used
within the Analytical part can be found in table 1 below.
Table 1: List of tables in the Analytical part of nFIESTA Data storage.
Table name
c_aux_phase_type
c_estimate_type
c_param_area_type
cm_plot2param_area_mapping
f_a_param_area
t_aux_conf
t_aux_total
t_estimate_conf
t_g_beta
t_model

Description
Code table of sampling phases. Reflects various auxiliary data types (wall-to-wall maps, deified sampling
grids).
Code table of estimate types (total or ratio).
Code table of parametrization area types i.e groupings
of parametrization areas which are spatially congruent.
Mapping table providing the linkage of sample plots to
parametrization areas.
Table containing parameterisation areas themselves
(their geometries).
Table with possible combinations of parametrization areas and working models (listing the explanatory i.e.
auxiliary variables).
Table storing (known) totals of auxiliaries (wall-to-wall
maps) in the estimation cells.
Table listing existing estimates configurations (configuration of total or combination of two totals in case of
ratio).
Table containing the precalculated G̃βt+ matrices
(linked to particular auxiliary configuration).
Table containing the working regression models (defined sets of explanatory variables, just a container with
unique id).
Continued on next page
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Table 1 – Continued from previous page
description
Table listing explanatory (auxiliary) variables used
t_model_variables
within a working model.
Table containing sampling panel to working model mapt_panel2aux_conf
pings.
Table containing sampling panel to field survey data
t_panel2total_2ndph_est_data
mappings (specific for a particular estimates configuration).
Table containing sampling panel to auxiliary data mapt_panel2total_1stph_est_data
pings (specific for a particular estimates configuration).
t_result
Table with the estimation results.
Table storing the metadata attached to estimation results (date of calculation, nFIESTA extension version
t_result_metadata
etc.).
t_total_estimate_conf
Table storing configurations of the estimates of totals.
Table where (most) of the data used for particular estit_total_estimate_data
mation task is specified including the sampling phase.
Table listing available combinations of variables (target
t_variable
as well auxiliaries), sub-populations and area domains
Database view on table t_variable with human readable
v_ldsity_conf
labels.
Table name

2.2

Estimates configuration

This part of the nFIESTA functionality formalises the search for the best
possible data (field as well as auxiliaries if available) and the corresponding
estimation technique which can be used given the user specification of:
• target parameter - variable e.g. total forest area

• estimation cell - representing a geographical area (denoted by D)
for which the best possible estimate of the specified target parameter
needs to be identified as well as the dataset allowing for its calculation
• inventory year(s) - to which the estimate should (ideally) correspond

• parametrisation region - a region D+ ⊇ D in which a working
model can potentially be parametrised and used to increase the precision of target parameter estimate
The configuration process is captured by schema in figure 3. In this schema
the orange nodes correspond to user defined inputs (left part of the schema).
The central rectangle corresponds to purely design-based estimation, while
in the right one leads to model-dependent or mixed (i.e. for some sampling
strata model-dependent and design-based for other). Section 6 of the report
by Ene et al. [2018] provides a better insight in terms of estimation methods
to be used for each of the possible paths between nodes No. 1 and 10.
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The blue and gray diamonds to decisions made by nFIESTA (potentially user-assisted decision) and the thin blue or gray rhomboids represent
dataset available for the calculation of the estimate(s). The only green end
point corresponds to a state when the estimate of the respective target parameter can be calculated. Reaching the red end point will stop the whole
process because no viable configuration (estimation method) exists for the
user inputs.
The estimate configuration logic can be described following the nodes of
the schema in figure 3:
• Node No. 1 - the user chooses the target parameter (total or ratio, target variable), the reference year(s), the estimation cell and
parametrisation area type (to be able to test whether auxiliary data
can be used for estimation). For a given estimation cell and parametrisation region type (defining a set of spatially congruent parametrisation areas) a particular parametrisation region is easily determined
based on an explicit linkage to estimation cells (the unions of which
define parametrisation regions).
• Node No. 2 - automatic check whether there the necessary target
variable(s) is (are) available on all plots within the automatically identified parametrisation region of given type. The check is done irrespective of the reference year.
• Node No. 3 - because the requested target variable(s) is not available
for the whole or part of parametrisation region no estimates can be
produced. From here the user has always the chance to come back to
node No. 1 and choose another type of parametrisation region (possibly the one corresponding to the estimation cell itself) and continue
with second iteration of the configuration. In fact such a logic could
be implemented automatically, but at the moment it is has not been
implemented by nFIESTA.
• Node No. 4 - Data identified in node No. 4 is reduced to a subset
corresponding to the desired reference year(s). Then the size of the
subset is compared to the minimum sample size requirement. reference
year(s).
• Node No. 5 - plot data (organised to sampling panels) which fits
spatially as well as temporarily to the requested target parameter, cell
and parametrisation region.
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Figure 3: Schema of nFIESTA estimates configuration logic.
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• Node No. 6 - system check whether the found plot data represents the
full sampling grid surveyed in the field. The purpose of this check is to
separate situations when a single-phase estimation can be performed
and no potentially better estimation technique exists (using wall-towall auxiliaries is considered also a kind of single-phase estimation
here).
• Node No. 7 - user assisted decision whether auxiliary data obtained
from wall-to-wall maps can be used to improve precision of the target
parameter estimate(s).
• Node No. 8 - the user has to specify auxiliaries and all the terms of
a linear regression model which will be used for the estimation.
• Node No. 9 - the dataset necessary for the particular estimator type
i.e. G̃βt+ matrices and auxiliary totals for the extent of the given
estimation cell. The gbeta-matrices can either be reused (if available)
or they have to be evaluated by nFIESTA right at this moment.
• Node No. 10 - nFIESTA calculates the respective estimate the type of
which depends on the path through which the node has been reached.
• Node No. 11 - system checks whether there are more panels representing various reference years in the dataset identified in node No. 5.
If yes an additional check is performed to find out whether for each
of the reference years at least one panel exists which has been remeasured. If both conditions are met a two-phase estimator can be
constructed combining the panels for the requested years and panels
which were measured in the past (or future in some cases).
• Node No. 12 - data corresponding to full sampling grid (all yearly
panels not necessarily form the same inventory campaign) which can
be used for two-phase estimation (to improve precision, old plot data
can be used as non-exhaustive auxiliaries). Wall-to-wall auxiliaries
may also enter the game if a positive answer in node No. 7 is obtained.
In such a case the resulting estimator would actually be a three-phase
one.
• Node No. 13 - either there was no suitable data found in node No. 5 or
the data does not correspond to the full sampling grid and the available
panels do not allow for two-phase estimation (node No. 11). In the
former case one can try an interpolation of plot values between two
measurement years or using the unchanged plot values corresponding
to the next preceding survey (if an interpolation between two field
survey occasions is not possible). This corresponds to model-based or
mixed inference. In the later case (i.e. when reaching node No. 13
12

from node No. 11) the default system behavior is to continue to node
No. 7 (avoiding interpolation at the end a design-based estimation is
pursued).
• Node No. 14 - the system creates a plot dataset which contains
the original as well as some artificial panels with interpolated plot
data. Currently only a linear interpolation can be used. This can
be improved by disturbance maps and growth models (once they are
available for large territories). From here the configuration goes to
node No. 7 to check whether wall-to-wall auxiliaries can be used to
improve precision of the estimate. Estimates using interpolated data
should not be considered generally unbiased. The interpretation of the
respective variance estimates should reflect this circumstance.
• Node No. 15 - a situation of no data measured in specified reference
year(s) and no interpolation possible. Check if there are is wall-to-wall
auxiliary data corresponding to the measurement year(s) of field data
identified in node No. 5 and at the same time, if there is another (generation) of the same auxiliary data corresponding to the user specified
reference year(s).
• Node No. 16 - field data identified in node No. 5 and the pair(s)
of wall-to-wall auxiliaries corresponding to the field data and the requested reference year(s). Next step is the parametrisation (calculation of G_Beta) based on the auxiliary corresponding to the only
available field data followed by a synthetic estimation using the fitted
model but auxiliaries corresponding to the user requested reference
year(s). This method is not implemented in nFIESTA because of lack
of suitable auxiliaries with a regular update frequency and large spatial
coverage.
• Node No. 17 - there is no other option than to take the inventory
data identified in node No. 5 as it is and potentially try to improve
precision by incorporation of wall-to-wall auxiliaries (timely indifferent
approach).
At the moment the assessment of all the above conditions is done in a way
that a positive answer is obtained only in case the conditions are met for each
sampling stratum encroaching the parametrisation region. This approach
basically means that we head toward the same type of estimate in all strata
found within the given estimation cell. This constraint can be relaxed in
the future implementation but for the moment a more transparent approach
was preferred.
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2.3

Estimates calculation

This part of nFIESTA implements the estimators described by Adolt et al.
[2018]. The selection and preparation of data for the particular estimate is
done by a set of SQL functions. These are also used to prepare auxiliary data
and parametrise the working model whenever a modified direct estimator is
specified in the estimates configuration. At certain stage the SQL functions
hand over to a PL/Python function which calculates the matrix inversion
needed to get G̃βt+ matrix.
Once all data for the estimation has been prepared other SQL functions
calculate the desired estimates of total or ratio (depending on what has
been configured) while another PostgreSQL extension called htc (https:
//gitlab.com/nfiesta/nfiesta_htc) is called to evaluate the respective
variance estimate according to the Horvitz-Thompson theorem for infinite
populations [Cordy, 1993]. This extension also evaluates the pairwise inclusion densities following the specification given in technical report by Adolt
et al. [2018, p. 6].
For sake of calculation speed the core part of the htc extension has been
written in C but there is an SQL API (Application Interface) making the
integration with PostgreSQL possible. The htc extension is automatically
installed during the standardised installation of nFIESTA so the user in fact
does not have to interact with it directly.
Thanks to the database (SQL) nature of the nFIESTA implementation
many target parameters can be evaluated in one single run - for a large number of estimation cells and, if requested, also for many alternative parametrisation regions and working models. The calculations can be distributed to
more processor cores or even physical machines so the results are obtained in
a fraction of the time, which would be normally needed. Unfortunately, the
spread of the calculation load to more cores or machines has to be steered
manually at the moment.
The nFIESTA performance was tested within the T2.3.1 case study [Lanz
et al. , 2018a]. With a PostgreSQL (version 11) and nFIESTA installation
on a vmware virtual machine (64bit Windows 7 OS, 2x Intel Xeon 2.00GHz /
i.e. 4 cores in total, 8GB RAM, 127 GB SSD disk) 36990 estimates generated
by combinations of:
• seven target parameters (total biomass, total coniferous biomass, total
broadleaved biomass, total area of biomass domain, mean total, mean
coniferous and mean broadleaved biomass per hectare of the biomass
domain)
• the 50 by 50 km and 100 by 100 km estimations cells (Inspire grid) covering (or intersecting) the whole territories of Czech Republic, France,
Germany and Switzerland, plus one separate cell corresponding to the
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whole territory of Czech Republic (to test htc extension performance
for larger estimation cells)
• 100 by 100 km parametrisation regions plus one separate parametrisation region corresponding to the whole territory of the Czech Republic
• six alternative working models (defined in terms of variables generated
from the Copernicus Forest Type and Tree Cover density maps)
were calculated using three parallel PostgreSQL connections (three cores of
one physical machine) in less than six hours. Out of this time three hours
were spent with the working model parametrisation (calculation of G̃βt+
matrices), one hour took the computation of total estimates and one hour
and twenty minutes took the computation of ratios (including the calculation
of the respective variances by htc extension).
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